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Abstract
This paper is a Scholarly Personal Narrative (SPN) that explores the issue of reciprocity in
cross-race and cross class relationships. It explores the social and structural barriers to the
formation of these kinds of relationships, as well as the transformation that can take place
as these barriers are overcome. Best practices from the field of adult education are applied
to the questions of how adults can learn to focus on similarities rather than differences, and
how they can learn to get out of their comfort zones and develop relationships with people
who are very different from themselves. In an SPN, the focus of the research is on the
experiences of the author, using theory to explicate and challenge the narrative. After
exploring the barriers to the formation of these relationships and the potential of adults
learning new ways of thinking and being, the paper concludes by making the case that
there are communal and individual benefits to these relationships that far outweigh the
difficulties in forming them. The concluding recommendations emphasize the need for
further research on how these relationships form as well the need for further research on
the relatively rare relationships that cross the lines of social class.
Keywords: tribalism, social class, racism, reciprocal relationships
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1
And yet in our world everybody thinks of changing humanity, but nobody thinks of
changing himself.
- Leo Tolstoy, Pamphlets, 1900
CHAPTER ONE

.

INTRODUCTION
The moment I realized nothing would ever be the same again was when I saw that
crappy little pile of candy. It was Halloween the year after I moved with my husband and
two children from the suburbs to the city. The kids went out with the neighbors to go trick
or treating. An hour later, they returned from the cold to a house full of friends, noise, and
candy. In the midst of the chaos, my son whispered to me, “Mom, I didn’t get a lot of candy.”
I brushed off his concerns and continued to socialize. Later, when he was in bed, I went into
his room and saw his pile of candy on his desk. In the past, we lived in large suburban
neighborhoods and the kids came home with pillowcases that would be sorted into piles of,
for instance, 10 peanut butter cups, 32 candy bars, 15 bags of M&Ms, and 20 quarters. In
contrast, this year’s haul was a small pile of penny candy, mints, a used pen, a half full
bottle of dollar store cologne, a few pennies, and a handful of miniature candy bars. I
looked at the detritus of my son’s first urban Halloween and burst into tears. I don’t cry
easily and was disturbed at what felt like a ridiculous overreaction to a trivial matter. I
couldn’t shake the feeling, however, and every time I walked past his room the next day, I
started to cry.
With some reflection, I started to see that pile of candy as a microcosm of the
changes we were in the midst of. We were experiencing a great exchange, the profound
meaning of which I was barely beginning to grasp. We had given up some things when we
moved from a safe suburban community to an urban neighborhood. We had decided to live
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in solidarity with people very different from ourselves for reasons of faith that I could not
yet clearly articulate. We had a very old house in disrepair, a small pile of candy, and no
idea at the time of the radical reorientation and amazing things we would be getting in
return. I was living a life that could not have been predicted from my sheltered and
conservative past.
My Sheltered and Conservative Past
I grew up attending a fundamentalist Baptist church three times a week while living
in a slightly less fundamentalist home. Among the many sins my church warned against
were the following: playing cards, dancing, smoking, drinking, gambling, attending movies,
saying words like “gosh” or “golly” that were presumed to be a stand-in for taking the
Lord’s name in vain, and being anything other than Baptist. Among the many additional
sins a Baptist woman could commit were wearing a two-piece bathing suit, wearing pants
to church, not obeying her husband, leading any group that included men, serving in
positions of leadership, serving communion, having a job outside the home, or doing
anything that resembled teaching or preaching in the church. In eighth grade, I began
attending a Christian school that stood theologically about midway between the relatively
moderate beliefs of my parents and the extreme beliefs of my church. My whole world of
faith revolved around things that I could not do.
It was not in this context that my passion for social justice blossomed. I recall as a
teenager hearing about the heresy of the “social gospel” that was experiencing a resurgence
in the church world. When I enquired what the social gospel was, I was told it was when
churches got involved in what we would now call ministries of social justice: feeding the
poor, housing the homeless, visiting the prisoners, and providing for people’s basic needs.
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The movement was originally popularized by Walter Rauchenbusch early in the 20th
century. The social gospel of that day, according to Hinson-Hasty (2009) focused on
economic justice, reform in public policy, and fair labor laws.
Because I had two brothers who were over a decade older than I who were
attending a college that our church saw as theologically suspect, I was privy to
conversations that would generally speaking not be in the interests of an eight year old. An
evil breed of what my pastor called “neo-evangelicals” was coming to the forefront in the
conservative church and it seems that our pastor was worried that my brothers were
headed hell-bound in that direction. The neo-evangelicals of the 70’s may have been
pushing elements of the social gospel, but they were as conservative as the “normal”
evangelicals in all other respects: they stressed being born again, proselytizing, the
authority of scripture, and personal piety. Their fatal error was to add engaging in social
and political issues onto these components of true religion (Pipkin, 1983). Because these
activities and issues were the province of the liberal mainline denominations, my church
would not embrace them, regardless of what the Bible had to say.
Throughout my childhood and young adulthood in conservative churches, I never
heard one sermon about feeding the hungry or helping the poor. I never heard of a church
or organization that engaged in these kinds of ministries. We did hear at times from
missionaries to Africa and other destitute nations, who were feeding the hungry while they
preached the gospel. It was apparently not heretical to participate in social justice efforts
abroad; only here at home. Even as I moved into slightly less theologically conservative
circles, caring for the poor did not seem to be on anyone’s radar.
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I was about to give up on church altogether when I moved with my husband and
young children to the Twin Cities at the age of 30. As we visited various churches,
something or other would rub me the wrong way and I would get up and walk out, waiting
in the car until the service was over. I made one last-ditch effort to make church work for
me, agreeing to attend Woodland Hills Church, which, contrary to its name, met in an urban
high school. Over the next months, I heard a message of faith that was all about the love and
the social gospel and it turns out that it is this active and engaged gospel that had been laid
out in the pages of my Bible all along. In fact, it turns out that when Jesus was here on earth
and started his ministry, he actually announced that he had been anointed to “bring good
news to the poor . . . proclaim release to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to
let the oppressed go free, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor” (Luke 4: 18-19 New
Revised Standard Version). He was quoting from the Old Testament prophet Isaiah, who
had announced at least 700 years earlier that the promised Messiah would do these things.
Even though I had actually read my Bible through from cover to cover, it was only at this
church that I realized that the whole Bible is about social justice, with love as its
motivation.
This was a faith I could embrace and I was brought to tears more than once as I
learned what I had been missing. The leadership at Woodland Hills cast a vision for caring
for those in any kind of need, working toward healing the divide between people of
different backgrounds, and in general making faith a guide for how to live every day, rather
than something you just dressed up for at 11 a.m. each Sunday. Over the next seven years,
despite moving two more times, I tried to live out this new-to-me gospel. We moved to
Chicago and then back to the Detroit area. I helped feed the hungry, passed out backpacks
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to students who needed them, worked with prostitutes on the streets of Detroit, and built
relationships with people who were different from me. This loving social gospel became my
gospel and I held onto it with both hands.
In 2003, I was living in a suburb of Detroit and serving on the pastoral staff of a very
rich and very White church, which is another story in itself. I was also spending many
evenings in one of the worst neighborhoods in Detroit passing out food, condoms, and
other basic needs to the prostitutes who worked those streets. I couldn’t reconcile these
two worlds and found myself becoming angry – at White people, at the church, at God, and
at myself. JoJo (not her real name) was one prostitute I got to know a little bit. She was
covered with burn scars after trying to commit suicide by lighting herself on fire. There was
a tragic story every week.
In August of that year, I came across Psalm 146:7, which says that God “executes
justice for the oppressed” and “gives food to the hungry.” (New Revised Standard Version)
and I yelled at God and told him that his plans for executing justice and feeding the hungry
were not going well. I reminded him about JoJo. My immediate thought, whether from God
or from my own tortured head, was that God would have to use something besides his own
hands and feet to do these things. What if he wanted to use people, but no one was signing
on, including those who closely identified with him? I decided at that point that I either had
to sign on or sign off, but no longer wanted to be part of the institutional church and its
message, attitudes, behaviors, or priorities.
Movement
Within two months of that conversation with God, I moved with my husband and
two school age children back to Minnesota. I had spent a lifetime in the suburbs and the
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middle class and was now moving into an under-resourced, diverse neighborhood on the
east side of Saint Paul. We had a few reasons that sounded coherent that we would give to
people who asked about our decision. We wanted to work for social justice, we said, and
believed that is best done in proximity to those experiencing injustice. We wanted to
escape with our children from the consumerism of the suburbs that did not line up with
our faith or values, we said. We wanted to get out of our comfort zone, we said, and build
relationships with people from different backgrounds than ours. We said all of these things,
but truth be told, for me it was a matter of deciding that I really did have faith, and that
faith, at that time, for me, required action. Consequences and dissenting voices be damned.
Before making this move, I held many assumptions about what goes on in underresourced families and communities, and none of it was based on personal experience. I
also held assumptions about what I could to do help the “poor” people I would be meeting
and living near. I saw resources flowing one direction – from me to them. Freire (2012)
calls this “false generosity” (p. 44), wherein I have the opportunity to express my
generosity only if injustice is perpetuated. I did not have the depth of understanding at the
time to see it for what it was, but my vision of the future did indeed place me in the role of
perpetual giver in this context. This goes beyond the giving of financial resources.
Brookfield (2005) says this kind of generosity “is often experienced as a patronizing
attempt by the White center to empower the margins” (¶ 5). Not only did I see myself in a
position to help with groceries, but I also saw myself as an empowered person willing to
share my privilege.
After more than ten years here, I have developed a very different perspective. I have
learned how ignorant I was about poverty. I have learned that in healthy relationships,
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resources flow in both directions, and that resources are about far more than money. Both
parties offer love, acceptance, and a commitment to learn from one another. Fromm (1956)
says that it is not the giving of material things that is most important, but rather that a
person gives of “that which is alive in him . . . his joy . . . his interest . . . his understanding . . .
his knowledge . . . his humor . . . his sadness” (p. 23). Money is not the defining feature of
any healthy friendship. Even though a person with financial resources might help meet a
financial need, the important things that are being exchanged have nothing to do with
money. I have also learned that power and privilege are not mine to give. I am no one’s
savior.
Most of all, I realized that the reason for many of the misunderstandings and wrong
assumptions (on the part of all) is that our society is socially and geographically segregated
to the point where few people have the opportunity to experience the kind of relationships
I have been able to in this context. Since “physical proximity plays a central role in the
establishment of relationships” (Vela-McConnell, 2011, p. 25), it is easy to see why
relationships across lines of race and class are rare. When we lack the firsthand knowledge
that proximity would provide, we fill in the blanks with what we have overheard or seen on
TV and in movies or learned from our families. I learned that much of what I used to fill in
the blanks was inaccurate.
When I moved to my urban neighborhood, I assumed that since people were living
below the poverty line, their primary need was some kind of financial resource and the
benefits that attach to money. If only they had more money, better education, more access
to power, better health care, etc., their problems would be solved. But after over a decade
in this context, my theory is that getting people these kinds of resources is only part of the
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solution. They are necessary but not sufficient. In my own experience, it is only when these
resources are attached to meaningful relationships that transformation happens. And,
notably, when these kinds of relationships form, transformation happens for all of the
people in the relationship, albeit in different ways. Love is a necessary ingredient for
transformation. This was eye opening for me because my own cultural context taught me
that quantifiable resources such as money were the ones that mattered; other kinds of
resources (that may in fact be more important) were not part of the equation. Fromm
(1956) says that in spite of the “deep-seated craving for love” in our culture, “almost
everything else is considered to be more important than love: success, prestige, money,
power” (p. 5).
That money is not the primary issue was driven home to me when some of my
neighbors found themselves in possession of large sums of money. During my time here,
three young adult friends have inherited money or received a settlement of some kind. One
person received $15,000 and the other two received $10,000 each. In all three cases, the
people disappeared when they received the money and didn’t resurface until it was all gone
(2-4 months later). All of them burned through it by buying designer clothing and purses,
getting their hair and nails done, taking trips, and eating at restaurants. One of them, an 18year old girl, showed up at our door several months later pregnant and homeless and
broke.
What I learned from this is that money solved none of their problems. None had
stable housing or an education or a good credit rating or a car either before or after the
money came. I began to suspect that if money didn’t solve their problems, then money was
not the problem.
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However, it is a problem. Many of the families that I have established long term
relationships with recognize that they did not learn anything about money management
when they were growing up. Since they did not learn it, they are not able to pass it along to
their children, who are living in a world that is even more complex. I have seen multiple
problems overlap. There is little or no money, there is limited financial literacy, there is
often a belief that money will solve their problems, and there is a whole network of friends
and family in the same boat.
So while money is not the solution to all of life’s problems, the lack of it and the lack
of knowledge about it can make life difficult. If you throw into the mix a friend or two that
is financially literate, lots of good things happen. I have had the opportunity to sit down
with various neighborhood friends to look at their budget or help them prioritize their bills.
In the process, they learn a few things about money. Equally important, I learn that I should
never complain about money. In comparison with them, I have never had a financial
hardship in my life. My relationships deepened to a place where they now have a friend
they can turn to when financial crises come along, and I now have a friend who keeps me
from whining about money.
In addition to the many things I had to learn about poverty, I also had to learn, for
the first time, what it really means to be White. And what it means to not be White. I had
heard about White privilege in my early 30s, but was privileged to not have to think much
more about it at the time. Having been raised in a suburb of Detroit, I had heard far more
about what it meant to be Black.
For most of my life, I had been surrounded by people who looked just like me. I grew
up in the suburbs where almost every house held a mother and a father and most of the
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moms stayed home with their kids. There was not really diversity of any kind. Our church
was 100% White. I would sometimes visit my grandmother in Detroit and as the
neighborhood turned from White to Black, she would make what I now recognize to be
racist statements. I was confused by them then, and by the fact that she was nervous to go
shopping on Harper Street. The stores started to have security gates and the people started
to look different from what she was used to. She sold her beautiful house with leaded glass
windows and glass doorknobs and an entire apartment on the second floor in 1973 for
about $6000. Almost every house on the street turned into a drug house over the next five
years. Her house was never inhabited again and was eventually torn down. I suppose I was
taught both explicitly and implicitly that this is what happens to your neighborhood when
Black people move in.
In the conservative Christian school I began attending in eighth grade, I went to
school for the first time with kids who were not White. The impoverished Detroit suburb of
Pontiac was near my school and just a few African American kids from that community
attended. I remember a boy a year older than I named Willis. We cheered for him in
basketball and we would chat in the hallway, but the conversation never went beyond the
surface. I don’t think anyone in that school knew how to talk to people who were different
from them. In my first and only year of Bible college, there was an African American girl
and a Latina girl who were roommates and again, we all joked and were polite, but never
got around to talking beyond the surface. This was before anyone in the evangelical
suburban church got around to thinking about or preaching about or facilitating
reconciliation. That movement would come much later. There were some Black pastors
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from Detroit who were trying to finish their degrees at this college, but they seemed from
another world, dressed in suits and ties, and in their 30’s and 40’s.
I got married young and hung out with other people just like me. I do not recall
anyone ever thinking that it should be any different than that. Why would we want to hang
out with people who aren’t like us? That’s partially the subject of my dissertation: why
would we?
Over the past decade, I have had conversations with my friends and neighbors in St.
Paul about White privilege, stereotypes, misunderstandings, and the differing ways we see
the world. We have shown one another what the world looks like through our eyes. The
more we have worked through our differences, the more solid the relationships have
become, and the more we have all been transformed. The closer these relationships
became, the more it hurt me when they were struggling to pay the bills, and the more my
“rich White” problems became legitimized to them. I can be mad at the landlords who let
the places my friends live in become slums, and they can be sad with me that my kids are
far away at college.
Several years back, a group of White middle class friends of ours from another phase
of life told us that one of the men in the group was laid off from his job. The rest of the
group had come around that family and all pitched in to help pay their bills while he found
another job. These are the kinds of things committed friends do for one another when they
are able. The problem is that poor people tend to have poor friends and rich people tend to
have rich friends. It occurred to me that if we could mix it up a bit, there would be many
opportunities for sharing of resources and growing together. But society remains
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segregated, socially and geographically, making it unlikely that we will ever cross paths
with people who are much different from us.
Although my neighborhood is now only 35% White (down from 82% in 1990), the
separation remains. There is little cross-ethnic socializing and we initially met White
neighbors who assumed we would share their racist perspectives. At the same time, I have
run up against an undeniable hatred of White people by Black people who do not actually
know any White people beyond surface or transactional relationships. They see the Civil
Rights Movement as unfinished, and mistrust White people on contact. In her Memoir, My
First White Friend, Raybon (1996) said of White people, “[t]hey were so easy to hate” (p.
37). When I hear their stories, there is good reason for hatred. However, most White people
seem completely unaware of it. In contrast, Black people are very aware of ongoing, covert
racism.
Critical race theory emerged in the 1970s as scholars, lawyers, and activists realized
that the Civil Rights Movement had stalled with the work undone, and in some cases, say
Delgado and Stefancic (2012), “the heady advances of the civil right era . . . were being
rolled back” (p. 4). They questioned whether people of color were benefitting at all from
the remedies put in place by the movement. While the traditional view of civil rights
“stresses incrementalism and step-by-step progress, critical race theory questions the very
foundations of the liberal order” (p. 3). This is the reality I faced when I moved to the east
side of St. Paul – old relationships with people who thought equality for all had been
achieved and new relationships with people who saw no progress at all.
A little over a year after moving here, I started an organization called the Lift, with
the help of friends both urban and suburban. We started by reaching out to neighborhood
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teens to build relationships and help them succeed in school. We also started holding an
informal weekly church service, which provided a context to get to know the families of the
youth in our programs.
A lot has happened since the Lift started. My friends’ voices will be heard
throughout these chapters, but I will start by sharing briefly here what these relationships
have done for me. I came here to help “the poor” and ended up making a lot of great friends
who have impacted how I think, what I do, and what I believe. I have learned generosity
from people who have very little but still find ways to share. I have learned how fortunate I
am based merely on the circumstances of my birth. I have learned faith from friends who
experience in one week the number of problems that I experience in one year. I have
learned not to watch the clock obsessively, and to be present with friends and neighbors
rather than always worrying about what’s next. I have grown to love and be loved by
people who are very different than me, but who have accepted me as I am, while always
challenging me to grow and see new perspectives. I came to help, and my friends schooled
me in what life is really all about.
Ricky and Wesley were teenage brothers who moved in across the alley from us a
couple of weeks after we moved in. They came over regularly for snacks and basketball,
and later dinners and homework help. They stayed late sometimes, sharing their life
experiences with me, and serving as cultural guides in my new context. Behind my back,
they called me the “Happy White Lady.” One night, when I was sharing one of my life
experiences that contrasted greatly with theirs, Ricky said, “We shouldn’t even know each
other.” We talked about that for a while. Our society is set up to almost guarantee not only
that I won’t be friends with Ricky, but that we won’t even cross paths. The series of events
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that brought us together at that dining room table on that night in that neighborhood rarely
happen.
Objectives and Research Question
The issue that I want to explore in my dissertation is how the series of events that
brought me from the suburbs to the city resulted in me building relationships with people
that I “shouldn’t even know,” and how reciprocity is core to the process of creating these
transforming friendships. While it may be true that one party receives financial benefits
and the other receives something less tangible like new knowledge or deeper faith, the
larger concept of reciprocity is about things that are not easily measured. In the process of
learning to see the world from a different perspective, we all see ourselves in new ways, we
learn to be better people, and we are profoundly changed by love and acceptance that come
from such unexpected places.
Unfortunately the segregation that is endemic to our society ensures that these
types of relationships rarely form. The most important thing I have learned from my ten
years in this neighborhood is that while we debate public policies and throw money at
poverty, we neglect the role of relationships, which I see as an essential part of the solution,
not just to financial poverty, but to the poverty of our society, in which value is determined
by money.
The journey to this place of reciprocity is not one that can be clearly mapped out. It
is circuitous and sometimes treacherous and it is easy to get lost. My own journey caused
me to wrestle deeply with the history of racism and segregation in our country, the effects
of which we have not yet recovered from. The role of money in society, and the privilege
and power that goes along with it, also form an important part of my journey. Most
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centrally, the theme of building reciprocal relationships and friendships with people who
are very different than me, including the obstacles and pitfalls, forms an important part of
my story. Ricky and my other friends have inspired me to write a dissertation entitled “We
Shouldn't Even Know Each Other: A Scholarly Personal Narrative on the Development of
Deeply Reciprocal Relationships Across Differences of Race and Class.”
I believe this is a significant topic to pursue as little research has been done on
relationships that cross barriers of race and class, particularly on the benefits. My research
will use my own journey toward diversity to look at the barriers to these types of
relationships, and will also explore how cross-race and cross-class relationships have
impacted my diverse community of friends.
In my story, White middle class people trying to make a difference, and underresourced people, who are often merely seen as the recipients of their services and
generosity, came together to form deep and reciprocal friendships. My relationships with
those of different races and classes allow me to include their voices and perspectives about
the impact of these relationships on them. In the process of fighting for social justice, I was
surprised at my own transformation as my relationships with those I came to serve
deepened into authentic, reciprocal friendships. This topic also affords the opportunity to
explore the continuing scourges of racism and segregation by highlighting what can happen
on an individual, and ultimately societal, level when these are overcome.
Building authentic relationships of any kind takes a substantial investment of time
and energy. Building them with people who experience the world far differently than you
do can be even more challenging. When I first moved to the city, I wanted to get to know
my neighbors, but I was driven toward longer term goals of getting something formal
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started. A year or two into my life in the city, I came across this quote from Catholic priest
and educator, Henri Nouwen (1983):
More and more, the desire grows in me simply to walk around, greet people,
enter their homes, sit on their doorsteps, play ball, throw water, and be
known as someone who wants to live with them. It is a privilege to have the
time to practice this simple ministry of presence. Still, it is not as
simple as it seems. My own desire to be useful, to do something significant,
or to be part of some impressive project is so strong that soon my time is
taken up by meetings, conferences, study groups, and workshops that
prevent me from walking the streets. It is difficult not to have plans, not to
organize people around an urgent cause, and not to feel that you are working
directly for social progress. But I wonder more and more if the first thing
shouldn’t be to know people by name, to eat and drink with them, to listen
to their stories and tell your own, and to let them know with words,
handshakes, and hugs that you do not simply like them, but truly love them.
(pp. 147-148)
It is this idea that has taken root in the core of my being, planted there by Nouwen,
but watered and brought to fruition by my friends of the last decade. They have calmed me
down, shown me what’s important. At times, they have talked me off the ledge when my
frenetic roots have attempted to resurface and strangle me.
I’m not going to pretend that it’s easy to build these kinds of relationships. The odds
are stacked against all of us. I hope that by becoming aware of what social controls and
obstacles are in place to prevent people like Ricky and people like me from becoming
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friends, we might be able to work against these barriers, which is only possible once they
are identified and named.
The People
I have had to limit the number of characters in this story of mine in order to keep
the confusion to a minimum. In addition to my friends who appear on these pages, there
are many others whose stories and lives have been an inspiration to me. The main
characters in my dissertation are below, and they have all given me permission to use their
real names. Several other friends make appearances throughout these pages, and those
who are represented by a pseudonym are marked with an asterisk. In those cases, details
may have been changed to protect their identities.

Connor is my 24-year old son. When we moved to the east side, he
had just had his 14th birthday. He recently moved back to the east
side, and is hoping to be a published author someday soon. He is
also planning to launch a theater company with the kids in our
neighborhood. He loves board games, movies, reading, and writing.

Cortez was 14 years old when I met him and is now 24. He lived
with our family for about 18 months when he was in high school. He
recently enrolled in college and is looking to move back to our east
side neighborhood.
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Dave is my husband of 28 years. He likes to say his job on the east
side is “fixing toilets,” as his passion is meeting physical needs in our
neighborhood. He loves rock climbing, fixing stuff, and genealogy
research.

Deynn (Dee) and her six kids were my original across-the-alley
neighbors. She is one of the founders of the Lift, serving at various
times as board member, volunteer, staff member, worship leader,
and mentor to many of our students. Dee loves to sing and find ways
to creatively do everything she does.

Ernest was one of the first friends I made on the east side. He was
59 years old and had been out of prison for a short time. He was also
a founder of the Lift and was an original board member and
volunteer extraordinaire. His life story has had a major impact on
our family. Ernest passed away while I was writing this dissertation.
In addition to a couple of recorded interviews with him, I also called
him on my “dissertation days.” I would explain what I was working on and get his ideas and
input. In this way, he has left his mark all throughout these pages. Ernest’s hobbies were
driving around in his car and listening to jazz music.
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Hadley is my daughter and she had just turned 11 when we moved
to the east side, and began to lure all the neighborhood kids to our
house with cookies and popsicles. She is now 21 and is looking to
work alongside the homeless to create better communities.

Keshia lived a few doors down from the Lift’s first location. She has
three kids, and they have all been in programs at the Lift. She has
been a good friend to me, using her recent experience of losing her
brother to comfort me when Ernest passed away. Keshia loves shoes
and anything that’s purple!

Ricky is Dee’s oldest son. He has been involved at the Lift since it
started. He is now 25 years old and has spent most of his adult life
living in community with others. Ricky lived with our family for a
year when he was in high school. He is still involved at the Lift, and
has recently become interested in hydroponics, which is a method of
farming without soil, popular in urban contexts.
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Wesley is Ricky’s younger brother and has also been at the Lift since
the beginning. He is 23 years old and has a passion to be a social
justice leader in his community. In his spare time, Wesley reads and
drums. In the spring of 2014, Wesley will become a father for the
first time!

In addition to these friends, the Lift is also a main character in my story. From our
start in 2005, we have grown to focus on job skills and financial literacy. Teens start out by
working in our token economy, learning to manage money and become great employees.
After that, they can be hired for a job with our on-line used book business or as a cinema
associate at a local theater, where we provide the staffing. The Lift is also a faith community
that tries to be the church rather than merely having church services. We are a community
of Black and White, rich and poor, urban and suburban, single and married, young and old,
who come together to tell our stories, do life together, and share a mission to make the
world a better place.
The Road Map
In Chapter Two, I will lay out the Scholarly Personal Narrative methodology. This
methodology was developed by Nash (2004) at the University of Vermont and is a
relatively new approach to dissertation research. This chapter will include both a defense
and a critique of this methodology.
In Chapter Three, I will explore tribal barriers to developing the kind of deeply
reciprocal relationships that are the topic of this dissertation. These barriers include
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segregation, classism, and racism. While many may think these are things of the past, I will
make the case that they are very much alive and well in the 21st century.
In Chapter Four, I will tackle another barrier to forming cross-class relationships,
and that is the barrier of all things financial. The ways that rich and poor people define,
obtain, use, and view money are radically different. Money has become both the determiner
of value and the road to freedom. By these definitions, my struggling friends have little
value and even less freedom.
In Chapter Five, I will explore how it is possible, in light of the many barriers, to
develop deep and meaningful relationships between people of different races and classes. I
will look at adult learning theory to explore how adults learn, and also examine the process
that unfolds as relationships are formed. I will share what I have learned in over a decade
in this context about how to reach across the many barriers to build a relationship with
those who are different than you.
In Chapter Six, I will answer the question, “Why would anyone want to make the
effort to develop these kinds of relationships?” on both a communal and individual level. I
will share the benefits I have seen emerge as a result of these deeply reciprocal
relationships, and discuss opportunities for future research.
It is my hope that readers will walk away not only with a deeper understanding of
the obstacles to developing reciprocal relationships across differences of race and class, but
also with a desire to do so.
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There is no greater agony than bearing an untold story inside you.
- Attributed to Maya Angelou
CHAPTER TWO
THE SCHOLARLY PERSONAL NARRATIVE
I was in my last core class for my doctorate, looking ahead to a couple of years of
electives and other required courses, with a dissertation to follow. It felt like I had been in
school forever, and I wasn’t sure I had it in me to continue. After all, I was not planning to
use my degree to move up in the world, make more money, or buy a bigger house. I
planned to keep doing what I had been doing, which is not financially lucrative and not a
stepping stone to anything else. I couldn’t find the motivation to keep going. I had already
taken one semester off and it seemed easiest to just take all the rest of the semesters off.
In that last class, we read Liberating Scholarly Writing by Nash (2004). In this book,
Nash makes a case for a new kind of writing and research he had been developing called
the Scholarly Personal Narrative (SPN). He cast a vision for telling your own story in a
scholarly way, to make a difference in the world. I decided right then that that’s what I
would do: write an SPN dissertation and make a difference in the world. The profound
changes I had experienced over the past several years with my move to the city lend
themselves well to being dissected and woven into the larger story of contemporary
society, and some of the ills that continue to plague us.
The problem with Nash’s (2004) SPN methodology was that there were virtually no
details on how one would go about writing a dissertation using the SPN methodology.
Fortunately, as I was starting my last class before beginning to work on my dissertation, he
co-authored another book on the methodology that provides further instruction, although
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his original assertion that it is a method that its practitioners are making up as they go
along still seems an apt description (Nash, 2004, p. 55). I like to blaze a trail, and so decided
to be the first student at the University of St. Thomas to use the SPN methodology. Dr.
Stephen Brookfield is an innovative educator, and agreed to be my advisor and chair my
dissertation committee.
Narrative Research
The SPN methodology fits under the umbrella of “narrative research” as outlined by
Cresswell (2012). As Cresswell explains, the narrative method “begins with the experiences
as expressed in lived and told stories of individuals” (p. 70). Quoting Chase, Cresswell says
narrative research is a “field in the making” (p. 71) and Nash (2004) acknowledges that
SPN “is a methodology without a well-established research template” (p. 55). Nash goes on
to explain that it “begins with a nagging need on the writer’s part to tell some kind of truth.
And the best way to tell a truth is to tell a story” (p. 55).
One form of narrative research is autoethnography, which Nash and Bradley (2011)
describe as being “primarily interested in examining the cultural and contextual influences
on a writer’s self-reflection” (p. 16). An SPN, on the other hand, focuses more specifically on
the journey of the author, combining “scholarship, personal stories, and universalizable
themes in a seamless manner” (Nash & Bradley, p. 24). While there is significant overlap
between autoethnography and SPN research, an “SPN’s central purpose is to make an
impact on both writer and reader, on both the individual and the community” (p. 20-21).
My research on the reciprocal nature of cross-race and cross-class relationships is rooted
in my own story of reciprocity as I built relationships with people of different races and
classes than me. Approaching my research using the SPN methodology allows me to
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combine elements of my autobiography with scholarly research in ways that most clearly
enlighten the issues surrounding this important topic.
Nash and Bradley (2011) have woven issues of brokenness, transformation, and
social justice into this methodology, which is also a good fit for my story. There is an
intentional activism embedded in SPNs. All of humanity is broken and “[g]ood SPN writing,”
they say, “. . . aims to fix the brokenness whenever possible” (p. 59). They believe SPN
writing is an approach that enables researchers to more fully incorporate aspects of human
experiences into scholarship.
In describing the general approach of narrative research, Cresswell (2012) explains
that “[t]he procedures for implementing this research consist of focusing on studying one
or two individuals, gathering data through the collection of their stories, reporting
individual experiences, and chronologically ordering the meaning of those experiences” (p.
70). This description applies to all forms of narrative research. Because the SPN approach
is relatively new, I will describe the methodology in more detail.
SPN Guidelines
Nash and Bradley (2011) list ten guidelines for SPNs that are intended to provide a
pathway for researchers as they begin. First, researchers must claim their distinct voice.
Nash (2004) asserts that you as the writer “can never be fully outside your writing . . . you
are always an insider . . .caught up personally in every word, sentence and paragraph” (p.
24). As a researcher brings her voice to bear on her topic, her own convictions, beliefs,
perspectives and ideas will come through. Nash and Bradley encourage SPN writers to
“allow their authorial voices to be clear, distinct, and strong, and above all, personal” (p.
27).
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Second, Nash and Bradley (2011) state that researchers must structure their SPN
around what playwrights call a “through-line.” This consists of the identification of key
themes that will run throughout the writing. These themes are identified through the
author’s analysis of her own story, as well as through the identification of themes that
emerge from interviews and review of journals and other writings.
Third, “it’s all about the stories” (Nash & Bradley, 2011, p. 22). In telling her story,
the researcher allows her own story, her voice, her message, the lessons she’s learned, and
her diverse identities to emerge in her research. In contrast to traditional research
methodologies that encourage the researcher to keep the “I” out of the research, an SPN
focuses on the “I,” encouraging the researcher to go inward, allowing for “the ‘subjective I’
of the writer to share the centrality of the research along with the ‘objective they’ of more
traditional forms of scholarship” (p. 14). An SPN begins with the life and thoughts of the
researcher, rather than the lives and thoughts of others.
I see the core of my research as my personal story of the past decade, but believe
that the power is in the day-to-day stories of mistakes made, victories won, and intellectual
“aha” moments. In addition, stories are about more than my actions and activities of the
past decade, and include my feelings and experiences of growth and transformation. I have
learned that stories are of critical importance when trying to engage an audience. I do
occasional teaching and public speaking and no matter the size of the group or the topic, I
can see and feel the audience lean in when I begin to tell a story. There is no better way to
get a point across than to tell an engaging story.
Fourth, the focus of an SPN is on the “me-search.” Nash and Bradley (2011) have
coined the terms me-search and we-search to go along with research, but emphasize that
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the me-search always comes first. This means my own story stays at the center of the
narrative. The literature is there to support and explain my story, rather than the other way
around.
Fifth, the researcher is looking for a mix of “particularity and generalizability,
concreteness and abstractness, practice and theory” (Nash & Bradley, 2011, p. 27). I will
strike this balance by placing my story in the broader context of the 21st century, while
moving between specific stories, voices from others in my story, literature that illuminates
what is happening and why, and always being guided by the universalizability that
characterizes the SPN. While the narrative will tell a story, it will not always be
chronological and will be interrupted by moments of transformation, illuminating theory,
and application to the broader community. As Nash and Bradley (2011) describe, it “starts
with the me, reaches out to the you, and ends up with universalizable themes that connect
with the larger we” (p. 27).
Sixth, Nash and Bradley (2011) emphasize that the literature cited in an SPN should
be deeply wedded to the identified themes and through-line, rather than used as “ritualized
padding.” The literature is at the service of the story, and not vice versa. It is used to
ground, support, or critique the points the author is making in the narrative. Unlike other
methodologies, the “literature review” portion of an SPN is integrated into the narrative,
rather than placed in its own section. I will vary Nash’s format in this regard in order to
create a stronger case for the SPN methodology. Rather than integrating all of the literature
into the narrative, I will include later in this chapter a literature review section that will
specifically address potential criticisms of the SPN methodology.
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Seventh, Nash and Bradley (2011) encourage SPN researchers to take some risks in
their writing rather than following the expected outlines and formulas. I will at times step
out of the usual language of dissertation research, sometimes using a casual register or
non-traditional vocabulary that is more appropriate for my topic. I want my stories to keep
my readers engaged. I want to keep my readers guessing about what comes next. I want
this dissertation to be read! In my story of reciprocity and transformation, the “moments”
are often in the details that get overlooked. I want to illuminate these details and surprise
my readers in the same way that I was surprised as I lived out the story.
Eighth, the researcher should write with confidence that her personal story is a
story worth telling, leading to a point worth making. My story matters. I believe my story is
unique and I will be sharing the personal and painful parts of my own journey that ensure
that my research will be relevant for those who aren’t sure they are brave enough to
embark on a journey like this. I will also be creatively challenging those who do not believe
there is a good reason to embark on this difficult journey.
Ninth, SPN researchers must strive to write in a way that is fun and engaging, both
for themselves and their future readers. An SPN dissertation can and should be eminently
readable and include colorful characters, hooks that draw readers in, a climax to the story,
ending with a “satisfying denouement” (Nash & Bradley, 2011, p. 68).
And finally, tenth, Nash and Bradley (2011) emphasize that an SPN requires
academic rigor, but not purely for the sake of academics. They describe it as “academic
vigor.” (p. 28) I am embarking on a research project of many months in which I intend that
the story I tell in my SPN, and the literature I use to support and analyze it, will contribute
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substantively to the research on the nature of cross-race and cross-class relationships and
how they are formed.
For my dissertation research, I will be including the perspectives of the various
people in my narrative in addition to my own. There are two main reasons for this. First, it
is a way to triangulate my own recollection of stories and events. My interviewees may
remember things differently than I do, or have different understandings or insights than I
do about the things that have happened over the past decade. I believe including different
perspectives creates a stronger, if less black and white, narrative. Second, it is an
opportunity for people who are often overlooked by society to voice their thoughts, ideas,
and life experiences to a wider audience. Without their voices, I run the risk of being yet
another White person presuming to speak on behalf of marginalized people.
Validity, Reliability, Universalizability
It can be difficult to align the results and conclusions of any kind of qualitative
research with the usual categories of measurement. Ely, Anzul, Friedman, Garner, and
Steinmetz (1991) assert that “the language of positivistic research is not congruent with or
adequate to qualitative work” (p. 95). Nevertheless, in the same way that it is best to name
your biases, I believe it is best to directly address these research labels and discuss how
they do and do not apply to my research.
Maxwell (1996) defines validity as the “correctness or credibility of a description,
conclusion, explanation, interpretation or other sort of account” (p. 106). At first glance, it
may seem as though validity would be far easier to achieve doing quantitative research.
However, with reference to any kind of research, Maxwell says that validity “depends on
the relationship of your conclusions to reality, and there are no methods that can
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completely assure that you have captured this” (p. 105). One of the main questions related
to validity is, “How might I be wrong?” The SPN approach makes this question at least a
little bit easier to answer. The goal in an SPN is that the narrative would accurately reflect
the experiences of the researcher/subject. Nash and Bradley (2011) argue for truth criteria
that start from the “inside out (subject to object),” with the result that “trustworthiness,
honesty, plausibility, interpretive self-consciousness, introspectiveness/self-reflection and
universalizability” (p. 80) become criteria for validity. Triangulating by including the
perspectives of people with intersecting stories is one way that I will address the
trustworthiness and honesty of my story. Giving drafts to these same people for feedback is
another. Seeking out the voices of these others enabled me to include their perspective and
to more fully capture the events of the past decade.
Reliability as a research term refers to whether the conclusions drawn by the
researcher are replicable. If the same test or experiment is repeated, will it yield similar
results? Again, with an SPN, this is not a relevant question. Nash and Bradley (2011) prefer
to use the term “universalizability” in evaluating SPN research, which they use
interchangeably with generalizability. They are adamant that it is necessary for an SPN
manuscript “to be able to transcend outward and beyond the writer’s individual
experiences” (pp. 103-104). They do, however, offer the caveat that calling something
universalizable is not the same as calling it a proven fact. They prefer to use the phrase
“educated hypothesis” (p. 108). Maxwell (1996) says much the same thing, asserting that
“the generalizability of qualitative studies is usually not based on explicit sampling of some
defined population to which the results can be extended, but on the development of a
theory that can be extended to other cases” (p. 116). Bogdan and Biklen (2007) also state
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that qualitative researchers concern themselves primarily with what other settings their
findings might be applicable to. These writers agree that the long-used metrics of
quantitative research, such as reliability and validity, do not apply to this kind of research
in the usual ways. It is not that it is a lesser form of research. It is a different form of
research, requiring different measures and standards.
In the end, Nash and Bradley (2011) state that it is the scholarship and the drawing
of “larger implications” that rescues an SPN from being a mere memoir or autobiography
(p. 104). The relevant scholarship and creative connections between ideas, theories and
events that are central to an SPN dissertation enable this methodology to produce research
that is interesting, engaging, readable, substantive, and important.
In Defense of the SPN
There is a long history of traditional quantitative researchers looking with disdain
on qualitative research. The critique is usually based on a view of the world rooted in
modernism. Putney et al. (1999) present the tension in the form of dichotomies that were
said to define the difference between a positivist and naturalist paradigm. The positivists
(who can be said to align with quantitative research) saw the nature of reality as singular
and tangible; the naturalists (representing qualitative research) as multiple and
constructed. The positivists saw the knower and the known as independent; the naturalists
as interactive and inseparable. In the world of the positivists, generalizations are contextfree and inquiry is seen to be value-free. For the naturalists, generalizations are contextbound and inquiry is value-bound.
These definitions emerged during the 1970s and 1980s as qualitative research was
picking up steam. It has become a more accepted conclusion over the past few decades that
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it is impossible for a researcher to stand above and outside of her research and make
pronouncements that are not weighted with her own values, beliefs, perspectives, and
assumptions. Although these conclusions are generally assumed in our postmodern world,
allowing qualitative research to carve out a respectable place in the academy over the past
few decades, my experience is that the bias remains. I have had friends with PhDs respond
to my explanation of my research in ways that feel like a pat on the head. “How quaint,”
they seem to be saying. “How fluffy, simplistic and un-useful,” I assume they are thinking.
I believe the SPN methodology pushes qualitative research further than it has been
pushed before. For this reason, I want to take some time to respond specifically to two
areas where I believe the methodology is vulnerable to misunderstanding or criticism. As
this is a new methodology, I am hoping to start a fruitful conversation that might bring this
type of research into the mainstream.
First, I will attempt to strengthen the SPN defense against charges of pure
subjectivity, using oral history methodology as a parallel and related case. Second, I will
explore the idea that the postmodern understanding of truth, which I believe is illconceived when taken to the extreme, weakens the potential impact of all forms of
research. In short, I would like to locate the SPN methodology somewhere between the
dichotomies listed above.
Literature Review
In this section, I will review the literature in the areas of oral history and the
postmodern conception of truth. I will draw from literature on oral history in order to
show the reliability and value of informal narratives in improving our understanding of
history. This literature also speaks to the importance of non-traditional historical records
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and methodologies in presenting perspectives that are often minimized or omitted. This is
relative to an SPN as it helps answer the charge that may emerge from a modernist
perspective that this methodology is too subjective to make a substantive contribution to
academia.
I will review the literature on the postmodern conception of truth in order to
strengthen what I see as a shortcoming in Nash’s (2004) conception of an SPN. With his
view that truth is thoroughly relative, I believe the potential contribution of an SPN is
minimized. In this understanding, an SPN has the potential to become an exercise in
congratulatory navel-gazing, which makes Nash’s desire that an SPN would instigate social
change unlikely. In addition, whatever strengths offered by comparisons with the field of
oral history are made moot if there is no place allowed for objective truth claims.
Responding to modernism: oral history. According to Thompson (1988), oral
history was “the first kind of history” (p. 22). Starr (1971) says, “oral history is as old as
history itself” (p. 276), noting that Herodotus relied on multiple interviews in writing his
history of the Persian wars. Today the term is used to refer to transcripts of interviews of
people who are asked to recollect their experience of events in their lifetime. In the past,
written documents were assumed to be just one type of source among many. Historians
frequently used oral history to counter the potentially skewed history presented in official
documents. The history of history is filled with choices about which stories, statistics, and
perspectives to include and which to leave out. Generally, those with some sort of social
power or position were making those decisions, and thus are over-represented in the
historical record. According to Okihiro (1981), this imbalance “has resulted in the writing
of mythical histories” (pp. 42-43).
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According to Shuman (2003), oral history projects offer a corrective to this bias,
often being driven by a desire to highlight stories of the marginalized. “Thus, some oral
history studies have an explicit social change agenda” (p. 130). A major theme both in oral
history projects and in SPNs is an emphasis on social change, and possibly a desire to offer
a perspective counter to the official one.
Oral history has its critics. O’Farrell (1979) warns that oral histories are not actually
about what happened, but about a person’s recollection of what happened. He claims that
oral history’s claims of accuracy, immediacy, and reality are immediately undermined by
this reality, leading to utter subjectivity. This same claim may be leveled against SPNs,
which is why it is important to think beyond modernism’s insistence that legitimate
research or history can be thoroughly objective.
Referencing the work of Kuhn (1996) in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Blatz
(1990) says that when the sciences confine themselves to accepted methodologies,
knowledge tends to “proceed down very narrow passageways, discouraging approaches
which, on occasion, have proved to be of greater value” (p. 11). With philosopher Paul
Feyerabend, Blatz claims that a “preoccupation with method can obstruct the search for
knowledge as well as facilitate it and that such a preoccupation reflects anti-democratic
tendencies by encouraging reliance on those few experts who formulate methodological
debates” (p. 11). He is pointing out that in the same way those in power choose what
history to record, some academics today are using their power to decide which
methodologies are legitimate. In both cases, there is a loss for everyone involved. Both oral
history and SPNs can be seen to be the victims of this bias.
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Why should we accept the methodology of oral history? First, it should be made
clear that oral history sees itself as a thoroughly scholarly undertaking. Starr (1971) insists
that it “demands of scholars all that they can bring to it” (p. 275). Thompson (1988) lists
three achievements of oral history that do not necessarily hold true of other approaches to
history. First, it has the ability to penetrate what is normally inaccessible. As has already
been alluded to, the poor and marginalized do not leave written records that future
historians may utilize as source material. Interviews with people who live on the street,
prostitutes, the dying, and other marginalized people significantly contributes to our
understanding of our world.
Second, oral history provides a corrective to written records that do exist.
Thompson (1988) offers by way of example the fact that multiple interviews done with
former plantation slaves in the 1920s and 1930s sat unused for more than three decades
until they were finally published in eighteen volumes, revealing a new perspective on life
on a plantation that had never been fully presented.
Third, Thompson (1988) asserts that oral history, with its close-up individual
perspective, is able to change the usual objects of history into subjects, making a more rich,
vivid, and true account.I believe an SPN has the potential to make these contributions as
well.
A value in the field of oral history and in the SPN methodology is that everyone has a
story worth telling. Nash (2004) insists with great passion that everyone’s life matters.
Thompson (1988) says that those normally considered insignificant should be given a
voice. In his criticism of oral history, O’Farrell (1979) vehemently disagrees, arguing that
the “virtuous notion that everything and everybody is of historical interest has an
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ideological base in the cult of the common man, of the ordinary person, the worker, the
‘under-classes, the unprivileged, and the defeated’” (p. 6). Some people are just boring, he
asserts. It seems that his exception to oral history (and presumably SPNs) is more rooted in
his personal values than in an actual methodological critique. I stand with Nash and
Thompson to affirm the legitimacy and value of the stories of ordinary people, of which I
am one. My dissertation is actually a study of how those who may be considered
extraordinary can learn from those who may be thought less than ordinary.
O’Farrell (1979) also argues that the researcher’s subjective choice of subjects and
questions for research may result in a specific point of view. I think the point has been
made in the past three decades that a point of view is part and parcel of research of any
kind. Thompson (1988) says the goal is to reveal the sources of bias rather than pretending
they don’t exist. He argues that losing the bias of the researcher would mean losing the life
in the research.
It occurs to me that the tension between the traditional historians and oral
historians mirrors the tension between quantitative and qualitative research in many ways.
In both cases, the former accuse the latter of allowing their subjective biases to adversely
impact their conclusions or research outcomes. Also in both cases, the latter warn the
former that bias is inherent in all research and that they are limiting the usefulness of their
conclusions by sticking to a narrow methodology. The days when research was believed to
be purely fixed, objective, deductive, quantitative, value free, atomistic, and positivist, and
valued because of it, are past (see Putney, et al., 1999, p. 371).
Thompson (1988) says that oral history is leading us “towards a history which is
more personal, more social, and more democratic” (pp. 264-265). I believe SPNs have the
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potential to have the same impact on qualitative research. However, Shuman (2003) offers
a warning. The resurgence of oral history has resulted in increasingly accessible stories of
those usually under-represented in historical accounts. Shuman asks if the proliferation of
these stories actually does any good. “If the increasing circulation of such narratives only
confirms the marginal social status of the narrators rather than creating individual or social
change, then all that has been accomplished is an act of display that further distresses the
already tormented” (pp. 130-131). This brings to mind a scene from the 2004 movie Hotel
Rwanda (George & Kitman Ho, 2004), which tells the story of the 1994 Rwandan genocide
of the Tutsi tribe by the Hutu tribe. When Don Cheadle’s character, Paul Rusesabagina,
expresses hope that the horrifying footage of the genocide that was about to make news in
the West would bring needed intervention, an American reporter responds, “If people see
this footage, they'll say, ‘Oh my God, that's horrible’ and then go on eating their dinners.”
Stories of oppression have the potential to bring about change, but not if those of us
with privilege become numb to the narrative or refuse to see the victims of oppression as
being as fully human as we ourselves are. I want my dissertation to cause people to turn off
the TV, put down their forks, and get involved in making a difference.
Responding to postmodernism: Truth claims. After attempting to respond to the
modernists who may claim that an SPN is purely subjective and thus has little value in the
academy, I find myself facing the postmodernists who may want to agree that an SPN is
such, and leave it at that. I believe Nash is in this category.Although I respect Nash and
appreciate his efforts to expand the options for qualitative research, I must admit that I feel
the need to defend Nash’s methodology against Nash himself.
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I read Me-Search and Re-Search: A Guide for Writing Scholarly Personal Narrative
Manuscripts (Nash & Bradley, 2011) and Liberating Scholarly Writing: The Power of
Personal Narrative (Nash, 2004) several times each. After a few readings, I realized I was
having a hard time distinguishing what Nash and Bradley were arguing for from what they
were arguing against, specifically in the area of truth claims. Obviously, I am open to more
subjective forms of research, but I think we do any methodology (and our readers) a
disservice when we embrace the postmodern claim that all truth is relative as license to do
whatever we want and call it research. It feels in Nash and Bradley’s writings that they are
aware that some sort of defense of the legitimacy of SPNs is necessary in order for the
methodology to proceed, as when they say, “Universalizability . . . speaks to the necessary
function of an SPN manuscript to be able to transcend outward and beyond the writer’s
individual experiences” (2011, p. 103-104). At the same time, Nash and Bradley identify
with the postmodern viewpoint, as when they define truth as “what works best for the
narrator and the reader in the never-ending quest to find and construct narratives of
meaning, both for self and others” (p. 33). Nash (2004) states that the difficulty with trying
to discover objective truths in the world “is that we are constantly distorting them with our
narrative truths” (p. 39). This statement aligns with the classic postmodern view of truth,
which I believe undermines the potential contribution of an SPN.
In responding to philosophers (and presumably Nash) who believe that narrative
historical accounts are always distorted, Carr (1986) argues that there is actually a radical
continuity between narrative and events. “Narrative is not merely a possibly successful
way of describing events, its structure inheres in the events themselves. Far from being a
formal distortion of the events it relates, a narrative account is an extension of one of their
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primary features” (p. 119). Carr actually sees the stories as constitutive of the community
about whom the story is told. Likewise, in responding to scientists who dismiss narrative
accounts as inadequate, untrustworthy, and often merely dubious speculation, Carr and
Sloan (2003) argue that “discarding a mode of explanation simply because it does not fit an
a priori ontological mode is not truly scientific” (p. 28).
Carr (1986) sees the narration as the unifying event for the “story, story-teller,
audience, and protagonist” (p. 128). The narrative brings definition to the community and
aids in the understanding of human action. Storytelling, say Carr and Sloan (2003),
obeys rules that are imbedded in action itself, and narrative is at the root of
human reality long before it gets explicitly told about. It is because of this
closeness of structure between human action and narrative that we can
genuinely be said to explain an action by telling a story about it” (p. 29).
Before further engaging contemporary theorists on the nature of truth, it is
necessary to return to the world of philosophy in the mid 20th century western world,
when these questions of ontology and epistemology took center stage. Several radical
philosophical ideas were introduced at that time, ushering in the postmodern era. Much of
the new philosophy related to the relationship of language to reality. Language, it was
argued, does not accurately reflect or describe the truth but rather creates the truth. In
1967, Richard Rorty edited and published a collection of essays entitled The Linguistic
Turn, which outlined the philosophical evolution from language as being a proper signifier
of reality, to language as creating the structure of reality. Nash and Bradley (2011)
acknowledge that an SPN researcher “constructs, as much as describes, the phenomenon
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being studied” (p. 83). There is no objective or universal truth. There is only local truth,
which we create through the signifier of language.
The emergence of this view can at least in part be seen as a reaction to the way that
truth has been used historically to claim power for totalitarian regimes and despotic
figures. Although Eagleton (1996) disagrees with the postmodern solution of doing away
with truth altogether, he agrees the problem exists. “From the moment they emerged upon
the earth,” says Eagleton, “human beings have systematically injured, plundered and
enslaved one another. Our own century (referring to the 20th) has been easily the bloodiest
on record” (p. 52). But, he also argues, this problem is not solved by subscription to a view
of reality in which fascism, for example, cannot be condemned as universally wrong.
But this is where radical postmodernism leads us. The postmodern solution to the
abuse of truth is to do away with the category of truth altogether or to assert that truth
claims may be coherent within a certain isolated domain, but will always break down when
an attempt is made to universalize the claims. Taken to its extreme, this philosophy results
in a rejection of historical narratives, the claims of science, and ethical systems, among
other important aspects of global society. According to Norris (1996), these postmodern
philosophers embrace the “nominalist persuasion that ‘truth’ is just a term honorifically
attached to those items of belief that have managed to prevail – by whatever strategic or
rhetorical means – in this contest for the high ground of scientific ‘knowledge’ and
‘progress’” (p. 158). And since there are no objective facts about the world, “no particular
symbolic description can be privileged over another” (p. 352).
I want to attempt to argue Nash over to the right a bit on the topic of truth. Harvey
(1991) contrasts these extremes of postmodernism to the extremes of modernism, in
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which there is “only one possible answer to any question” (p. 27). In the name of
postmodernism, Rorty (1981) claims that the philosopher’s role is to “decry the view of
having a view while avoiding a view about having views” (p. 371). Harvey sees this as
evidence that the postmodern project is flawed. The atheist philosopher Daniel Dennett
(2000) specifically critiques Rorty’s perspective, claiming that postmodern thinkers
“reflecting on the manifest inability of their methods of truth-seeking to achieve stable and
valuable results, innocently generalize from their own cases and conclude that nobody else
knows how to discover the truth either” (p. 96). I am not sure how innocent the
generalization is. It seems to me a violent throwing of the baby out with the bathwater.
Fortunately, Dennett and I are not alone in questioning the rationality of the
postmodern view of truth. Rowland (1995) asserts that “[p]ostmodernists use argument to
attack argument and they consistently claim that their positions are more defensible than
those of their opponents” (p. 351). He correctly points out the major flaw in this line of
reasoning: “If postmodernists can defend their views as in some sense “truer” than those of
their modernist opponents, then there must be some standard for judging “truth” that can
withstand the postmodern indictment” (p. 354). Since studying postmodernism in my
master’s program, this is the point that has always baffled me. It is a “self-referential fallacy
of incoherence” (Dembski, 2001, p. 47) when a postmodernist says it is universally true
that there are no universal truths. Eagleton (1996) says that “in seeking to cut the ground
from under its opponents’ feet, postmodernism finds itself unavoidably pulling the rug out
from under itself“ (p. 28). You cannot both deny that it is possible to accurately describe
the world and then attempt to describe the world. You cannot hold a firm view against
having views.
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Yet this is exactly what consistently takes place in postmodern narratives. Lyotard
(1984) calls ‘consensus’ outmoded or suspect as the basis for action, but then offers that
justice is not outmoded or suspect and thus is apparently appropriate as a basis for action
(p. 66). In addition, postmodernism actively seeks out the voice of the ‘other’ as a value in
and of itself, but at the same time is careful not to empower those voices as having ultimate
truth to offer. As a result, power relations are not disturbed. To put it in straightforward
language, when White males historically embraced the idea of ultimate truth, it was only
their truth that counted. Now that ultimate truth is no longer de rigueur, the formerly
voiceless, such as women and minorities, have a very limited stage upon which to make
their claims. In their work on the “postmodernist turn” as it relates to anthropology,
Mascia-Lees et. al (1989) reference several feminist theorists who have convincingly made
this point:
Sarah Lennox has asserted that the postmodern despair associated with
recognizing that truth is never entirely knowable is merely an inversion of
Western arrogance. When Western white males –who traditionally have
controlled the production of knowledge—can no longer define truth, she
argues, their response is to conclude that there is not a truth to be
discovered. (p. 15)
They go on to reference Sandra Hardin’s assertion that relativism “is fundamentally a sexist
response that attempts to preserve the legitimacy of andocentric claims in the face of
contrary evidence” (p. 15).
With regard to the tendency of postmodernists to appeal to universals when
critiquing other universal truth claims, Nash and Bradley (2011) do this, and acknowledge
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it without apology. They state “ . . . no objective, impartial truth ever exists outside of a
constructivist narrative" (p. 38, emphasis mine) and also “[t]here is no SPN truth that goes
all the way down to some bottom line, or to some basic foundation, or to some final answer.
In matters of narrative truth, there is only interpretation, perspective, point of view, and
personal preference . . . Interpretation and perspective are what go all the way down” (p. 41,
emphasis mine). In the same chapter, Nash and Bradley acknowledge that the postmodern
perspective on truth claims apply equally to their own truth claims, although I cannot see
that this admission strengthens their position.
The reason for my confusion about what Nash and Bradley (2011) are saying may
be clear by now. They dispense with the idea of ultimate truth, but insist on the necessity of
universalizability of SPN research. They attempt to dodge the apparent contradiction by
explaining that it is not the truths in an SPN that are universalizable, but rather the themes
or insights. When they state that “[t]he main design objective of SPN research is to
investigate, present, and analyze the inner life of the writer in order to draw insights that
might be universalizable for readers,” (p. 83) they are making the rather weak point that an
SPN researcher may have insights that “might” be universalizable. Additionally, lacking
precise definitions, I do not know what it means that my truth is not universally applicable,
but my themes are. If my theme is that reciprocal relationships between those of different
races and classes are critical to heal the divisions in society, how is that different than a
truth claim? And how is it universalizable as a theme but not as a truth?
I want to be able to say more than this at the end of many years of classes, research,
and writing. It is not enough for me that readers may discern that my “personal voice
comes across . . . as trustworthy, credible, honest, and cohesive” (Nash & Bradley, 2011, p.
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85). Nash and Bradley state that the SPN’s central purpose is to “make an impact on both
writer and reader, on both the individual and the community” (pp. 19-20). I do want to
make an impact, and I believe it will take more than a trustworthy personal voice that is
true only in my little corner of the world to accomplish that. In order to make a better
world, my conclusions about the importance of reciprocal relationships between those of
different races and classes, and my arguments that racism and classism are alive and well,
have to apply to more than my neighborhood on the east side of Saint Paul, Minnesota.
Before concluding this discussion on postmodernism’s views of truth, I want to offer
an insight about why I believe the postmodern agenda has pushed its views about truth
beyond what basic common sense will allow. Dennett (2000), who is a friend of Richard
Rorty, claims that when he presses Rorty on his skepticism about truth, Rorty admits that
there is a “useful concept of truth that survives intact after all the corrosive philosophical
objections have been duly entered” (p. 98). He allows that comparing maps for reliability or
determining whether a person committed a crime are occasions when a form of truth is
present and necessary. I believe that once he concedes any ground on this point, the whole
project comes crashing down. Each person is then left to determine how far and on which
occasions this pragmatic idea of truth can be asserted.
What I think has happened to popularize this skepticism toward objective truth is
that there is a fundamental lack of trust, an assumption of power-grabbing, always present
in our fragmented, segregated, and stratified society. Everyone is seen as a potential
despot. Let me explain. Shortly after moving to my urban neighborhood, I took part in a
group sponsored by a local college that brought together 15 people of diverse backgrounds
for a weekly dialogue about race. This ended up being a terrifying experience for me as I
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realized early on that there was no statement that a White person could make, or even a
question that could be asked, that would not provoke anger from others in the group. Even
agreeing with the horrors of racism still going on today or expressing concern about the
experiences of racism by a group member evoked a response that generally sounded like,
“How dare you think you understand my experience?” Basic human compassion was
suspect, and as a result, I rarely spoke up during the class and at the end felt that damage
had been done to everyone who participated. It was as if the motives of every White person
were always under suspicion, even when they were participating in a dialogue to work for
understanding between races. I understand the history of oppression that has led us here,
but the kind of “dialogue” that was facilitated was not an aid to progress.
I have also been challenged when I talk about my relationships in the city, by both
Black and White people, who tell me implicitly or explicitly that I am not actually friends
with the Black people in my neighborhood, regardless of how I define it. Even when I
appeal to the fact that my friends call me their friend, I am told that they are only saying
that because of my position or relationship to power structures.
What does this have to do with the postmodern conception of truth? It goes to
Dennett’s (2000) point, above, that the most the skeptic will concede is that truth might
exist in ways that are not very important, but it does not exist in any statements that are
attached to values or more substantive issues. There is an assumption that even if someone
did have truth, they could not be trusted to use it properly. I believe the skepticism should
properly be directed at people, and not at the truth itself. As discussed above,
postmodernism emerged in part from the horrors of the 20th century, including wars and
genocide. People wreaked havoc across the globe in the name of truth. The proper
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response, to me, is to recognize the corrupting influence of power and to direct our
energies toward creating safeguards against this. Instead, energies have been directed
toward dismantling truth. But it is our ability to say that Hitler and Mussolini were wrong
that enables us to unite against the various evils of society. A philosophy that does not
allow us to say that contributes to the problems we saw in the 20th century rather than
resolving them.
My operating assumptions are that there is truth out there to be discovered, and
also that there are bad people with power promulgating their way as the only way. The
narrative in this SPN is part of my solution. What if loving others is, objectively speaking,
the best way to solve the problems humanity is facing? What if it is true that using
whatever power we have to empower those who have been oppressed is what will make a
difference in the world? This does not deny that fact that there is and always will be evil in
the world. But it seems that one result of the postmodern project has been to minimize the
truths that will make a difference while leaving us with no tools to name evil for what it is
and unite against it.
In the end, I agree with Harvey (1991) that “[m]eta-theory cannot be dispensed
with” (p. 117). It is here with us, whether we like it or not. Postmodernists simply push it
into their unconscious, where it continues to affect their thinking and actions from its
underground lair.
Conclusion
Traditional researchers, already suspicious of any form of qualitative research, have
good reason to be even more suspicious of the SPN methodology in terms of its subjectivity.
Nash and Bradley (2011) write, “For SPN researchers, scholarship is credible when it flows
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from what writers believe and love” (p. 83). This is, of course, not the traditional criterion
for credibility. Nash seems comfortable to let the potential charge of hyper-subjectivity
stand. I believe that reviewing the literature about oral history provides an excellent
defense against the charge of subjectivity, and reviewing the literature on truth claims in
postmodernism allows SPN researchers to say more than Nash may give them permission
to say.
I am the first student at the University of St. Thomas to use the SPN methodology.
Although it is blazing a new trail, I believe it is the best methodology for my research
question related to the reciprocal nature of meaningful cross-race and cross-class
relationships. With the exception of their view of limited applicability, Nash and Bradley’s
(2011) description of SPN research is a great fit for the truth I want to speak. I am excited
about the SPN formula of story, theory, themes, and application to the broader world.
My SPN will tell a unique story of crossing boundaries of race and class, and the
challenges and benefits of doing it. By telling it, I hope to contribute to the scholarship and
conversation surrounding the issues of race and class in the United States, following Nash
and Bradley’s (2011) mandate to “fix the brokenness” (p. 59).
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Pardon him. Theodotus: he is a barbarian, and thinks that the customs of his tribe
and island are the laws of nature.
- George Bernard Shaw, Caesar and Cleopatra, 1898
CHAPTER THREE
TRIBAL REASONS WE SHOULDN’T EVEN KNOW EACH OTHER
A few years after moving to the city, I was at the grocery store with Ricky, Wesley,
Basir,* and Cortez- four hungry Black teenagers in tall tees and low-slung jeans. Boxers out.
They lined up behind me in the cereal aisle and started rapping about me, and my shopping
cart, and my cheerios. Our fellow shoppers were entertained by the beats and the lyrics to
this new rap song about the Happy White Lady and her groceries. I was trapped in a
moment; there was no quieting them. I was laughing so hard I was crying, proud to be
honored this way and only a little bit aware of how popular we had become. Around the
third verse, a White middle-aged man, who happened to be the store manager, approached
and asked me if I was okay. He was apparently there to rescue me. I was deflated and I told
him in a marginally unfriendly way that these guys were my friends. He seemed disturbed
and skeptical, but he left us to our now de-energized, deflated, desegregated shopping
experience. To the guys, this was part of their normal life experience. To me, it sucked.
It sucked because it was my own life story serving as an example of tribalism and
stereotypes. The message was that my friends and I didn’t belong together, that there was
something inherently dangerous about me as a White woman being up close with young
Black men. I’ve spoken with Ricky and Wesley about this many times over the years. They
see it differently. Ricky didn’t see anything strange about the man’s approach. “We should
be questioned because this is the kind of people we are,” he says. Being accused and
questioned was such a frequent occurrence for them that this was just business as usual.
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Wesley said, “It wasn’t nothing new; it wasn’t a shock; we just laughed it off.” Cortez walked
away, thinking of me, “You had our backs.”
Our grocery store drama showed a clear boundary between my tribe and the tribe of
my friends. The store manager recognized the presence of two distinct tribes and jumped
immediately to the conclusion that what he was witnessing was the beginning of tribal
warfare. That’s why it sucked.
I see a lot of barriers when I look back on ten years of experiences building
relationships with people who are different from me. One of the primary ones is a 21st
century version of tribalism. When tribes are consigned to separate physical spaces,
operate according to different rules, speak different languages and share a history of
violence and hatred, it’s no small thing to try to build meaningful reciprocal relationships.
Tribal barriers can be formidable and as subtle as a grocery story manager intervening in a
humorous event that he has been conditioned to see as a conflict. Ernest said it succinctly:
“You don’t see a lot of White people going into Black folk’s homes and you don’t see a lot of
Black folks going into White people’s houses. You don’t see that.”
Tribalism
Fasching and deChant (2001) describe a tribe as “an extended family sharing a
collective identity” (p. 84). Tribes in contemporary society tend to fall along lines of race
and class. In my experience, it is unusual for a tribe to have both White and Black or rich
and poor members who view one another as extended family members. The tribes in my
churches, schools, and neighborhoods have all been homogeneous. Vela-McConnell (2011)
says, “[o]ur friendship patterns generally reflect the social stratification system that exists
within our larger society” (p. 22). Society agrees with Ricky’s assertion that he and I
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shouldn’t even know each other. It seems like they would even prefer we not. The only
category available to describe a White woman being followed by Black teens in the grocery
store involves danger. In the narrative that reinforces the stereotypes, I am the innocent
White woman, who lives in fear of Black men, who are always up to no good. I am in need of
a White male savior in the frozen foods aisle who will spare me from the nefarious
intentions of dangerous rapping thugs.
The tribe I grew up in was White, middle-class, conservative Christian; a tribe that
had not only benefitted enormously from White privilege but had never even heard of it.
My teenage friends’ tribe was Black, poor, and focused on survival. Our tribes are not
supposed to mix - in school, in church, in neighborhoods, in life. The story I was raised with
was about how not to have reciprocal cross-race and cross-class relationships. Sticking
with one’s own tribe was the done thing.
Growing up in the suburbs, the news from nearby Detroit sent the message that
young Black men were dangerous. The murder rate was high, and I drew a picture in my
head of the dark streets of Detroit filled with gangs of Black people shooting each other.
And stealing the purses of White ladies. Lacking personal contact or any source of accurate
information, these streets were real to me. Decades later, some people still believe a
version of this reality. Like the grocery store manager. When a person from the Happy
White Lady Tribe is being followed by four people from the Dangerous Young Black Men
Tribe, something bad is about to happen.
The misunderstanding between tribes can work both ways. When I was a police
chaplain, I sometimes drove the chaplain car to pick up Ricky from school. I usually did it
just to embarrass him. He told his friends I was his parole officer because he said that was
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easier than explaining our odd reality. It was fine for him to be seen with a Happy White
Lady as long as the Happy White Lady had an official reason for being around. To my tribe,
Ricky is dangerous; to Ricky’s tribe, I am a White do-gooder who will be tolerated as long as
whatever I do doesn’t cramp their style.
Why can’t my tribe interact with Ricky’s tribe? Why can’t a middle class White
woman have a genuine friendly relationship with a Black male teenager, the son of my
neighbor? Why does it have to be either dangerous or hierarchical? Even on television,
where boundaries tend to be pushed, I cannot find any examples of authentic friendships
that cross lines of both race and class. Early on in the history of television, Black people
were present serving as cooks or nannies for White people as in Make Room for Daddy
(Thomas, 1953-65) and Beulah (Reed, 1950-53). There are shows such as That’s So Raven
(Correll, 2003-07), Cosby (Cosby, 1996-2000), and The Jeffersons (Shea, 1975-85) that
feature middle class Black people being friends with middle class White people. As a teen, I
watched a show called Benson (Harris, 1979-86), in which the Black actor Robert Guillaume
played butler to a bumbling White governor, but was later elected Lieutenant Governor. In
this role, he was served by a primarily White staff. Due to its complete departure from
anything in the real world, I think this show may have actually done more damage than
good to my understanding of Black people and race relations. There is the frequent
occurrence of the “Black best friend” to the central White character, such as in Ghost
Whisperer (Gray, 2005-10) and Ally McBeal (Kelley, 1997-2002). But I haven’t found
reciprocity represented that crosses lines of race and class.
Jane Addams, who founded Hull House in Chicago, recognized that it is in the
mundane activities of daily life that people from different backgrounds learn to get along
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with one another. She believed that time together outside of formally defined relationships
would break down barriers (see Sennett, 2012, p. 52f). In my first 30 years, I never spent
one day in the presence of someone from a different race or class just doing the usual
things of life. I never just “hung out” with a Black person or a poor person. That seems to be
true for many people from my tribe, and when I asked Ernest if he hung out with any
middle class White people before he met us, he laughed long and hard. “Never, ever,” he
said. “I been to rich people’s houses because I was selling them something or picking up
something. But it was all illegal. But just to hang out having clean White fun? It never
happened. I used to joke about that clean White fun.” It is a rarity for people from Ernest’s
tribe and people from my tribe to experience what I would describe as normal, human,
friendly, interactions with each other. Without these shared experiences, our comfort with
our own tribe is reinforced and everyone else is relegated to the category of the ‘other.’
When I refer to the ‘other’ throughout this SPN, I am tapping into a semantic
tradition that names those from tribes, traditions, or backgrounds different from one’s own
as the ‘other’ or the ‘stranger.’ Fasching and deChant (2001) use the phrase “the stranger
who is wholly other” (p. 20) to capture the absolute separation between the self and the
‘other.’ An important aspect of the naming of the ‘other’ is that the faith traditions of
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam all prioritize a prophetic demand for “hospitality to the
stranger” (p. 24). The command to “welcome the stranger” (p. 24) appears in the Old
Testament more than any other command. Yet, they continue to be marginalized and
unwelcome.
Once I started to see the world through the lens of the ‘other’ - Ernest and Ricky’s
tribe - injustices began to pop out at me. I noticed things like the media’s tendency to focus
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on White victims of violent crime and ignore Black victims. This observation is frequently
made by my Black friends, who believe that White people simply do not see the
victimization of Black people as being as important as that of Whites. Smith (2011) says
“[o]ur sympathies tend to be unevenly distributed” (p. 51). People who are near us, related
to us or look like us evoke our sympathies more readily than others. People who are
different from us, says Smith, “are unlikely to spontaneously arouse the same degree of
concern.” (p. 51) As much as I hate to put this on paper, I have memories as a child of
hearing news about children having something horrible happen to them, and I remember
the strong feeling of identification with the little White girls who flashed on the screen, and
much less so with the little Black girls.
According to Smith (2011), “members of a tribe share a wealth of culturally
transmitted beliefs, preferences, and rules of conduct” (pp. 196-197). My tribe of origin
likes to do things on time, spend money conservatively, eat healthy food, attend church,
shop at department stores, dress modestly, put kids to bed early, and prioritize school
activities to name just a few distinctives. This shared reality means that it is easier to be
around people from your own tribe –
people with a shared understanding of a common way of life, who speak the
same language and adhere to the same norms and values – than it is to
engage in social exchange with outsiders. Social interaction across tribal
boundaries is a minefield, rife with opportunities for misunderstanding,
conflict, and – at the extreme – danger (p. 197).
Today’s tribalism encourages an “us/them” divide that exacerbates our divisions
and often dehumanizes the ‘other.’ It “couples solidarity with others like yourself to
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aggression against those who differ” (Sennett, 2012, p. 3). It is not too great a leap from our
preference to be surrounded by sameness to our dehumanization of people who are
different. After all, a Black person was once considered by our nation’s leaders as just three
fifths of a human (Alexander, 2010, p. 26).
With this as our historical backdrop, it’s easy to see why the tribes don’t mix. As I
grew up, my middle class world acknowledged that the tribes don’t mix, but offered
absolutely no insight into why. Looking through the lens of my own childhood, it seemed
like all this hostility emerged out of nowhere and that there was nothing that could be done
to fix it. Oh, and by the way, it’s mostly the Black people’s problem.
In my 30’s I read Zinn’s (2003) A People’s History of the United States and Loewen’s
(1995) Lies My Teacher Told Me. These are both what might be called “revisionist” histories
of the United States, although it’s actually been shown that the history taught in my schools
was a revised and inaccurate telling of history. When I read the untold stories of this
nation’s history, I realized how so much of the hostility between people from different
backgrounds is rooted not only in the horrific realities of the past, but also in the attempt to
cover them up. If we could at least start our kids off with an accurate record of the
historical crimes that have brought us where we are today, we might arrive at adulthood
more prepared to interact as tribes. Apart from any utilitarian justifications for an accurate
telling of history, it would probably just be a good idea to tell the truth.
Zinn (2003) wrote, “In 1859, John Brown was hanged, with federal complicity, for
attempting to do by small-scale violence what Lincoln would do by large-scale violence
several years later – end slavery” (p. 171). This sentence and a hundred others like it made
me mad, made me weep, made me realize I’d been lied to by every single history book,
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class, and teacher. In 1980, when Zinn published the first edition of this book, I was still in
high school. These truths were not discovered last year. They are components of a story
that it seems nobody wants to tell. We still want to celebrate Columbus and his genocidal
boats, and pretend the pilgrims and the Indians sat down for Thanksgiving dinner together
every year. Then we want to gloss over the entire history of slavery and celebrate that
everything is fine this side of the Civil Rights Movement. That was my history class.
It is not surprising that many of us, myself included, arrived at adulthood with intertribal hostility, misunderstanding, and often hatred. People from my tribe don’t understand
why there is a problem because we weren’t taught there was a problem. When tribal issues
arise, we get defensive and agitated. The worldview we learned in the classroom says these
problems do not exist.
I was helping set up a graduation open house for one of Dee’s kids and was one of
the few White people there. I sat down in the living room and attempted to introduce
myself to a Black woman sitting across from me. I was displaying my best Happy White
Lady behavior. “I am the matriarch of this family,” she said angrily to me after I told her my
name. I asked her name and she ignored me. I seriously considered crawling under a piece
of furniture. I needed Dee to come rescue me and tell the matriarch what a good and nice
White person I was. I had no idea what was going on or what to do next. She refused to
speak with me, and Dee was tied up with the helium balloons. I understand it now as
mistrust of do-gooder White people, but at the time I felt wrongly treated and unfairly
judged. I couldn’t reconcile her attitude toward me with anything that I had done in my life.
She could not apparently reconcile my presence in her niece’s living room. From a distance,
I can see the irony in the fact that I was upset about being unfairly judged for the color of
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my skin by someone who knew nothing about me. Dee and her kids had a good laugh when
I told them what happened. Looking back on this, it seems like I was part of a reality TV
show that threw opposing tribes together to see what would happen.
Dee has shared with me that in elementary school, she went to a White classmate’s
house and found that “everything was so different it was uncomfortable . . . I always could
see differences and differences kept me from developing relationships because I never dug
deep enough to see the similarities.” Even today in our community, she says she is often out
of her comfort zone. The difference is that she has learned to “love being able to be thrown
into something that makes me think or makes me listen or makes me wonder or question.”
She is describing her steps toward taking her relationships with those who are different
from her to a deeper level. She acknowledges the discomfort, but is willing to tolerate it due
to the benefits she is experiencing in her interaction with those who are different from her.
It makes sense that people are more comfortable with others like themselves. I still
feel it myself at times – the desire to seek the ease of sameness. But this tendency to stay
with our own tribe can limit opportunities, especially for students. As a sophomore in high
school, Basir was invited to be part of the International Baccalaureate (IB) program. The
bottom three floors of the high school most of our students attended at the time had all the
qualities of the usual urban school – gangs, violence, poor test scores, high truancy, and
overcrowded classrooms. The best performing (mostly White) students were invited into
the IB program, sometimes called a “school within a school” on the fourth floor. The IB
students took advanced courses, had smaller class sizes, generally came from wealthier
families, and tended to go on to college.
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Basir said yes to the offer, and found himself in an unfamiliar cultural landscape
populated by people from a different world. The dress code was entirely different, the
things that made people “cool” were entirely different, and the expectations of students
were foreign to Basir. While he tried to assimilate into this new tribe, he was facing
pressure from friends from his old tribe on the bottom three floors, who were accusing him
of “becoming White” and of losing some of his cool factor. We begged him to hang in there,
knowing what was at stake. Although Basir was smart enough to succeed in a program like
this, he lasted just a few weeks before the social stress caused him to throw in the towel
and return to his own tribe. Despite spending seven hours a day in the same physical space
and participating in the same classes, he was unable to find common ground. The benefits
of an IB education weren’t worth the social stress of trying to relate to people from
different ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds.
Of working class youth, O’Dair (1995) points out that “a desire to read books or to
succeed in school is often seen as a betrayal of the values and the integrity of the
community” (p. 202). Students may be punished for participating in learning, as it may be
seen by family and friends as an act of betrayal. Brookfield (2006) calls this cultural
suicide: students “risk being excluded from the culture that has defined and sustained them
up to that point in their lives.” They may be looked upon “with fear and loathing, with a
hostility born of incomprehension” (p. 84).
For Basir to succeed in the IB tribe, it would have involved him leaving behind his
own tribe and assimilating into a new one (if they would even have him) that functioned
according to an alien set of tribal rules. He would have been seen as having betrayed his
origins and switching his allegiance to an opposing tribe (Brookfield, 2006, p. 85). Basir’s
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tribe in effect told him that he couldn’t be in their Black tribe if he was going to act White.
The White IB tribe said he couldn’t join in if he was going to act Black. There was no tribal
overlap that contained the best of both worlds.
In almost every area of life, from school to leisure activities to food, there seems to
be the Black way and the White way. These distinctions cannot be avoided, even in the
most mundane aspects of life. Cortez is a Black teen who lived with our family for over a
year. We are vegetarians and don’t keep a lot of junk food around and he was forced into
some significant dietary changes. He mourned for his greasy meat (his words) and I drove
him crazy by reading nutritional labels with him and running a commentary on his food
choices. He was 18 years old and I had to explain to him the difference between real orange
juice and orange drink (orange drink is basically orange Kool-Aid sold for a dollar in a
plastic gallon jug). He loved the real orange juice so much, he was going through almost a
gallon a day until I explained that his OJ habit was costing us over $200 a month. When he
went out with his siblings and they stopped at the corner store, they made fun of him for
buying juice instead of pop. They also made fun of the new vocabulary words that were
popping up in his sentences. They told him he was becoming White.
In the case of both Basir and Cortez, their tribe was being defined purely in
opposition to the dominant tribe, which resulted in a characterization of the Black tribe as
people who eat junk food, do poorly in school, and have a limited vocabulary. I loudly and
passionately pointed this out to Cortez and while he agreed with me, he didn’t have a
solution other than for him to behave differently according to which tribe he was
surrounded by. His brothers believed that by his actions, he was trying to show himself to
be better than them. Wesley recognizes this reality and says he “hates” it. He says it’s an
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example of people taking “pride in being ignorant.” Ricky said this response comes out of
the feeling that “the person getting out of poverty is judging them.”
Carbado and Gulati (2013) explain the “double bind” (p. 1) that Black people in a
White world are facing: They need to be “not too black” if they are to be accepted by Whites
and “black enough” (p. 4) in order to be accepted by Blacks. There are landmines
everywhere as Cortez’s and Basir’s experiences reveal. In Cortez’s case, his siblings saw
him as no longer being Black enough. Basir, on the other hand, appeared to be too Black to
fit into the IB world and by staying there, would have risked not being Black enough for his
old friends. Referring to research on Black students’ assimilation onto college campuses,
Tierney (1999) warns of both “cultural suicide,” (p. 85) as defined above by Brookfield
(2006), but also “intellectual suicide,” (p. 83) in which students who don’t assimilate into
the dominant culture do not succeed in the academy. While Tierney argues that neither
option is necessary for academic success, it is far from clear how to navigate between these
two extremes.
In discussions of these tensions over the years, several of my urban neighbors have
used the metaphor of crabs in a bucket. Connie was the first one. She is originally from
Philadelphia and her proximity to the ocean made this metaphor meaningful to her. She
said crabbers throw their catch in a bucket. It gets full so that crabs are stacked on top of
each other. The ones on the bottom will often start working their way to the top, climbing
on the backs of the other crabs. When they get to the top of the heap and start reaching for
the edge of the bucket, the other crabs join together to pull the crab back down and push it
to the bottom of the bucket. When Cortez was eating healthy and using big words, he was
reaching for the edge of the bucket and not being Black enough, and his family and friends
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wanted to make sure he didn’t escape. The realities of today’s tribalism mean that any
perceived defection to another tribe, or even a display of the rituals of another tribe, is
perceived as betrayal and deserves ridicule and punishment.
Against this culture of competition and disempowerment among fellow strugglers
that I have observed, Davis (1990) employs the principle of “lift as we climb” (p. 5). “[W]e
must climb,” she says, “in such a way as to guarantee that all of our sisters, and indeed all of
our brothers, climb with us” (p. 5). I believe that one reason there is more pushing down
than lifting going on is because when an entire tribe is disempowered, opportunities and
resources begin to be seen as the payoff in a zero sum game: “If you get out of the bucket,
there is no chance I will.”
It has taken me a decade of living near and getting to know people from other tribes
to begin to understand these sorts of tribal dynamics that are so alien to my own. In spite of
the difficulty of understanding the world of the ‘other,’ it is a regular activity of my tribe of
origin to pretend that they do. I frequently find myself saying, “There is no they,” when in
conversation with White suburban people. Generalizations about my neighbors such as
“they tend to have babies without getting married” reflect the human tendency to
stereotype. In this case, a particular report on single motherhood on the news may become
the defining characteristic of the entire Black population.
I have experienced this type of stereotyping myself as a female in a male-dominated
profession. When I first started giving sermons in the 1990s, I faced criticism (“Women
shouldn’t preach”) as well as responses along the lines of “I always thought women couldn’t
preach, but you did a great job.” (Thank you . . . I think). Sue and Constantine (2007) would
call this a microaggression based on gender, a topic we will cover later in this chapter as it
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relates to race. Comments like these made me realize that for some people I was
representing half of the human population every time I preached. Since they did not often
see women in the pulpit, their decision about whether they thought women were capable
of preaching rested entirely on me. Smith (2011) says humans have a tendency toward
“outgroup homogeneity bias.” That is, we “perceive members of our own group as
individuals, but see other groups as more or less homogeneous” (p. 90). “If this woman can
preach, I guess they all can,” or “If this Black woman is a single mom, I guess they all are.”
To the topic at hand, when White people use the word “they” in describing Black people,
they are saying that all of them are the same, even though they would not likely say that of
White people.
Sherif (1966, 1967) says that the relationship between groups can be “potently
determined by the process of interaction between the groups” (1966, p. 15). That is,
stereotypes may not emerge primarily from characteristics of the group being stereotyped,
nor from the group holding the stereotype, but rather may be a product of the interaction
of the groups with each other.
Sherif (1966, 1967) is attempting to define the concept of stereotype as a relational
category. Stereotypes emerge “when people transact with other people in the course of
carrying out activities and pursing goals within the design of living they have patterned”
(1966, p. 2). They are then fostered within the group, with the result that new members
internalize them. “In the very process of becoming an in-group member, the inter-group
delineations and corresponding norms prevailing in the group are internalized by the
individual” (1967, p. 448). Thus, stereotypes are passed from generation to generation
through group norms rather than through “contact with the group against whom prejudice
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is directed” (1967, p. 242). Sherif has offered an explanation for what I observe in my
neighborhood. Stereotypes potentially emerge from negative tribal interactions
generations ago, are passed down, and are never overcome by new interactions because
there aren’t any new interactions!
Sherif’s (1966, 1967) theory also explains my own family history in part. I stood in
direct line to inherit prejudicial views of Black people from my family, and the inheritance
carried no requirement that I ever meet a Black person. Sherif’s (1967) claims about the
formation of stereotypes ring true to me with one important caveat. As I experienced, in the
case of the Black/White and poor/rich interactions, there is very little interaction between
the groups that can be said to be the basis for stereotypes. Rather, I suggest that in addition
to family prejudice, stereotypes may also emerge from the artificial interactions portrayed
in sitcoms and in movies, from media reports on Black criminals, or from an extremely
limited number of interactions between the groups. These limited interactions can be
detrimental, sometimes resulting in a negative stereotype after just one encounter. A family
member commented to me many years ago that Black families always seem to be broken.
Speaking of the men, he said, “They never stick around.”
“Why do you think that might be?” I asked.
“Are you saying there is an inherent flaw in African American men that causes them
to abandon their families?”
“Is it possible that the history of slavery that included rape, the selling off of spouses
and children, and the emasculation of African men may have in some way contributed to
the social problems that exist today?”
It was clear these things had never crossed his mind.
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Because of culture and class differences, and because there is often little
understanding or awareness of the historical realities like these that have led to the current
realities in the Black community, inter-tribe interactions begin from a place of
misunderstanding, and go downhill from there. How does one begin to develop a
meaningful relationship with someone you have already identified as having an inherent
flaw? “Let’s be great friends even though you will probably abandon your family like all the
other Black men.” It doesn’t work.
Stereotypes offer simple explanations for complex problems. Over the years,
volunteers at the Lift have mentored our students in various ways. A frequent occurrence is
that the adult mentor makes an appointment with the student and the student doesn’t
show up. Some volunteers get so frustrated by this behavior that they quit volunteering.
The stereotype that emerges from these interactions is usually along the lines of “Black
people never show up on time.” I have been part of these conversations, and have had the
opportunity to explain to a volunteer that the student who stood him up got stuck at school
with no transportation and no phone. I’ve responded to a mentor’s disappointment about a
no-show that the student’s mom needed him to babysit his siblings so she could pick up
some hours at work. On the cultural level, I have found that an appointment to a Black teen
(and likely any teen) means something different than it means to a White adult.
Stereotypes, such as “they don’t show up,” are the easy way out.
Stereotypes are a major part of the story in trying to bridge the divide between
races and classes, and work toward reciprocal relationships. My experience indicates that it
is normal and socially acceptable for middle class White people to speak of poor Black
people as a “they” who can all be lumped together and defined by whatever adjective
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emerged from today’s news or yesterday’s sitcom, but rarely from substantive personal
experience. Living in a suburb of Detroit, I arrived in adulthood believing that Black men
were dangerous, based on the news and on the attitudes of family members. Then I met a
whole bunch of actual young Black men who were not dangerous. Dee’s sons and their
friends gathered around the basketball hoop in our back yard on a daily basis, and laughed,
ate cookies, sweated buckets, and were not, in fact, scary.
Sherif (1967) has conducted research that shows that stereotypes and attitudes can
be altered when two opposing groups are presented with a problem or goal which must be
dealt with, but which neither group can solve on its own. Sherif calls this a “superordinate
goal,” (p. 183) as its solution transcends the tribal tendencies of the groups and forces them
to work together for the common good. The alteration of stereotypes increased
significantly through groups working together on several superordinate goals over time.
Sherif’s research has also shown that prejudicial attitudes can be reduced when people of
diverse backgrounds are forced to interact, but that when they return to their own tribe,
the former prejudices return. Given the issues of social and geographic segregation, it is
hard to imagine a situation arising naturally in which Black and White, rich and poor,
would have the opportunity to identify and work toward a superordinate goal together,
and then stick together long enough afterwards for the new attitudes to take root. Creating
these opportunities is actually what the Lift community is trying to do in our neighborhood.
Over time, we have had enough shared life experiences that a new tribal reality has
begun to form. We have monthly cookouts in our neighborhood, we plan fundraisers, we
share the responsibility of putting together an informal weekly church service, we create
events at which students in our neighborhood learn important life skills. We have at least
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begun to create a tribal “us-ness” that is helping us to acknowledge and work through the
things that would normally keep us in our own tribe.
Berreby (2008) says the tendency to classify humans is innate. “Without work,
without awareness, we human beings are experts at sorting people into kinds” (p. 94).
Every people group throughout history has a distinction between “us” and “others.” In
many societies, the name used for their own people is the same word they use for “human
being” (p. 125). Every society also sorts people into smaller divisions within tribes by
everything from age to gender to family affiliation.
When I look back over my decade here, I see embarrassing evidence of my own
sorting activities. When I met Dee, my first thought was that she was Black and I was White.
This may be accurate, but why was my first thought not that we are both women, or both
mothers? Why the infantile tendency to sort by color? It bugs me that that’s where I went
first. Especially because over the past twenty years, many theorists have come to the
conclusion that racial categories cannot be justified scientifically (Smith, 2011).
Categorizing Dee by race was a sort based on comfort, rooted in my limited life experience
with the ‘other.’ Although Dee and I could be united by our role as mothers, somewhere
deep inside me, I was more comfortable putting her into a different box than myself.
Another example: Dee and I were taking a class taught by a middle aged bald man,
who I initially thought was White. His skin and features were generic and that’s where I
placed him without much thought. After a few meetings, he said something that made me
think he was Black. I asked Dee if she thought he was White or Black. She did not hesitate:
he was Black. For a few weeks, I had seen him as White (a member of my tribe). Now I had
new information that he was Black (not a member of my tribe). Absolutely nothing changed
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about him, but I dumped him in the ‘other’ bucket. I felt myself do it. The best explanation I
can come up with is that when I thought he was White, I believed (without being conscious
of it) that we shared a common perspective of the world and that we understood one other.
After I found out he was Black, I was not so sure either of those things were true. I didn’t
think less of him; I just thought ‘other’ of him. I didn’t choose how to feel about him
regardless of which category he was in. It just happened. Whatever the thing is that seeks
out the comfort of sameness made me realize that I had initially put him the wrong bucket.
Even after a decade of spending a lot of time in community with Black people, I still need to
be clear on everyone’s label, and I am apparently still more comfortable with people from
my tribe of origin.
Yancy (2008) would describe my thoughts in this regard as an example of the “white
gaze” on “Black bodies” (p. xv). “Whites “see” the Black body,” says Yancy, “through the
medium of historically structured forms of “knowledge” that regard it as an object of
suspicion” (p. 3). While I may claim that there was no value judgment attached to my
recognition of my teacher as Black, Yancy would reject my claim to neutrality. By my
Whiteness and social power and privilege, I have been conditioned on “what to expect of a
Black body (or nonwhite body), how dangerous and unruly it is, how unlawful, criminal,
and hypersexual it is” (p. 3). These were not my thoughts at the time, but after a decade of
watching the White gaze on my Black friends in places like restaurants, retail stores,
suburban neighborhoods, gas stations, and movie theaters, I am willing to concede the
point to Yancy. Regardless of my conscious thoughts, I put my teacher into the tribe of the
‘other.’
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This sorting by tribe leads to a divide between people that prevents understanding
the behaviors and attitudes of opposing tribes. Sennett (2012) explains Aristotle’s view
from the 4th century BCE: “Tribalism . . . involves thinking you know what other people are
like without knowing them; lacking direct experience of others, you fall back on fearful
fantasies.” (p. 4) Aristotle’s insights were prescient. Because of media portrayals, it is
reasonable to think that White (or rich) people believe they know what Black (or poor)
people are like without actually knowing any, and the response is fear, which is a major
barrier to forming any kind of relationship. Young Black males in my neighborhood love to
capitalize on White people’s fear of them in an effort to gain social control for their own
tribe, as when a group of young Black men walk down the middle of the road and refuse to
get out of the way of cars. When I bounced this explanation off the guys, they agreed. “You
take power where you can get it,” says Wesley. I felt “powerful in the moment,” says Cortez.
Waiting for a group of kids to get out of the road really pissed me off at first, but my
growing realization of the disempowerment of these young men has given me patience
until they decide to yield the right of way. One time, when Keshia was in the car with me,
she rolled down the window and screamed at them to get out of the way. They casually
glanced back at us and slowly made their way to the side of the road. “You are at our
mercy,” they seemed to be saying.
Ricky and his friends have admitted that as teens, they would “play” with White
people in our neighborhood at times, especially middle-class White people who stood out
because of their clothing, vehicle, or look of sheer terror as they walked down Payne
Avenue. The guys would start posturing in the way that the media presents them. They put
their hoods up, assumed a look of defiance, walked three abreast on the sidewalk, and took
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great pleasure in seeing the power their tribe had to frighten the ‘other.’ I have watched
White people who see any Black man approaching from far enough away cross to the other
side of the street to avoid contact. In these situations, White people don’t know that a game
is being played, and Ricky and his friends are either unaware or unconcerned that their
game is likely to reinforce negative stereotypes of Black teens as dangerous and scary. In
fact, Cortez admits he is proud of his ability to scare people.
I believe that the many reasons that the reciprocal relationships I am writing about
rarely form can be found in an exploration of humanity’s innate tendency toward tribalism.
Tribalism explains the social realities of segregation, classism, and racism. Segregation
says, “Our tribe is unwilling to live near your tribe.” Classism says, “Our tribal way of doing
things is superior and that is why we have higher social status.” Racism says, “We hate your
tribe; we are going to use all of our power to strengthen systems that keep you down.” Each
tribe views all other tribes as the enemy, and the tribe with the most members and the
most resources wins.
Segregation – Where Does Your Tribe Live?
For the first two years I lived in my urban neighborhood, I felt the need to explain to
anyone who would listen why I lived in this bad neighborhood. I was a snob. It was okay to
live here as long as 1 – it was my choice, and 2 – I could leave whenever I wanted to. I
needed to be sure that people didn’t think I was uneducated or working class or down on
my luck – in the “wrong” kind of tribe. I could say that I chose to live here to help the poor,
and be noble, as opposed to simply saying I live here, and risk the possibility of being
incorrectly categorized as a loser. Although I have stopped explaining, the fact that I felt the
need to do it for so long is one piece of evidence that segregation is about more than your
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street address. It associates you with a specific tribe – rich, poor, educated, uneducated,
empowered, disempowered. I needed to make sure that people knew that regardless of
where I lived, I was in the rich, educated, empowered category. Then I could use my choice
to live among poor, uneducated, disempowered people as evidence of my innate goodness.
It provided a great opportunity for people to tell me how wonderful I am.
This fear of being labeled as being part of the “wrong” tribe because I lived in the
“wrong” neighborhood is deeply rooted in the context I grew up in. Keeping up with the
Joneses was a reality. It was important in our neighborhood that the “right” kind of people
moved in (people who looked like us) and that our cars and landscape all sent the message
that we had our act together. It was not unusual to have dinner table discussions about the
neighbor whose grass was turning brown, the ones who were getting a divorce, or the ones
who had just moved in driving a rusty car. The social boundaries of our neighborhood tribe
did not extend far in any direction.
Segregation is traditionally defined as the geographic separation of people who are
racially or socioeconomically different from each other. In the United States, segregation
has been primarily about keeping Black people out of White neighborhoods, which means
Black people are also kept out of White schools, businesses, community centers, and
shopping centers.
From my life in the suburbs and then in the city, I have three observations about
segregation. First, the suburbs are still segregated. This may put some people on the
defense, but the White middle-class tribe has marked out its territory and is not very open
to sharing their space with other tribes. All of the suburbs I have lived in would be
considered segregated, as they were nearly 100% White and 100% middle class.
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Second, many of the White people in the city are moving away, or trying to move
away, from diversity. It is fairly common to hear White people in my urban neighborhood
lamenting the decline of the neighborhood as “those people” move in. In 1990, my
neighborhood was 82% White. Today, it is 35% White, 30.6% Hmong, 15.9% Black, and
13.7% Latino (Saint Paul neighborhood profile, 2011). This is not a trend most of my White
neighbors are happy with.
Third, even with growing diversity, the people in my neighborhood still generally
live socially segregated lives, regardless of who their next-door neighbors are. If they lack
the resources to isolate themselves from other tribes geographically, they settle for social
segregation. Most of the gatherings I see taking place in the back yards in my neighborhood
are homogeneous. “It is the separation of groups, and the socially constructed boundaries
between different groups that allows for the emergence of prejudice and social distance,”
says Vela-McConnell (2011, p. 29). I will look at both the geographic and social segregation
between tribes.
Geographic segregation. When my husband and I had been married for a few years
and were looking for a larger home in a first-ring suburb of Detroit, our realtor and family
members warned us that the area we were looking in had a lot of Black families moving in,
which in the Detroit area was a guarantee that property values would be plummeting in the
near future, and also a guarantee that we would have Black neighbors if we moved there.
And this was in the late 1980s! There is no other way to say it than that metropolitan
Detroit was just a flat out racist place. When I went to a Detroit parade or department store
as a child, I recall my mother and grandmother clutching their purses more tightly. When
any Black person showed up in our neighborhood or church, it was a major topic of
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conversation, due to the rarity of the occasion. Other than my grandmother, no one in my
family made explicitly racist statements, but the event-like nature occasioned by the
appearance of a Black person sent the message that this was abnormal. It was abnormal to
even see a Black person and out of the question to think of living near one.
Why is it such a radical choice to live in a diverse neighborhood? What happened in
our history that would make friends and family question my sanity for moving into a place
where I would have Black neighbors? Segregation is merely a social construct; not an
ontological necessity to ensure safety and well-being. According to Massey and Denton
(1993), immediately after the Civil War, Blacks and Whites were not residentially
segregated, although Blacks were disadvantaged in other ways. At the end of the 19th
century, the US Supreme Court upheld segregation and proclaimed “separate but equal” as
constitutional in their ruling in Plessy vs. Ferguson (Takaki, 1993). The ground was laid for
Blacks and Whites to live in isolation from one another.
Jumping ahead to the middle of the 20th century, Massey and Denton (1993) point to
various strategies used by Whites to ensure the maintenance of the “color line.”
Neighborhood improvement associations lobbied for zoning restrictions, boycotted real
estate agents with Black clientele, bought property from Black owners, and offered cash to
Black renters if they would leave the neighborhood. Neighborhood residents agreed to
restrictive covenants, which prevented them from selling or renting to Blacks, or even
allowing them to occupy their property. When these efforts were declared unenforceable
by the Supreme Court in 1948, they were merely driven underground. On the rare
occasions when Blacks were successful at integrating a neighborhood, it resulted in Whites
fleeing and property values plummeting. According to Massey and Denton, “the ghetto
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constantly followed the black middle class as it sought to escape from the poverty, blight,
and misery of the black slum” (p. 39).
Nowhere is this more true than in the city of Detroit, where my early perspectives
on race were shaped. The city is currently 82.7% Black with a median income of
$26,098.00 (Detroit, 2011), whereas in Oakland Township, where I spent most of my
childhood, the population is 94.14% White and 2% Black with a median income of
$102,034 (Oakland Charter Township, n.d.). The drive from Detroit to Oakland Township
takes about 30-minutes, but it feels like driving from Mars to Venus.
My own experience aligns with Massey and Denton’s (1993) assertion that the
passage of time and improvements in the socioeconomic status of Blacks have brought little
or no change to the geographic segregation of Blacks and Whites. Writing in 1993, they
affirm that “there is little evidence of substantial change in the status quo of segregation”
(p. 81). This is the case in both the north and the south and regardless of income level. Of
all races, it is only Blacks who experience this pattern of hyper-segregation that appears to
be impervious to socioeconomic or other influences. “No group in the history of the United
States has ever experienced the sustained high level of residential segregation that has
been imposed on blacks in large American cities for the past fifty years” (p. 2).
A few years ago, I watched a story of desegregation take place right in front of me.
One of our students, Malik,* moved with his family to the suburbs for his freshman year of
high school. He was in a school that was primarily middle class and 74% White, with an
88% graduation rate. He learned that in this new context, he could get good grades and still
be cool. He earned all A’s and B’s in both semesters. When he moved back to the city the
following year, he was surrounded by his old set of friends and his old set of values and his
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grades dropped to D’s and F’s. He started getting locked up regularly for petty crimes. Malik
is a smart kid living by a set of rules that guarantee failure in the larger community. When
he was forced into a different set of rules, he was perfectly able to comply. He also told me
that he had access to far more resources in the suburban school to help him academically.
I understand at least a little bit of how Malik felt. I am a recent product of
desegregation by my own choice. It has become (mostly) normal and (mostly) comfortable
now to be in meetings or groups in which I am in the minority as a White person. That was
not always the case. About two years after I arrived in this neighborhood, I went to a local
barbershop where a woman rented a chair to do hair braiding. I showed up at 9:00 am and
sat in the chair getting my hair done for over ten hours. The shop served primarily Black
men, and throughout the day, I was surrounded by a stream of men arriving for haircuts,
with their wives, girlfriends, and children in tow. It was chaotic and noisy and intimidating
for me. I felt out of place even though I was mostly ignored. After the owner left for the day,
the men decided to pull out a TV and watch videos of dog fights. As a vegetarian committed
to non-violence, this was bad news. I spent two hours in the chair directly in front of the TV
with my eyes closed, listening to the dog fights and the men cheering them on. This was a
far cry from my suburban salon experience, which usually involved a relaxing spa-like
environment, quiet music, and no children. I have had a couple of similar hair-related
experiences and they still make me long for my old “normal.”
Malik’s experience and my own are oddities. This kind of integration rarely happens
with the students I work with or the adults I know. There is so much working in favor of
segregation. In 2013, an application for smart phones called “Ghetto Tracker” was released.
The app was promoted as a resource “to help people identify safe areas in unfamiliar cities”
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(O’Connor, ¶ 1) The app was accused of being a “racist, classist app for helping the rich to
avoid the poor” (¶ 2). This image was helped along by the photo it featured of a smiling
White family alongside text promising to show them which neighborhoods are ghetto. In
response to criticism, the app changed it’s name to “Good Part of Town,” removed all use of
the term “ghetto,” and replaced the smiling White family with an ethnically diverse family.
However, critics say the very idea of the app assumes that poor areas should be
“categorically avoided” and that “every person who lives in an area with comparatively
high crime or poverty is a criminal, or that these areas are devoid of culture or positivity”
(¶ 8).
Residential segregation ensures that these beliefs will not be overcome. Black
people and White people will not associate with one another and thus create a shared
history, or work together to build a shared future. People from different worlds will not
learn what the other has to offer. Misunderstandings, stereotypes, and fear of the other will
continue to be the norm.
Social segregation. I didn’t realize it at the time, but when my family moved to the
east side and met Wesley and Ricky, it did not cross their minds that we would ever have
cookouts together or socialize in any way. Wesley expected that we would be “stand-offish
and scared of the possibilities of being taken advantage of and robbed” in our new context.
Ricky assumed from his past experiences with White people that we were better off than
them and that that would be a barrier. It didn’t matter that our yards were on the opposite
sides of the same alley; we were still in different worlds from their perspective.
A year later when we met Cortez, he admits, “I was intimidated by you guys.” He
assumed we held certain stereotypes and that we had come to help them. “It’s usually the
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White person helping the Black person out, and that’s all I had ever seen before I met you. I
didn’t think that white people would want to associate with Black people. I thought you
guys would be more scared.”
In 1944, Gunnar Mydal stated that segregation “exerts its influence in an indirect
and impersonal way: because Negro people do not live near white people, they cannot . . .
associate with each other in the many activities founded on common neighborhood” (In
Massey & Denton, p. 3). According to Vela-McConnell (2011), our workplaces, schools, and
churches “are more socially integrated today than in the past” (p. 59) “We like to imagine,”
says Vela-McConnell, “we live in a world in which there is egalitarianism and greater parity
in status” (p. 59). He cautions that we are deluding ourselves. Even here in my
neighborhood, where Black and White people do live near one another, they still do not
generally work together to build a common neighborhood. I have heard more explicitly
racist statements from my White neighbors in the city than I ever did from my suburban
neighbors. We need something more than geographic integration.
According to Massey and Denton (1993), segregation “created the structural
conditions for the emergence of an oppositional culture” (p. 8). This culture devalues
education, work, and marriage and encourages attitudes and behaviors that work against
success in the larger (White) economy. It creates peer pressure to not succeed in school, as
in Basir’s story, and has resulted in Black English “which has become progressively more
distant from Standard American English” (p. 13). This puts its speakers at a disadvantage in
school and work. When White middle class people observe the behaviors and artifacts of
this culture, they are at a loss to understand them, increasing the already great social
distance.
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I witness this oppositional culture every day in my neighborhood. Our students use
phrases such as, “She don’t” and “He ain’t” and “They is” as a matter of course. I used to try
to correct these grammatical errors; it’s an annoying hobby of mine to tell people how to
speak (and spell and punctuate) correctly. I found that it was not so much that the students
didn’t know about “proper” English as that they weren’t interested in speaking it. In one
way, this can be seen as an activity similar to the one mentioned above in which students
defiantly walk down the middle of the street. The urban school culture defines rebellious
activity and academic failure as cool, and the limited interaction with the larger world, due
to geographic and social segregation, means that other perspectives are not represented. In
the IB program, for example, which is in the same building where failure is believed to be
cool, there is an entirely different set of values in operation, which lead to very different
outcomes.
There is another aspect to this issue of speech and language that is important,
especially as it relates to social segregation. My friends are actually speaking a recognized
dialect called Ebonics or African American Vernacular English. The Linguistic Society of
America (LSA) has recognized Ebonics as a dialect of the English language. Although it has
been characterized as merely “slang,” “mutant,” “lazy,” or “broken” by speakers of standard
English, the dialect has West African and Carribean Creole roots and follows consistent
patterns, such as pronouncing the “th” sound as “t” or “f,” dropping final consonants, or
using an invariant “be”: They be goin to do their maf homework. Thus in a social situation
involving Black people and White people, there may be both a legitimate language barrier
in place, as well as an unwillingness by Ebonics speakers to conform to the dominant
culture. In either case, social distance is increased. (Rickford, 1997, n.d.)
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My experience with St. Paul students and opposition mirrors research in
Birmingham, England, and in South Texas. Willis (1981) found that the working class boys
he studied in Birmingham intentionally embraced the oppositional ideas of their class as
they transitioned from secondary school to manual laborers. He asserts that “working class
lads come to take a hand in their own damnation” (p. 3). Their oppositional stance basically
ensured their oppression. My neighborhood students share with these English students
skepticism about the value of mental over physical work, as well as their acceptance of
filling their expected role in an unjust system.
Far from Birmingham, Foley (1990) found that Mexicano students in South Texas
also held mental work in low esteem. He asserts that this attitude is actually inculcated by
teachers who convinced them that “they were dumb about books and learning Standard
English. Years of failure had taught them to publicly reject, but privately internalize, the
criticism of teachers” (p. 89).
Whether the blame belongs on the students for their complicity in their own
damnation or on the intentional actions of teachers, the results are the same. In ten years in
my neighborhood, I have yet to see a student from my neighborhood graduate from college,
although some have started. In contrast, my son and all of his friends graduated from a
suburban high school that clearly had a destination in mind for their students that did not
involve manual labor. Among his group of nine friends, all graduated from college in four
years. My daughter is currently a senior in college, and all seven of her close friends from
high school are on track to graduate in four years.
These realities serve to broaden the already wide chasm between us. Beyond
lacking a shared history – geographically or educationally, we are also lacking a basic
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understanding of one another’s reality. Our limited experience with each other literally
means we do not know how to interpret what would be obvious to those from the other
tribe.
Wesley has a humorous description of how he viewed my family when we arrived in
St. Paul and moved in across the alley from his family. He said we were the perfect family of
happy White people, with two parents, two perfect children (a boy and a girl), a cute little
dog, and two cars. We fit perfectly into the sitcom mold that had formed us in his mind.
Nothing about how we lived was familiar to him, so he had to come up with a new script.
Wesley and his friends decided my husband Dave must be a hit man of some kind. They
decided this because Dave worked at home for a software company. This type of work was
unfamiliar to the teens and they surmised that since we seemed to have so much money
and Dave was at home most of the time, the plot in our sitcom must be that Dave was
involved in some sort of secretive, very lucrative work. Cortez admits they hid in the
bushes and staked out our house to see what was really going on. The guys’ limited
experience with my world caused them to incorrectly interpret things that other middle
class tribes people would see as normal.
Segregation also means limited information and resources flow between tribes. I
was once at a social event that included some very wealthy people. In a conversation with
one business owner about what I do for a living, I went into an explanation of the problems
our students face at home and in school. I explained that there were so many factors
contributing to the achievement gap that it was nearly impossible to know where to begin.
There are problems at school, such as overcrowded classrooms, outdated or non-existent
textbooks, and very few Black teachers for the kids to look up to as role models. The
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problems at home include a lack of a computer, printer, school supplies, space to do
homework, and parental support. Kids miss the bus and the family has no car to drive
them. Some kids miss school to babysit younger siblings when mom has to work. I
explained all this, and this man was aghast. “Nobody knows this,” he almost yelled. “People
need to know this.”
The people who live it every day know it. Many of the people who are in a position
to help with some of these barriers to education do not know it, because they live in an
entirely different world, their kids attend private or wealthy suburban schools, and in our
segregated world, there are simply no contact points where this story can be seen or heard.
It makes little difference whether we are discussing geographic or social segregation; the
tribes find a way to carry on as though the other tribe does not exist.
I was in my thirties before I decided to forgo the privilege I inherited of pretending
other tribes did not exist. I decided I wanted my own and my children’s view of the world
expanded to include the perspective of the ‘other’ and so we made the move from the
suburbs to the city. Some of my friends and family do not see the value in this decision. It’s
not just that people do not know how to desegregate our world; it’s that most do not even
want to desegregate it. My own past experiences working in a pizza restaurant, law firm,
consulting firm, brokerage office, and a college admissions office have not put me in the
path of any diversity initiatives. Efforts to diversify the churches I’ve attended or worked in
have been largely unsuccessful. Emerson and Smith (2000) say, “[t]he structure of religion
in America is conducive to freeing groups from the direct control of other groups, but not to
addressing the fundamental divisions that exist in our current racialized society” (p. 18).
Their surveys of White Christians revealed an understanding of racism as a purely
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individual issue (to be dealt with on an individual basis) with little or no understanding of
the racist structures in our society.
I’ve also seen few efforts toward what I see as the very important work of
diversifying our personal lives. I’ve heard White ministers and church board members
lament the lack of diversity in their programs, but they don’t have any diversity in their
personal lives! They want Black people in the choir, but not around their dining room table.
It seems like people want to avoid diversity on a personal level, while embracing it for
appearances or for business reasons. In Chapter Six, I will offer reasons why living a
desegregated life is valuable on a personal level.
Classism – How Does Your Tribe Live?
When I was growing up, we had an etiquette book in the house that my sister
regularly consulted and schooled me on. I learned the rules for weddings, parties, giftgiving, elevators, silverware, and other important topics. In addition to the many thrilling
things in the book, I learned from my family what “RSVP” meant, I learned that you never
ask for a gift, that there is a correct way to answer the telephone, that rock and roll is
suspect, and that art museums are cool places.
Despite this, I never thought about social class in my pre-urban life, other than the
frequent references to the “middle class.” It was a throwaway category as almost everyone
in my life was also middle class. Upper class and lower class people were out there
somewhere but I didn’t have to deal with them. After I moved into a diverse neighborhood
among people who would be labeled as “lower class,” I began to recognize how wide the
gap is between classes, perhaps wider than between races. I was surprised by the stark
contrast between my own and my new neighbors’ attitudes and activities related to
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education, marriage, parenting, financial management, the arts, and pretty much
everything else. As I gained an understanding of class differences, I became much more
aware of the judgmental language and attitudes I had carried. This judgment was often
around modes of dress (too tight, too loud, too short) or types of cars (too flashy, too
expensive, too ghetto). True to tribal behavior, these things are not seen as mere
differences; they are seen as evidence of inferior taste.
Class is a fluid category, and is closely related to status and power in society. Brown
(2006) says class and status “are central concepts in attempts to describe and explain
social inequality and divisions arising from industrialization, capitalism, and democracy
spanning two centuries” (p. 952). For Karl Marx, class was primarily about a person’s
relationship to the means of production. The proletariat were workers exploited by the
capitalist bourgeoisie, who claimed ownership of the surplus value created by the workers.
(Brown, p. 953).
Max Weber expanded on Marx’s definition and argued that status and power were
on equal footing with class. Class became about more than the relationship to the means of
production. People could band together in “status groupings” (Brown, 2006, p. 953) along
political, religious, or ethnic lines, thus upsetting Marx’s clear delineations between the
workers and owners. They could also gain individual status through their
accomplishments. People in politics could gain power regardless of their wealth or status.
Both Marx and Weber saw society in terms of constantly conflicting human needs
and interests (Brown, 2006, p. 953). The classes were always in competition with one
another. Another understanding of class, which emerged from Durkheim’s structuralism, is
the understanding of class as a category as opposed to social relationship. “By measuring
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income levels or classifying people into occupations, one can determine social class“
(Brown, p. 954). In this understanding, “class order represents relationships that are
potentially, if not actually, a harmonious and rational social division of labor” which serves
the social good (Ryan & Sackrey, 1984, p. 106). Life would be much easier if class could be
experienced as a neutral system of categorization based merely on externals. However, I
believe Marx and Weber had it right when they saw class and conflict as bedfellows. The
average CEO earns 380 times their average worker (Liberto, 2012), and at a handful of
companies, they earn over 1,000 times as much. It would be hard to argue that there is not
an inherent conflict in a system that produces such numbers.
There is an ongoing dialogue in academia about the nature of classes. “Are classes a
scientific construct or do they exist in reality?” asks Bourdieu (1987, p. e2). For my
purposes, the important question is not so much whether they ontologically exist, but
rather what impact their presumed existence has on society. Bourdieu asserts that “[t]he
“class,” or the “people” . . . or any other elusive social collective exists, if and only if there
exists one (or several) agent(s) who can assert with a reasonable chance of being taken
seriously . . . that they are the “class,” the “people,” the “Nation,” the State” and so on” (p.
15). Those with power may use it to define the structure of society in ways that legitimize
their power, as though it were part of the very nature of reality. My discussion of class in
this chapter assumes its existence as a social, if not ontological reality, and will focus on
ritual and relational distinctions between people of differing classes. In Chapter Four, I will
explore in more depth the role of economics in class distinctions.
The intersection of race and class. It is debated whether race or class is the major
point of division in society today. Delgado and Stefancic (2012) explain the controversy as
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between those who assert that racism is the means by which White people assume priority,
and those who blame a ‘culture of poverty’ that includes crime, unemployment, lack of
education and broken families as the reason minorities lack material advantages. Race may
be the primary factor that explains economic disadvantage (Delgado & Stefancic 2012;
Massey & Denton, 1993) while class goes a long way toward explaining the lack of
engagement between those from different backgrounds, as I have experienced.
These distinctions of class and race go hand in hand. According to Sennett (2012),
“[e]conomic inequalities translate in everyday experience as social distance” (p. 7). Since a
disproportionate percentage of Black families live below the poverty line, whatever social
distance already exists due to segregation or racism is increased. For these reasons, it is
impossible to speak of class without issues of race being present, and vice versa.
Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to explore the two issues separately, as the two cannot be
entirely conflated.
The distinction between race and class is further muddied by the fact that my story
does not have any poor White characters. The decision to include a story under the
category of class rather than race is purely subjective, but I generally include stories here
that involve economic considerations, and whose central point extends beyond what can be
adequately explained merely by an examination of the racial issues.
The specific impact of class on the type of reciprocal relationship I am studying can
be described in the broad tribal categories of relational distinctions of class and ritual
distinctions of class. Relational distinctions are about the different ways individuals in
different classes relate socially to others in their tribe, as well as to those from other tribes.
Ritual distinctions relate to tribal behaviors that identify ingroup and outgroup members.
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Relational distinctions. I learned fairly quickly that the usual middle class social
icebreaker, “What do you do for a living?” was not appropriate in my new context. I asked
this question a few times, and received a sort of mumbled non-response, followed by the
person I had asked changing the subject or wandering away from me. I began to notice that
no one was asking me that question. In my old neighborhood, this question came right after
“Hello.” While middle class people tend to closely identify with their vocation, the same
cannot be said of those living in poverty. Many of my neighbors are unemployed or
working at low-wage menial jobs that they are not anxious to claim as part of their identity.
I learned that starting the conversation around topics of children and family is a better
approach in this context, but not until I had erred by starting off with questions of
livelihood a few times. These types of relational distinctions can make getting to know one
another a challenge.
At Lift events in our neighborhood, people still often end up segregated, a form of
micro-social segregation, if you will. If Black people stake out the living room, White people
stake out the patio, or vice versa. On the surface, this may appear to be an issue of race, but
it is at least equally, and perhaps more so, an issue of class. Wesley explains that it’s “easier
to associate with what you’re used to.” Conversations are more fluid when “you don’t have
to go out of your way to explain yourself.” Recently, I observed this phenomenon again. I
was on the deck at a cookout, talking to other White middle class parents who have
children in college. We were talking about their classes and activities, and when they would
be coming home for a visit. I noticed that Jaleesa* and a few other Black neighbors were
sitting in the screened-in porch. I went in to join their conversation, the topic of which was
how all the temp jobs they had recently been getting calls for required them to have a car,
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which they did not have. These topics are worlds apart and it drove home to me again how
difficult it can be to develop relationships across the many barriers that exist.
In Interaction Ritual (1967), Goffman helps further explain this social phenomenon.
He argues that people claim social value for themselves by their conduct in social
situations. He explains the devastating “loss of face” (p. 10) that can occur when social
situations are presented in which a participant does not know how to demonstrate
expected and appropriate behavior. When my friends from different backgrounds are out
of their comfort zone, they often become awkward and very nervous, which seems to lead
them to seek out a “safer” conversation where they can hang onto their face. This highlights
the difficulty of moving beyond niceties to genuine relationships of the sort that can be
transformative: we cannot even attend a neighborhood cookout without fear of losing face.
Goffman notes that even a middle or upper class Black person may avoid “certain face-toface contacts with Whites in order to protect the self-evaluation projected by his clothes
and manner” (p. 15). Beyond dress and speech, our interaction rituals include signs and
symbols and other almost invisible behaviors that serve to identify someone as an outsider.
Many times over the past decade, I have found myself to be the only White person
among a crowd of Black people. Even after many years, I still need a translator to
understand what is going on at times. The cultural references, slang, and idioms are
different. I have utilized the online Urban Dictionary once I get home to try to figure out
what I was confused about. I kept hearing the word “swag” all the time but couldn’t figure
out what it meant by the context. At Valley Fair, Ricky said something along the lines of,
“That’s some crazy looking swag,” and when I asked what that meant, the kids all laughed
at me. I looked it up on urbandictionary.com and I still didn’t understand it! It is apparently,
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the “most used word in the fucking universe, and if you have it, you wear your hat
sideways.” (“Swag,” 2012). I recently posed the question about swag again, and the kids
rolled their eyes and told me it’s just about your clothing and “look.” Cortez says, “It’s the
way you carry yourself and talk smooth.”
I have learned to be comfortable when I’m the minority, but I can tell at times that
my presence makes other people nervous. It’s like they aren’t sure who invited someone
from the opposing tribe. Dee has joked that she has to have a dictionary on hand sometimes
to understand what I am saying. I consult the Urban Dictionary and Dee consults Webster,
as we each try to figure out what’s going on.
One example among many semantic differences is that in my middle class world, a
usual question asked when you meet someone is “Where do you live?” In my current
context, it is properly asked, “Where do you stay?” Although it seems such a small thing, it is
a marker that reveals whether you belong. Asking this question properly has the power to
designate me as a cultural insider. Ernest told me that when someone asked, “Where do
you live?” his first thought was “What do you mean ‘Where do I live?’ I live everywhere!”
The question made no sense to him. He also cautioned that trying too hard to be an insider
can backfire. There is a correct way, he said, to ask, “Where do you stay?” His explanation
seems to indicate that articulating too clearly makes the person sound like a fake. There are
many examples of these types of semantic differences and I find myself “code-switching” as
I move back and forth between environments. When I’m in the suburbs, I say, “Wait a
minute” to mean a short period of time. When I’m in the city, I say, “It’s going to be a
minute” to mean a long period of time.
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My Black friends engage in another form of code-switching around the use of
Ebonics (as described above) and Standard English. At home, students engage in speech
patterns that are not acceptable in school. Despite research that shows that students
speaking non-Standard English are “transferring in the detailed grammar patterns of their
home language” (Wheeler & Swords, 2006, p. 11), they are still usually required to follow
the rules of Standard English if they want to succeed in school. And this ability to code
switch is even more critical in the job market. Ebonics may have been recognized as a
“vernacular dialect,” (p. 12) but it is also seen as lacking prestige.
Goffman (1959) also uses a metaphor of the stage and performance to examine
human interaction. Social life, he says, consists of performances by which people try to
move up the social ladder or at least try not to move down it. To do this, they must learn
the proper lines (preferably delivered in Standard English) and obtain the “proper signequipment” (p. 36). Since the most important sign-equipment in contemporary society are
symbols of wealth, and since a high percentage of Black people continue to be mired in
poverty, Massey and Denton’s (1993) assertion that Blacks have formed an oppositional
culture which has different status symbols and value assignations makes sense. It also
takes Black people and White people further along on divergent paths.
One example of this social reality is behavior at a movie theatre. My culture says that
when you go to a movie, you sit still, you shut up, you don’t text, and you don’t answer your
phone. When I go to the movies with my neighbors of any age, many of these things happen
throughout the movie. It’s not because they are socially inferior; it’s because their tribe has
different rules than mine. I have a tendency to compartmentalize, so when I am at a movie,
I don’t want to be distracted by the real world. I don’t want someone’s text or phone
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conversation to draw me out of my movie-watching experience. I don’t want people
bugging me. My friends’ culture seems to operate more holistically. Texting, getting up for
snacks, talking back to the screen, and discussing the plot makes movie going an interactive
experience.
I went to see the movie Precious: Based on the Novel ‘Push’ by Sapphire (Daniels,
2009) with a bunch of neighborhood teens and a couple of their moms. I had already seen
the movie once and it made me cry, with its themes of abuse, incest, brokenness, and
hopelessness. I had a very different experience this time around. One of the moms laughed
during what I experienced as the most hopeless scene in the movie. The teens talked back
to the characters they disagreed with, such as the mother of the main character, and also
expressed support to the teens they identified with. The theatre was in the suburbs, and
there was a diverse population in attendance. It felt like in addition to the one on the
screen, we had a potential real-life drama in the theatre. None of the White people made a
sound, but I saw sideways glances. I was torn between asking my friends to be quiet and
defending them. I saw the potential for uptight suburbanites and rude city people
stereotypes to be further entrenched. “It’s okay to accept that we’re different,” says Dee.
But, at least on this occasion, watching the differences play out in real life was very
uncomfortable for me.
Bourdieu (1984) asserts that the “most intolerable thing for those who regard
themselves as the possessors of legitimate culture is the sacrilegious reuniting of tastes
which taste dictates shall be separated” (p. 56). Humans have an aversion to different
lifestyles and with the aforementioned oppositional culture that has emerged in some
Black communities, the divide between rich and poor culture has grown. According to
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Bourdieu, cultural preferences are products of one’s upbringing and education, yet another
strike against shared life experiences ever emerging from within our segregated and
stratified society. It is this close-mindedness toward what is different that Bourdieu names
as the “strongest barrier between the classes” (p. 56). Fashion and time are two areas
where I have seen this sort of barrier in action,
When I first met Cortez, he frequently wore a powder blue velour FUBU sweatsuit
with some fancy embroidery on it and some heavy bling around his neck, usually involving
large shiny dollar signs. I used to joke with the boys that if my son Connor showed up at his
suburban high school wearing an outfit like that, it would be the event of the season as
people tried to figure out what was going on. Was he in costume for a play? Was it a joke?
On Cortez at his urban high school, the outfit was just business as usual.
I had to learn the rules about time as I went along. Due to years of messaging in my
culture about the need to be “on time” for everything, this one took me a while to learn. The
first instance of running into this difference was when Dee invited me to her daughter’s
birthday party. The party was on a Sunday evening from 6:00 to 8:00. We are middle class
so we arrived at 6:00 and found we were the only ones there. Dee was still cooking and
getting the house ready. We took a seat on the porch and waited. Extended family members
began to show up between 7:30 and 8 – the time we expected to be going home. Later,
Wesley and Ricky explained to me that I didn’t understand “CPT,” which stands for
“Colored People Time.”
I understand it now. When we started the Lift, we had a 12-passenger van that I
used to pick up the kids and bring them to our building. If I spoke to them at noon on a
Saturday and told them I would pick them up at 4:30, I would show up at 4:30, call their
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phone, and get no answer. I would go to the door and find out they were taking a shower or
had gone to the store. This was not a once in a while occurrence; it was a constant
occurrence. If I told them that we were going roller skating or bowling in a week, the day
would come and they would have no recollection of the previously-announced plans. A
neighbor kept missing her doctor appointments and I found out she didn’t have a calendar.
I printed one for her and we wrote her appointments on it and stuck it to her refrigerator
with magnets. She still missed her next appointment because she forgot to look at the
calendar.
This view of time is a major class distinction. In my middle class tribe, time is to be
managed, and the focus is on the future; in the tribe of my neighbors, the focus is on the
present. This initially drove me crazy, but I have learned to relax. I had no choice. I wasn’t
doing anything but harming myself physically by stressing about a situation that repeated
itself every day and that was out of my control. I remember driving the van with my heart
pounding because I knew that, once again, we would be late for whatever we were doing. I
began to realize there were more important things going on in the lives of my students, and
that I was missing out on the chance to engage on these other topics because I was
constantly worrying about what time it was and irritated when people were late. It wasn’t
helping anyone and we still weren’t on time.
As I began to relax about this a little bit, I realized that the students were more open
to listening to me because I was not coming across as such a judgmental bitch. Over the
years, many of the students have learned that the world of jobs and school does not run on
CPT. The idea of time as a social construct had never occurred to me. In my culture, time is
an absolute, and starting and ending times are to be honored at all costs. Over the past
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decade, I have lost my tendency to obsess or worry about time. I didn’t realize the world
wouldn’t end if a meeting started a little late or went a little long. This is just one of the gifts
of reciprocity that I will discuss in Chapter Six.
Ritual distinctions. Ancient tribes had rituals that defined their social interactions,
and served as a marker for who was in the tribe and who was not. One example I have
experienced is the rituals surrounding the Christmas holiday. In the world I came from,
most gifts were put under the tree late on Christmas Eve, and they were all opened in the
morning, with one person at a time opening a gift so that everyone could see it. Most of my
St. Paul friends have very different rituals. Often the gifts don’t get wrapped at all, but are
just given to the recipient sometime before Christmas. Many families open all gifts on
Christmas Eve. Some of those who wait until Christmas morning have a mad dash to the
tree, in which everyone dives into the gifts and opens them all at the same time. Cortez has
a simple explanation: “Black people don’t like holding onto things.”
Hair rituals also play a major role in the contemporary tribal class divide. For
starters, almost every White middle-class person who comes in to our neighborhood or
agency to volunteer has an odd obsession to ask about and touch Black people’s hair. It’s
crazy how often it happens. It results in awkward encounters, and it clearly identifies
outgroup members. There is a whole vocabulary, ritual, and set of rules around hair in this
tribe that is different from the tribe I grew up in. Of note, a “perm” in my tribe of origin was
meant to make your hair curly. In my neighborhood, a perm is meant to straighten the hair.
It took me longer than it should have to recognize this semantic difference.
Hair is central in my community in a way that it never was in my middle class world.
There are several stores in my neighborhood filled with row after row of wigs and panels of
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human and synthetic hair. Some of these panels are over $100 and at least two are required
for the hairstyle (called a weave), not including the fee of the person who does the weave.
And it has to be redone every two to three months. And almost everyone regularly has one.
People who live as much as 300% below the poverty line have this as a major budgeting
priority. Some of our teenage girls end up in tears when their weave is falling apart or
sections of their glued on hair are coming off, and they have no money to get it fixed. It is
often impossible for them to wear their hair natural, as the chemicals or extreme stress
from braids and weaves have created bald spots on their head.
I decided to get a hairstyle called microbraids after I had lived here for a couple of
years. This involved having extra hair woven in with my natural hair to make hundreds of
tiny braids all over my head. It took more than ten hours to get it done and it was
unbelievably painful. I couldn’t sleep for the first few nights, and I had to carry around a
spray can of oil to keep my scalp from cracking open. No joke. I was experiencing a ritual
that most of my Black female friends had experienced many times and they were excited
that I was joining their club. I boarded an airplane wearing microbraids one time, and a
Black woman I had never met came up and thanked me for having that hairstyle because
now I could understand what it’s like. A couple of years ago, I had my hair dreadlocked, and
I now have weekly conversations with strangers with dreads, mostly Black men, about our
hairstyles. A friend of mine who is a member of a country club in St. Paul said I would never
be allowed to join with my hair in dreads. Although I am an educated White middle class
person, I apparently have low class hair.
Another important category of rituals in my neighborhood involves food. Holiday
events in our neighborhood involve expensive dishes served in quantities enough for an
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army. When we have first started having Thanksgiving dinners with a group of neighbors, I
tried so hard to tell people living at or over the edge of poverty that they didn’t need to
bring anything. They ignored me and showed up with huge quantities of food! Apparently,
no social event can be had without macaroni and cheese. It is a point of pride, and an
expectation, that if we are going to celebrate together, certain foods have to be included.
Families will live on noodles for a week to make sure they can afford the holiday dinner.
Conversely the day-to-day meal rituals I grew up with (prayer before meal,
everyone eating together around the table, TV off) are mostly unheard of here. Most kids
who have lived with us had no experience of sitting around the dinner table discussing the
events of the day. Their big social meals were reserved for holidays; most other days found
the family eating in the living room in front of the TV. They thought I was weird (and
probably annoying) when I initiated our game of “Best Thing/Worst Thing” in which
everyone shares those aspects of their day at our dinner table. It’s a chance to reflect on
how their day went and share the highlights with the family. One teen told me that until he
ate at my house, no one had ever asked him about his day. Cortez said, “It was hard for me
to answer because I had never thought about how my day was or how I was doing. It was
kind of scary because I didn’t know the answer.” Now, he says, this ritual is something he
wants to do with his own kids someday.
Differences in seemingly minor things such as vocabulary, movie theatre etiquette,
and hairstyles make up one part of the class divide. Although they may seem insignificant,
they create awkward interactions and lead to misunderstandings. They define who is in
and who is out. The deeper issue related to class is about the power differential between
them. From my experience, it is the awkward interactions in movie theatres or
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misunderstandings about hair that create social distance, and without a context to bridge
that distance, misunderstanding and judgment will continue, and the power structure will
not be challenged. This is a heavy burden to be borne by a trip to the movies.
Class and power. Freire (2012) provides additional insight into the divide between
classes. He argues that the oppressors (the rich) believe it is their right to have, and that
they have because of their own effort. Those who do not have enough are “incompetent and
lazy” (p. 59) as well as ungrateful for the sometime generosity shown by their oppressors.
As a result, the oppressors must keep an eye on the oppressed, whom they view as
potential enemies. This is not a recipe for building harmonious cross-class relationships.
The situation is exacerbated by attempts by resourced people to “save the poor” or
“liberate the oppressed.” These efforts are often misguided, as the rich do not invite the
participation of the poor and oppressed in their liberation goal, with the result that the
oppressed are “treated as objects which must be saved from a burning building” and
“transformed into masses which can be manipulated“ (p. 65). This brings to mind Freire’s
“false generosity,” (p. 44) described earlier, in which generosity becomes a tool to ensure
that the oppressed remain so.
I have had many conversations over the years that exemplify this attitude. In
conversation with a White middle-class person, I will mention that I live in the city and
work with at-risk kids and families. In many cases, the person launches into a diatribe
about the problems with welfare and how people cheat the system, and they share their
proposals about how the situation should be fixed. This despite the person not knowing a
single poor person. They almost never ask for my opinion about the problems or possible
solutions, despite the fact that I just told them I have lived in this context for years.
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However they formed their opinions, they didn’t want me messing with them. Sennett
(2012) defines the French word, ressentiment, as “the feeling of ordinary people that the
elite does not know much about their own problems first-hand, even though presuming to
speak on their behalf” (p. 49).
For middle class people, it goes beyond merely recognizing difference. There is
usually a judgment attached. Gans (1995) says that the poor “are inevitably charged with
the failure to adhere to one or more mainstream values by their behavior” (p. 16). He offers
the example of the label, “welfare recipient,” which refers specifically to economic
dependency, but also tends to implicitly refer to a lack of family values – “failing to get
married, being sexually promiscuous, raising school dropouts and delinquent youngsters,
as well as giving birth to another generation of unmarried mothers who will turn welfare
dependence into a permanent state” (p. 18). The people using these labels (often
politicians) are people who have power in society. Placing these labels on disempowered
people further silences their voice.
Whenever I am in meetings that are about topics such as how to fight poverty or
homelessness, I suggest that it would be helpful to have a person who has lived through
these difficulties as part of the conversation early on. It is either ignorance or arrogance
that makes people think they are doing good by attempting to solve the problems of others
without seeking the input of those others. When I bring this up, everyone in the meeting
nods their head and agrees that we need that input, but it has been my experience that
most of the planning takes place without that voice present, although sometimes a token
poor Black person is brought in at the end once all of the decisions are made.
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Although classism and racism are intertwined, judgments related to class seem to be
about whose way of life is better or who has better taste. There is at least the illusion that
people from the lower class might become educated and formulate an acceptable aesthetic
that allows them to be accepted into the middle class. Racism is a whole different story. The
judgment is about who a person is rather than merely how they live.
Racism – Who Does Your Tribe Hate?
The first summer that we lived in Saint Paul, I was invited to a backyard party for a
candidate for local political office. I had never been to an event of this kind and I saw this as
a chance to learn more about my neighborhood, so I bravely showed up alone. I was very
surprised to find a house and yard full of White people. I hadn’t yet figured out the social
segregation thing. I met the homeowner in the kitchen; she was very friendly, describing
herself as a life-long east side resident. More White people showed up, including the
candidate. He gave a short talk on his priorities and opened up for questions. I was barely
listening as I pondered the racial demographic of the event. There was exactly one Black
person present. The discussion caught my attention when I realized there was a lively
exchange going on about the need for more hockey rinks for the neighborhood kids. Did
these people not know that right down the street, there were kids without enough food in
the house and who had no mattresses? Almost none of the families I had met in the
neighborhood so far could afford to buy a pair of skates, let alone the rest of the equipment
required by the sport. And did Hmong people play hockey? I didn’t know.
I raised my hand: “I don’t think the attendance at this event is very representative of
the diversity of our neighborhood. What are you doing to reach out to the many people in
this community who are not White and who are living below the poverty line?” The
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candidate had no chance to respond as the formerly friendly homeowner angrily stated,
“THEY were invited! If THEY would quit partying all night and sleeping all day, then maybe
THEY could show up to events like this.” After I mentioned that her response was racist,
several people started talking at once (none of them on my side). The voice I zoned in on
was the sole Black man in attendance, who was defending the statement of the White
homeowner, and who clearly did not identify with our many African American neighbors
living below the poverty line. The homeowner pointed to him as evidence that she was not
racist. I told her that if her non-White neighbors knew this is how she felt about them, it
was not surprising they stayed home.
This nice little conversation between me and my new neighbor revealed an instance
of individual racism. She believed that Black people were inferior because they party all day
and sleep all night. Structural racism is the more insidious brand, as it involves the many
institutions that keep society functioning, including government, police, courts, school
systems, universities, and corporations. Built into the structure of social institutions are
barriers to Black people achieving at the same level as White people. I will discuss
structural and individual racism separately, but in reality, they are two sides of the same
coin.
Structural racism. Delgado and Stefancic (2012) argue that racism is “the usual
way society does business, the common, everyday experience of people in this country.” (p.
7) It is the ordinariness of racism that makes it difficult to address. Alexander (2012) says
the success of people such as Barack Obama and Oprah Winfrey contributes to the
assumption of colorblindness. If they can make it in US society, it is believed, we must not
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be a racist society. This is the theory of Black exceptionalism, which has been a core pillar
of White supremacy for over a hundred years.
I wish it were so. One of the main things I have learned over the past decade, and
one that I think I least express, is the reality that I have benefited by living in a society built
on the backs of others. Obsessing about this can lead me to unproductive shame and guilt.
Pretending it isn’t so is just putting my head in the sand. I think I don’t talk about it very
much because I don’t know what to do about it. My husband discovered in his ancestry
research that my family on my dad’s side bequeathed slaves to their heirs in 1813. What
does one do with this information? Dee is my very good friend and the fact that I am more
educated than she is, have better insurance than she does, and own a house while she does
not is not because I work harder than she does. It’s because I was born on a hill built by my
ancestors and she was born in a hole they dug. I can continue to work against my own
racism, but feel largely powerless to address this issue effectively. It’s an all-encompassing
problem that goes back to the very birth of this country.
In The New Jim Crow (2010), Alexander argues that United States history reveals a
series of mechanisms of social control of Black people. First it was slavery, then it was Jim
Crow laws, and today it is the mass incarceration of Black men. America has a redesigned
caste system, she says, one that perfectly disguises racism. She casts the so-called “War on
Drugs,” which began in the 1980s, as a war on Black men, pointing to stiffer penalties for
using crack (a “Black” drug) than cocaine (a “White” drug), and stiffer sentences for Black
convicts for the same crimes. The prison population exploded in the past three decades,
increasing from 300,000 Americans to over two million today, with drug convictions of
non-Whites making up the majority of the increase. According to Davis (1998), Black
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women are one of the fastest growing groups of prisoners, adding weight to the argument
that structural racism is at the root of this problem.
Davis (1998) attributes this swelling of the prison population to the fact that
imprisonment is now seen as “the response of first resort to far too many of the social
problems that burden people who are ensconced in poverty” (¶ 1). She points to the effect
that the high incarceration rates in the Black population have on official unemployment
rates. Excluding imprisoned men from these statistics “assumes that the vast numbers of
people in prison have really disappeared and thus have no legitimate claim to jobs . . . Mass
incarceration is not a solution to unemployment” (¶ 16 and 17).
The stark racial disparities between the percentages of Whites and Blacks who are
imprisoned “cannot be explained by rates of drug crime” (Alexander, 2010, p. 7). Studies
show that people of all racial backgrounds both use and sell dugs at very similar rates. But,
according to Alexander, research has revealed that in some states, Black men facing drug
charges are admitted to prison at rates up to fifty times greater than White men. The US
“imprisons a larger percentage of its black population than South Africa did at the height of
apartheid” (p. 6). There are few, if any, ways to interpret these realities as anything but
examples of structural racism.
Until I moved to the city, I did not personally know anyone in jail or prison. Since
moving here, I have visited multiple teens and young men in the juvenile detention center
or jail. Cortez, the young man who lived with my family, was expected to follow in the
footsteps of his three older brothers, who had all been to jail before the age of 21. These
young men feel profiled, singled out, and judged on first sight. They are not even surprised
when they are arrested, whether or not they’ve done anything to warrant it. If they have
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done something to warrant it, structural racism ensures that there will be no effort to look
beyond individual behavior and ask what the larger society has contributed to the young
man’s choices. The judicial system is not asking how we can create a society in which young
Black men have opportunities and role models that would help them make better choices.
The system is never implicated. The belief seems to be that there is something inherently
wrong with young Black men that causes so many of them to become criminals.
Shortly after my neighbor Lemar* turned 18, he was picked up by the police for theft
and locked up in the county jail. When he got out a few weeks later, he said he wouldn’t
mind going back because at least there he knew he would have a place to sleep every night
and three meals a day. Structural racism explains not only the likelihood of his future
incarceration, but also why it seems like a good option to him. The schools he attended
ensured he would not have the opportunities my kids did in their suburban school. The
neighborhoods he grew up in offered opportunities for trouble on every corner, including
gangs always looking for new recruits. The police he interacted with from a young age had
no doubt that his future included time in prison. He could not afford to go to college, and
while my children were getting individual attention from their school counselors for things
like college and scholarship applications and test scores, he was assigned to a counselor
who was responsible for so many students that only the brightest got the attention they
needed. Today, when Lemar walks into a store to apply for a job, the owner is as likely to
think he is there to rob it.
This is what structural racism looks like up close. Yancy (2013) says that our “antiblack racist world” tells the Black person, “you are a problem, a sub-person, worthless and
inconsequential, inferior, criminal, suspicious, and something to be feared and dreaded” (p.
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238). And this reality didn’t spring up over night. Generation after generation of
organizational and institutional racism has created an insidious and invisible norm. No one
questions why it should be like this for Lemar. It should be like this because it has always
been like this. Today, Lemar is 25 years old and is two weeks from getting released from a
half way house. He went to jail two more times since that first arrest, once for stealing and
once for a driving offense that was a parole violation.
Structural racism is at its worst when power enters the equation. My whole life, I
have been taught to view the police as friendly and helpful. Officer Bob visited my
kindergarten class in his shiny uniform and gave us candy. I knew that Officer Bob would
always be there if I were in trouble. I assumed that most people saw the police in this
positive light. Who doesn’t love Officer Bob? For starters, my Black neighbors. They have
had very different experiences with the police than I’ve had. My negative experiences have
only been when I’ve been pulled over for speeding, and since I really was speeding, I
couldn’t really blame it on the officer. And since I could afford to pay the fine, the whole
event barely registered.
So I was surprised one afternoon when I was picking students up in our 12passenger van and taking them to our Lift tutoring program. All of a sudden, everyone in
the van ducked down and starting yelling. They explained that a police car was next to us,
and they didn’t want to be seen. Due to Cortez’s brothers’ many run-ins with the cops, he
always thought they were looking for him. This became our routine. I would see a police
car, then I would watch in my rearview mirror as all the students hunched over. They
weren’t hiding because they had committed a crime; they just operated out of the
assumption that all contact with police was bad.
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Many times, our Black neighbors don’t bother to call the police to report crimes.
“They aren’t going to believe me” or “It’s not going to do any good anyway,” they say. After
Ricky got his driver’s license at the age of 20, he was pulled over and asked what he was
doing driving in the neighborhood (where he lived.) One time, he and his passengers were
told to get out of the vehicle so the cops could search it. This is not a search that Ricky was
required by law to submit to, as it was not based on anything the officer observed, but they
knew that if they said no, the cops would take them in to the station on some charge or
another. They submitted to the inconvenience of the search and were finally allowed to go
after nothing was found. This is routine for young Black men.
After two rapes in our neighborhood that were said to be committed by a young
Black male wearing a hoodie and baggy jeans, all the young Black men were being stopped
and questioned about the rape (since at the time, they all wore hoodies and baggy jeans).
One was slammed up against a tree and questioned. In an effort to try to mediate the
problem, I took Ricky to the monthly community police meeting. He didn’t want to go, so I
sort of dragged him. I told him he could help his friends by telling the story of how they
were all were being treated. This meeting is attended by police, community members,
county legal staff, city council members and their staff, and neighborhood business owners,
most of whom are White. When the topic of the rapes came up, Ricky bravely described the
experience he and his friends were having of being stopped and harassed.
The advice of the county attorney was that he and his friends should “stop wearing
hoodies and baggy jeans.”
Rather than solving the problem at its source – police officers who were profiling
young Black men and treating them all as guilty, he wanted to solve the problem by telling
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these teens to stop wearing hoods in sub-zero winter temperatures and, apparently, start
dressing more like him. Ricky left this meeting feeling “hopeless.” Yancy (2013) calls the
hoodie “a piece of racialized attire that apparently signifies black criminality.” It is the Black
man “covering his head and face because of the crime he is always already about to commit
as opposed to keeping dry because it is raining or to keeping warm because it is so cold” (p.
245).
As a White person, I have had limited experience being judged and mistrusted by
people who know nothing about me other than my outward appearance. It is a reality my
Black friends face on a regular basis. One time, I took the guys to Target and we shopped
through the music and electronics section. For the first time in my life, I was followed by
store security. It was obvious and I was angry; the guys thought it was no big deal. They
said they were always followed when they shopped, and they were able to laugh about it.
How is it not profiling when store security shows up to follow a group of Black teens who
just walked in the door?
I believe one of the most significant barriers to the formation of relationships across
lines of race is that racism is alive and well, but not acknowledged by many White people,
who really do believe that we’ve been doing just fine since the Civil Rights Movement. Even
those who admit to isolated instances of individual racism seem not to understand what
structural racism is and how it impacts our society. This is White privilege in action. I have
been that person, and for most of my life. It is invisible to them and it was invisible to me. It
didn’t touch me except in ways that were beneficial. Since so many benefit from structural
racism, and since they mostly hold the power, there is little motivation to enter the
conversation, and many reasons to avoid it.
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I find that the existence of “White privilege” is denied by White people I interact
with more often than the existence of racism. “White privilege is the other side of racism”
(Rothenberg, 2008, p. 1). McIntosh (2008) describes it as “an invisible package of unearned
assets which I can count on cashing in each day . . . an invisible weightless knapsack of
special provisions, maps, passports, codebooks, visas, clothes, tools and blank checks” (p.
123). She also says White people are meant to remain oblivious to these privileges. Once
you learn about the unearned privileges you have that keep other people down, a moral
response is required. If we can remain oblivious, we don’t have to respond.
Relationships are powerful here, because when I get tired of the conversation (and I
frequently do), I have my friend Dee beside me, or sometimes in front of me, dragging me
along to places that used to be easy to avoid. McIntosh (2008) brought clarity to the many,
many privileges I have that Dee does not have, just by virtue of our different skin. I can
move anywhere I want and my neighbors will accept me. I can choose to structure my life
so that I rarely have to interact with people from a different race. I can go shopping alone
and not be followed by security. Most of the time, I have been able to protect Connor and
Hadley from people who don’t like them, while Dee cannot do the same for Ricky and
Wesley. I can speak to a group of powerful men without my race being judged. When I am
pulled over by the police, I can be sure it is not because of my race. I can easily buy a
birthday or graduation card that features people of my race. I can buy “flesh”-colored
bandages that match my skin (pp. 124-125). The list goes on. I literally never have to think
about race if I don’t want to. The world has carved out a place of safety and privilege for
me, but not for Dee.
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My tribe of origin has a tendency to look at the effects of structural racism (single
parent families; drugs; poverty) and see them as the cause of social problems rather than
looking at structural racism as the cause. This type of pronouncement is yet another
example of White privilege – voicing strong opinions about issues about which we know
very little – and still being heard. Because of this particular pronouncement, we treat these
symptoms rather than addressing the core issue of racism.
An example is increasing the penalties for drug use, as outlined by Alexander
(2010), as though mass incarceration of Black men actually addresses the problem. Davis
(1998) calls this “believing in the magic of imprisonment” (¶ 2). The result is that people
who are victims of structural racism next become victims of judgment based on the
deleterious effects of living under these structures. It’s kind of like breaking the legs of an
athlete and then punishing her for her poor performance on the field. The first step toward
relieving these kinds of symptoms is to dismantle structural racism (get rid of the person
who is breaking the legs). The next one is to resource programs that actually strengthen
Black communities and begin to undo the damage of generations of structural racism.
Individual racism. Several years ago, I was in a suburban Target store with my 12year old daughter Hadley and Dee’s 8-year old daughter Larissa. We ended up in a crowded
aisle where several shopping carts were pointed in both directions. It was jammed up and
people were having a hard time getting through the aisle. I was pushing a cart and the girls
were somewhere behind me. I turned around to see where they were, and I watched a
woman ram her cart into Larissa a few feet behind where I was standing and say, “Get out
of the way, little Black girl.” I was just close enough to hear this evil sentence, and I turned
on her and told her exactly what I thought of her racist comments. She said she wasn’t
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being racist, but that I needed to “control that kid.” I had turned around in time to watch
the whole thing unfold, and what actually happened was that Hadley and Larissa were
slowly and patiently trying to make their way through a crowded aisle. Hadley benefitted
from her privilege; Larissa was the victim of racist remarks by a woman who thought she
was an unattended Black girl.
Almost eight years later, Larissa still remembers feeling “hurt and sad,” and looks
back on it today as a “dehumanizing” experience. I remember feeling a murderous rage.
Larissa and Hadley’s experience exemplifies the subtleties of both hidden racism and White
privilege. The woman claimed her comments had nothing to with Larissa’s color, but
Larissa, Hadley, and I, and everyone else in that aisle, knew differently.
When blatant racist words and actions are in the open, they can be confronted. But
it’s rare these days to find anything very explicit to confront. One unintended consequence
of the Civil Rights Movement may have been to drive these words and actions
underground, where they continue to have devastating effects on society, but leave little to
explicitly address. Feagin, Vera and Batur (2001) say it this way:
White racism is an open secret in America and most white people
sense its presence at some level but fail to acknowledge its effects on
people of color or their role in it. In everyday life, the majority of
whites engage in a routine of acknowledgement, pretense and denial
(p. 89).
Feagin, et al. (2001) argue that the prevalent belief that the importance of race is
declining “cannot be reconciled with the empirical reality of racial discrimination” (pp. 1314). Further, racism results in little exposure of Whites to Black culture, leading to
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“ingrained antiblack beliefs” (p. 35). These beliefs are difficult or impossible to overcome,
as they are both ingrained and kept secret.
To Black people or to those who have been sensitized to the realities of racism, it is
not hard to recognize racism when you see it, regardless of whether anyone admits to it or
not (and really, they never do). I have had unique opportunities to observe racism and
stereotyping up close. Some friends of ours in a St. Paul suburb were giving their washer
and dryer to one of our neighbors. While they were out of town, I took some guys over and
used their garage code to pick up the appliances. The guys I took were all young Black men.
We went into the house through the garage and the guys carried the appliances out to our
truck. When we came outside, we realized that there were three sets of neighbors standing
out on their lawns watching us. Maybe they would have been even if the guys had been
White, but all of us had the feeling that the tribe was gathering to defend their turf. I called
out that I was a friend and that I was picking up an appliance donation. They all continued
to stare as we drove off down the street. If we had stopped and talked to them, they would
have told us they were merely keeping an eye on their friends’ house while they were out
of town. I am sure they would have admitted to no more than that.
Like our experience in Rainbow, my friends experienced this incident differently
than I did. I felt it as a deeply important moment showing the brokenness of our society,
and even all of humanity. For Wesley and Ricky, it was business as usual. “To me it just is
what it is,” Wesley said when we talked about it later. Ricky said, “I’m like a resident alien
in this world and you just start to accept it.” Cortez’s first thought was, “I didn’t care
because I was with you.” Later, he realized they were “automatically going to judge us until
they seen a White person.”
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I lived most of my life unaware of my privilege, and a long way away from being
impacted by racism. I have been saddened and angered as I watch racism in action, and to
see its impact, especially on kids. Dee’s 15-year old son, Jerome, says the hardest thing
about his life is the feeling he gets that when people see him, they are afraid of him. Keshia
tells the story of when she moved to Minnesota from Chicago. She and her three kids spent
their first month here in a family shelter in a first-ring suburb of St. Paul. Three families
from the shelter walked to a local recreation center up the road. She says that when the
group walked into the pool area, they realized they were the only Black people there, and
every person was staring at them. “They looked at us real bad, real nasty,” she says. Coming
from a Chicago neighborhood that was 100% African American, Keshia says her kids had
never been in a situation where they were in the minority. She said she felt “hurt and
embarrassment.” It is a moment that has stuck with her for eight years.
The new racism. Like many good liberal White people, I always saw myself as a
kind and caring White woman who was against all forms of prejudice (a Happy White Lady,
if you will). Over a period of ten years, I have had to confront my own experience of White
privilege and complicity in the current reality of Black Americans. While living in the
suburbs, I could keep these realities at arm’s length, study them in school, and speak out
against them without really understanding them. What my geographic move forced me to
do was see up close the hidden aspects of racism that continue to define the relationship
between White and Black Americans in the 21st century.
I had never even heard the term “White privilege” until I was in my early 30’s and
watched an educational video of a group conversation about race called The Color of Fear. It
was eye-opening both because I wondered how I had lived so long without ever hearing
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about White privilege, and also because the video illustrated the meaning and impact of
privilege in a powerful way. It didn’t give me any kind of an out. I thought I was at the
meeting to engage in a theoretical or philosophical conversation about equality, and I had
the wind knocked out of me by the raw pain being shared by people of color who stared
racism in the face every day. They forced me to acknowledge the crappy and very concrete
realities of racism and White privilege. I often forget movies a few days after I see them.
Although this was not a particularly high-quality effort, I can still remember the words and
the faces and the clothing of those in the video.
Racism looks different in each generation. During this time when many deny it even
exists, some new insidious forms of it have been named, and some new concepts have
emerged in an attempt to explain racism in the 21st century.
Microaggressions. Early on in my journey of learning about racism, I was sitting in
a food court in a shopping mall with a friend. Two Black women walked by and out of the
corner of my eye, I saw my friend bend over and pick up the strap of her purse that was
sitting at her feet. I called her out and she denied that her actions had anything to do with
the Black women. I didn’t realize at the time that I had just witnessed a “microaggression.”
Old-fashioned racism that involves “conscious and intentional racial hatred and
bigotry” (Sue & Constantine, 2007, p. 139) has been replaced by a less obvious and
therefore more insidious brand. In the 1970’s, Delgado (2012), along with other scholars,
began to develop an area of scholarship and activism called “Critical Race Theory” (CRT).
This movement “questions the very foundations of the liberal order,” (p. 3) not being
content with incremental progress. Adherents are intent on “studying and transforming the
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relationship among race, racism, and power” (p. 3). One of the areas of study within CRT is
the prevalence of what social scientists call microaggressions.
The term microaggression has been coined to refer to subtle racism that may
include “insults delivered through dismissive looks, gestures and tones toward people of
color; often automatic or unconscious” (Sue and Constantine, 2007, p. 137). Delgado (2012)
defines a microaggression as a “[s]tunning small encounter with racism, usually unnoticed
by members of the majority race” (p. 167). In my childhood, there was some overt racism in
my family, but more often, I observed these kinds of microaggressions. Relatives would
exchange judgmental looks about a Black person in need of assistance or assume every
Black woman was a single mom. I recall locking our car doors when passing Black people in
my grandmother’s neighborhood in Detroit. These observations obviously shaped my racial
development growing up.
Today, my Black friends come alive when we talk about their experience of
microaggressions. Ernest described watching women hold their purse tighter when they
saw him, or refusing to respond when he greeted them. He told of waiting to get served in
restaurants when others who arrived after him have already been served. Cortez has
noticed White people moving quickly to put distance between themselves and him. Ricky
and Wesley say they notice things like White drivers locking their doors when they see
them, but they say it doesn’t bother them. Wesley sees it as just another symptom of the
much larger problem, and thinks getting caught up in these small things takes the focus off
the bigger issues.
Knowing the regular occurrence of these types of events, I am not surprised that
many Black people are looking more to avoid White people than to befriend them. Despite
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this, people like Ernest and Dee have continued to open themselves up to diversity, which
requires the skill of quickly determining which kind of White person they are dealing with.
Aversive racism. I shared previously that when I met Dee across the alley in 2003,
my primary thought was that she was Black, rather than a female or a mom. While that was
a key piece of the narrative running through my head, it took a long time for me to actually
talk about race in any way with her. Dee is an activist and she first brought up the topic
while we were talking about unfair treatment Ricky had received in school. Once Dee
started the conversation, it grew into a rich dialogue and I learned from Dee more about
race and racism than I ever could have in a book or class.
I was engaging in aversive racism with Dee. This is a term used to describe the
tension between “egalitarian values” and “anti-minority feelings” carried by White people
(Sue & Constantine, 2007, p. 139). This tension creates a situation in which Whites fear
having open and honest conversations about race for fear that they will appear racist or
even realize they are racist. The option of avoiding these conversations is another example
of White privilege, putting Black people in the position of being the only ones who will raise
racial issues, which Sue and Constantine says results in the likelihood they will be accused
of being hyper-sensitive. In our community, we have conversations about race, which are
often difficult and awkward. White people who are able to engage more honestly in these
conversations seem to be making an attempt to own their privilege and lean into the pain
of their own complicity. This topic is a minefield, and White people often use their privilege
to avoid it altogether, as I did with Dee.
I have had many White people quietly ask me if it’s okay to say “Black” or if they
should only use the term “African American.” While I understand why this may make
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people hesitant to bringing up questions of race, it is a problem that is solved with minimal
effort. White privilege often means people don’t even bother to invest that level of effort. I
have also watched White people try to describe a Black person in a context where Black
people are present. People are hesitant to describe the person as “Black,” for fear it will be
seen as racist. While it may sound ridiculous since skin color is a major part of a person’s
physical description, it shows how far White people will go to avoid discussing anything
related to race, to the point of not wanting to say the word “black” when they are around
Black people.
I received a gift from Dee when she took the risk of starting a conversation on race
with me. If she had not done that, my aversive racism could possibly have prevented most
of what has happened to me for the past ten years from ever happening at all.
White epistemology. I am a White epistemologist. I live in my head and pursue
rationality in everything, including my kids’ hormonal teen years. I want things to make
sense. I have run up against my tendencies in this regard many times in my urban context.
The most significant one is how differently death and funerals are handled among my
diverse neighbors. We moved into our house the day after our Hmong neighbor’s wife died.
There was an endless stream of visitors literally 24 hours each day for nearly a month. I
learned that traditional Hmong beliefs require rituals and a constant presence with the
body of the deceased in order to guide their soul back to their placenta rather than having
it roam free for eternity. My first thought upon learning this was that I was being awakened
several times each night due to a ridiculous superstition.
When I attended my first Black funeral when a friend’s father died, I was amazed to
see that the family members, most of whom were struggling financially, were all wearing
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new suits and dresses, and they were also throwing themselves on the body of the
deceased and laying their children on top of him in the casket. This was a far cry from the
quiet and sedate funerals I had been to in my suburban world. I remember thinking it was
all ridiculous.
And it was all ridiculous from a White epistemological perspective. Paxton (2010)
explains the role of White epistemology in Western society today. The way we know
something and the way we define right and wrong is defined by White people. This
exacerbates the reality of racism in ways that are immeasurable and often unnoticed.
Paxton lists “individualism, competition, positivism, rationality, logic and objectivity;
scientism and dualism” (p. 123) as components of the “European-American system of
knowing.” These are very different values than I find at work in my neighborhood, where I
have found that people think more communally and value their feelings in a way that is
empowering. In any social system, even one as informal as mine, decisions and plans have
to be made and the question becomes, “whose values will guide our decision making?”
Although the term “White epistemology” has likely never been uttered in my
neighborhood, I believe it defines the subtext of many of our processes and conversations.
The program staff at the Lift includes one Black person, Dee, and three White people. Most
of our tensions can be traced to fundamental assumptions about what is true about the
world. While all of us are friends and no one has been accused of being racist, I believe
there is an underlying misunderstanding that can be traced to White epistemology.
Planning a youth event has sometimes been stressful because our White staff (including
me) has clear opinions about things should be done. These opinions include things like how
far ahead plans should be made when we are taking students to an amusement park, how
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quickly emails should be answered, and even how rigid the boundaries are about who is to
be included in the event (can staff bring their younger children along?). Dee holds a much
more relaxed view about these things, and it continues to be a struggle for me to remember
that there is nothing really at stake and that I should probably just relax.
Racism still exists. The ultimate statement of White privilege is that racism does
not exist anymore, the evidence being that I as a White person have not seen it. White
privilege and segregation afforded me the opportunity for the first three decades of my life
to ignore the fact that racism still existed and continued to have deleterious effects on the
lives of African Americans. Even today, I want to exercise my White privilege by thinking
and sayings like, “Can’t we all just get along?” Based on my own experience, I do think there
is much to be gained by moving beyond the narrative that all Whites are racist and all
Blacks are victims. This narrative has not brought us very far toward equality, and seems to
have done little to end racism. However, I also recognize that my privilege is still leading
the way in these (mostly) internal dialogues I engage in. I’m not in the best position to
decide who’s racist or to evaluate the potential benefits of moving toward healing
relationships.
I have run into a danger in playing the role of the “enlightened White person.”
Trying to engage in dialogue with White people who don’t see things the way I do can lead
to “exhorting in an officious and tiresome way,” according to the European-American
Collaborative Challenging Whiteness (ECCW) (European–American Collaborative
Challenging Whiteness, 2010, p. 146). These behaviors can actually impede progress. They
can perpetuate White privilege, cause us to view ourselves as superior, or shut down
meaningful conversation. In an effort to persuade, we alienate. The desire to be right, the
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desire to bring about change, and the desire to have meaningful relationships can all come
into conflict in these situations. If I prove my rightness, I risk alienating White friends. If I
keep silent, I allow a racist attitude to go unchecked. There sometimes seems to be no way
to win.
The ECCW recommends a practice called “critical humility” (p. 145) in efforts to
have meaningful conversations about race with other White people. Critical humility
involves having “genuine care and compassion for the other person and ourselves,
remembering we have something to learn” (p. 155). As we strive to act in ways that
challenge racism, “we also strive to remember that even as we challenge white privilege,
we are still immersed in it” (p. 155). Taking an attitude of inquiry is one way to move
toward an attitude of critical humility.
After more than ten years, I am not always able to be critically humble. I still find
myself in frequent and frustrating conversations with White people trying to explain the
ongoing existence and effects of racism. My daughter Hadley ran into this problem in her
suburban high school. At the age of 16, she felt the burden of trying to enlighten her
privileged White friends to the reality that Black people are still the victims of racism. One
friend told her it was a “non-issue” these days. Slavery is over, she said, and we all need to
just move on.
It is very difficult to effectively address these attitudes, but if not addressed, they
present a significant barrier to the formation of substantive relationships between Black
people and White people. If the first stages of the relationship require a Black person to
defend the idea that racism still exists, the relationship is over before it even starts. This is
exacerbated by the fact that the question of racism is not just about today and it is not just
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about individual attitudes. It is embedded in our nation’s history of injustice and the
systems and structures that arose from it and still guide our daily lives. Dyson (2003) says,
The denial of our racial past, in some measure, means that we are forever
doomed to a battle over just how bad things are in our racial present. If we
can’t agree – and, really, tell the truth – about the history of race, we can’t tell
the truth about the politics of race (¶ 7).
And we also cannot embrace the racist realities that Black people continue to face on a
daily basis. It is my experience that unless White people affirm the existence of racism and
are active against it, they will not succeed in creating a reciprocal relationship with those
who see their lives very much defined by individual and structural racism.

Tribes and Religion
My idealistic self likes to think that religion has the answer to these tribal divides. In
the New Testament, the book of Revelation describes a future in which those who are
worshipping God “came from every nation, tribe, people and language” (Revelation 7:9,
New International Version). My cynical self knows better. Sundays at 11, after all, is the
most segregated hour of the week (Emerson & Smith, 2000, p. 71). I graduated from
seminary and worked in the church for years and I have been disappointed by the minimal
impact religious beliefs seem to have on believers’ day-to-day lives.
Fasching and deChant (2001) say that “in a holy community the center is to be
found, paradoxically, outside its boundaries, in the stranger who is wholly other” (p. 20).
They trace the histories of Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism, showing
how care for the stranger and those less fortunate is at the core of each tradition. In the
Torah of Judaism, which is also viewed as holy by Christians and Muslims, “the command to
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welcome the stranger occurs more often than any other command” (p. 25). As noted
earlier, all of these religious traditions share a common commitment to welcoming the
stranger, and their adherents make up much of the world’s population today. Yet despite
these teachings and despite the claim that our maps reflect our religious beliefs, tribalism,
segregation, classism, racism, and injustice continue unabated.
Fromm (1976) offers a strong indictment of Christianity:
European-North American history, in spite of the conversion to the church, is
a history of conquest, pride, greed; our highest values are: to be stronger
than others, to be victorious, to conquer others and exploit them (p. 116).
As should be obvious, it’s hard to welcome strangers while you are exploiting them.
I have had opportunities to speak at Christian churches on the topics of social
justice, poverty, and racism. There is assent to the centrality and importance of these ideas
among Christians. However, given what appears to me to be a lack of regular and
substantive engagement with these issues among the groups I speak to and given how my
move to the city is viewed as being radical, I can only conclude that whatever meaning
these ideas have for people, it is not enough to motivate most of them to action. I don’t
know how I would have responded if this important part of the message of Christianity
would have been presented when I was younger. Sadly, I didn’t have to screen out this part
of the gospel, because I never heard it. Or at least I don’t remember hearing it. When I
finally heard it at the age of 30, I spent seven years giving away condoms and backpacks
before I did this “radical” thing of moving to the city. Once I finally heard the message, it
was very disruptive, which stood in such stark contrast to the “be-nice-and-patriotic-anddon’t-ask-too-many-questions-or-drink-beer” version of Christianity I had been raised in.
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Fasching and deChant (2001) say that “[a]s long as persons experience themselves
as at home in their world they will not question its customs” (p. 102). It costs something to
welcome the stranger. It takes time to care for those who are less fortunate; it takes
emotional and sometimes financial sacrifice. It’s easier not to do anything, and it seems that
many faith traditions, my own included, are willing to give their adherents a pass on any
sort of radical embrace of the stranger or care for those less fortunate. Writing about ethics,
Fasching and deChant say that “the test of justice is whether we are willing to recognize the
humanity of the stranger, treating equally well those who are different” (p. 25-26). The test
of my own religious beliefs is whether they are truly guiding my journey. I readily admit
that through most of my life, they have not.
Hadley came home with Kamal, a new boyfriend, several months ago. He was raised
in an eastern religion and had not had much exposure to Christians or Christianity. After
time with our family and our community, I was talking about issues of faith with both of
them. He said, “My dad always said that real Christians are awesome, but he also said I
would probably never meet one.” His dad showed a greater understanding than many
Christians that the message of Christianity is radical and transformative. It is meant to be
compelling, but today it often repels. It seems that Christianity has aligned itself with the
tribe of the powerful and has forgotten its mandate.
Sider (1997) says, “The church should consist of communities of loving defiance.
Instead, it consists largely of comfortable clubs of conformity” (p. 210). He argues that
Christians uncritically participate in an unjust world despite the clear biblical mandate to
do otherwise, offering as an example the reality that 200 million U.S. citizens consume
enough food “to feed over one billion people in the poor countries” (p. 9) and that “people
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in the United States spend between $30 and $50 billion each year on diets . . . to reduce
their caloric intake” (p. 11). The amount that we spend on golf on an annual basis could
provide basic necessities for those in developing countries: “health, education, family
planning, and clean water” (p. 14).
Speaking prophetically to fellow Christians, Sider (1997) says, “Millions of people
die unnecessarily every year because rich folk like you and me have ignored the Bible’s
clear teaching that God measures the integrity of our faith by how we respond to the poor”
(p. xvi). Kamal’s father and the world’s poor would likely view the Christian church very
differently if they regularly met Christians who rebelled against the values of our marketdriven world.
I realize that given the many obstacles to developing authentic, reciprocal, crossrace and cross-class relationships, I need to make a compelling case for the value of doing
so, and also provide somewhat of a road map to get there. In Chapters Five and Six, I will do
both of those things. But first, there is one more obstacle to be explored, and it’s all about
money.
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This planet has - or rather had - a problem, which was this:
most of the people living on it were unhappy for pretty much of the time.
Many solutions were suggested for this problem, but most of these were largely
concerned with the movement of small green pieces of paper, which was odd
because on the whole it wasn't the small green pieces of paper that were unhappy.
- Douglas Adams, The Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy, 1995
CHAPTER FOUR
ECONOMIC REASONS WE SHOULDN’T EVEN KNOW EACH OTHER
I almost cracked up mentally in the summer of 2011. The wealthy parents of my
daughter’s college friend invited our family to spend the weekend at their summer home,
which also happened to be a mansion on the ocean. By this time, we were fully acclimated
to our under-resourced urban environment. We had a new normal. And what we found
when we arrived at the summer home was not even in the same solar system as the east
side of St. Paul. Walls of windows facing the blue ocean, room after perfectly clean room,
each tastefully and subtly decorated. And empty. Three stories, two kitchens, multiple
staircases, a game room. And did I mention the monogrammed bath towels that weighed
more than some of my furniture? It was both beautiful and depressing. It was just so much.
So much stuff and so much extra. At the end of our visit, we flew back to the solar system in
which St. Paul is located, which admittedly looked a little different. I wasn’t sure if I felt
angry or jealous. Or both.
The day after we got home, we had our weekly staff meeting at the Lift. These
typically start with everyone checking in. Dee shared that her landlord had not been paying
his mortgage, even though she had been paying her rent, and that she had received a notice
that the house was in foreclosure. She also told us that her power would be turned off in
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two days, as she was struggling financially, with five children still at home and only a part
time job.
I experienced something akin to the bends, which divers get when they surface too
quickly. It wasn’t healthy for me to move so quickly between such radically different
environments. Symptoms of the bends can include anything from a rash to paralysis to
death. At that moment, I felt closer to the death end of things, and I think I still have a rash. I
walked around that week trying to figure out how these two families were part of the same
country. It wasn’t just that one was rich and one was poor; that’s obvious. It was like they
lived in different worlds, and they were so unaware of the existence and lifestyle of the
other that they may as well have. They knew it as a truism that there are rich and poor
people in our country, but they didn’t know it as a reality. Their day-to-day lives were
worlds apart. The wealthy people had so much money they didn’t know what to do with it.
They owned three large homes and between them had enough bedrooms for family
members to have six apiece. Dee had so little money at the time that she didn’t know what
to do, and lived in a soon-to-be-foreclosed rental with two bedrooms, one bathroom, and
an attic, that was about to be without gas and electricity. She was out of options in this free
country.
My ten years here have taught me that even if we can eradicate racism and classism,
the biggest barrier will still remain, and it is the barrier of all things financial. Money is a
real problem. Marx (1843) said,
Money is the universal, self-established value of all things. It has therefore
robbed the whole world – both the world of men and nature – of its specific
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value. Money is the estranged essence of man’s work and man’s existence,
and this alien essence dominates him, and he worships it (p. 21).
I was tempted to skip this chapter and proceed on the basis of the marked cultural
differences at work that have already been described. After all, that would be enough. But I
can’t get away from the many stories I have lived that seem to indicate that contemporary
western society now exists in spheres that cannot be Venn diagrammed. There is no
overlap, except that we all worship money, if Marx is correct. Any attempt to build a more
just society seems destined to fail, rooted as it is in this worship of money.
In thinking about barriers to reciprocal relationships, I initially thought of this
barrier as being purely about economics. While money is the obvious artifact of this unique
society, more thought has convinced me that money is, among other things, a token that
determines which sphere you inhabit in our society: the one made up of free and
empowered people who live in a world of options, or the one filled with un-free and
disempowered people offered only the illusion of freedom. We’ll tackle money first and
then have a go at freedom.
Money Rules
I grew up in a middle class family with very clear rules about money. First, you
should always try to get more of it while staying within the law. Bills and debts should be
paid on time, money should be kept in a bank, you shouldn’t live on credit, and some of
your money should be saved. Today I don’t spend my time trying to get more of it, but other
than that, these are the rules I still live by. They are the rules of the middle class. Marx and
Engels (2013) famously said that “[t]he history of all hitherto existing society is the history
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of class struggles” (p. 3). This becomes apparent when comparing my middle class rules
about money with the rules my urban friends grew up with.
Dee says that in her family, the rule was that “when money came, it got spent.” There
was never enough, no one had a bank account, and there were no savings. She describes the
arrival of money as bringing happiness that lasted as long as the money did, which wasn’t
long.
Speaking of his childhood, Ernest said, “Money was to make sure you had something
to eat. And that’s about it.” As a teen, his goal was to get money to get high. The older he got,
he said, the more he worried about getting money so that he wouldn’t have to sleep
outside. When I asked him whether he had ever heard of a savings account as a child, he
rolled his eyes and said, “No, dear.” Later, when he was making money in ways that would
eventually land him in prison, he was making a lot, but he said he never spent it. He saved it
(under his living room rug) as a guarantee against hard times he was sure would be
coming. In his concern about the future, Ernest stood in contrast to many of my neighbors,
whose money doesn’t even make it under the rug, let alone to the bank.
Representing the younger generation, Wesley says money is “always easy to spend
and hard to save.” He describes buying things he doesn’t need just because he can. It’s a
way to feel like his standard of living is being raised. Ricky describes money as something
he’s always watched come and go. Since the money isn’t going to last, he says, “Spend it!”
Cortez’s father told him to save money, but he never told him how that was done.
One way I would describe my own experience with money compared with my
friends’ here is that for me, money is about “later,” whether that’s retirement, hardship, or
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when it’s time to buy a car. For my friends, money is about “now.” And that makes sense,
since the money is not going to stay around long.
Stringer (2013) says of those living in poverty,
money is a thing that is for all effects and purposes already spent before it is
earned. Successful handling of it is measured, not in years, or future
generations, but in making it to the next payday. The sweat of their brows
comes to be understood as a means of funding the moment, rather than as a
way to finance the future. Thus if they do happen to get a little ahead, the
extra cash doesn’t go into a savings account, but to buy a new flat screen TV
(¶ 18).
These conflicting money rules add further explanation to the difficulties in forming
relationships across differences.
In Chapter One, I mentioned that a few of our teens and young adults had inherited
relatively large sums of money, and spent it very quickly. After Jasmin,* the pregnant 18year old, came back to us broke and homeless, I had a chance to talk to her about what
happened to the $10,000 she had received from her uncle after the death of her
grandfather. She had spent it on clothing, purses, eating out, hairstyles, and acrylic nails,
among other purchases that don’t retain their value. She was ashamed, but also had a fairly
good justification. She knew that friends and family would be circling, trying to get a piece
of it. She believed the best way to protect herself and her money was to get rid of it as soon
as possible. Her approach was proven partially right when she had a call from a family
member a little while later saying that they needed some of the money back as the uncle
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had not taken into account the inheritance tax on the estate. They were calling all of the
recipients, trying to get enough returned to pay the tax.
Shah, Mullainathan, and Shafir (2012) have conducted research that shows that the
desperate economic situations of people in poverty cause them to make unwise financial
decisions affecting the long term. They focus on the short term for survival reasons.
“Resource scarcity,” say the authors, “creates its own mindset, changing how people look at
problems and make decisions” (¶ 1). If a person has plenty of money, she will buy groceries
without giving it much thought. If a person is lacking in financial resources, she may focus
to an extreme degree on buying groceries, and thereby neglect other problems, such as
paying the rent. She may focus on putting gas in the car, but not on routine maintenance of
the car. When a crisis hits in the midst of these daily survival needs, I have seen everything
go out the window. I had a friend bail a relative out of jail using rent money that was due
the next week. The needs of today, whatever they are, often trump the needs of next week.
But it is not only desperate economic conditions and the need to survive that cause
unwise financial decisions. In one of our discussions about money, Wesley describes money
as “a system that you have to learn. You have to learn how to speak and walk and talk
money. If you don’t come from money,” he says, “you don’t know money.” Taking Wesley’s
views into account, it’s the combination of resource scarcity and financial illiteracy that
leads to decisions of instant gratification.
Malik is a perfect example. One of our volunteers regularly hired this high school
student on weekends to help him with projects at his house. He always offered him the
option of getting paid $10 per hour right away, or getting paid $15 per hour if he would
wait on getting paid until he had enough saved for something like drivers training. In every
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case, Malik chose to take the lesser amount and get it right away. After a few months, we
pointed out to him that he would have made an additional $400 if he had agreed to defer
the payment. It didn’t matter to him. He wanted to go out with his friends and he wanted to
get minutes for his mobile phone, and there was no way he was waiting for that money, no
matter how much extra it would be. He was desperately caught up in a rush to get it and
spend it. His needs were immediate and other options for meeting them were not on his
radar.
Lenora* is a 30-year old single mom who has zero college credits but several
thousand dollars in student loans that she is in default on. She explained to me that a few
times she has registered for community college and been granted student loans to cover
both tuition and living expenses. She has learned that loans are disbursed the third week of
school. She attends a few times those first weeks, and then once the loans have been
disbursed, she drops out. A couple of days later a check for thousands of dollars arrives
made out to her. She cashes the check and spends the money and ignores the student loan
bills that show up six months later. Eventually, Lenora couldn’t get any more student loans,
but the system is slow enough to allow Lenora, and others like her, to get into serious
financial trouble after only a couple of semesters. This practice is widespread. One young
man getting out of prison told my friend that he was immediately enrolling in college when
he got out. She affirmed his decision until she realized he wasn’t actually planning to
attend; he just needed some quick money.
Cortez was one of the other young people who came into a relatively large sum of
money – nearly $15,000. He was 21 years old, and before he received the money, he was
living couch to couch and job to job and didn’t really have a plan for his life. I explained to
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him the long-term benefits of making the money that he would be receiving work for him. I
said, “You have two choices: one, you can live on your usual $5,000 of annual income and
go on a shopping spree with this $15,000, or two, you can use the $15,000 to attend a
training program to be a mechanic. In option two, you will only have your $5,000 income
this year, but next year, when you have a skill, you may be able to make $25,000, and that
amount will only go up every year after that.” He understood what I was saying and agreed
it was a good idea, but that pile of money was just too tempting. He knew that he was
choosing a short-term gain over long-term stability and he did it anyway.
He bought a cheap car that died after a few months and spent the rest on whatever
fun thing was right in front of him. He visited bars, casinos, clubs, hotels, and upscale
restaurants. “I felt good having money,” he said. He wanted to believe the $15,000 could
buy him the life he’d been looking for; what it actually did was enable him to consume for a
short period of time. He says he’s glad he did it while sheepishly admitting he is now living
with six people in a one-bedroom apartment, sleeping on the floor on couch cushions.
Cortez felt like he purchased some freedom with his $15,000, but it could be argued
that his behavior was self-injurious. It is not too far a leap to Marcuse’s (2000) explication
of hegemony and consent, in which those who are governed buy into intentionally
deceptive ideologies, believing they are in their own interests, which leads to their demise
(pp. 196-197). The society Cortez lived in told him that consuming would make him happy,
and he obliged. Conversely, Willis (1977) describes working class school boys in England as
believing they are gaining power by rebelling against the (hegemonic) institution of the
school “to defeat it’s main purpose: to make you ‘work’” (p. 26). Thus, those on the margins
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of society can lose either by giving in to the message of consumerism or by rebelling
against the value of working hard in school, all the while believing they are winning.
In addition to these external forces that impact decision making, some of my friends
also battle internal forces. In the 1960’s Stanford researcher Michael Mischel conducted the
infamous “Stanford Marshmallow Experiment,” measuring the ability of four-year olds to
delay gratification. Children were given one marshmallow and told that if they didn’t eat it
until the researcher came back into the room, they would receive a second marshmallow. A
study of the same students upon graduation from high school revealed that those who ate
the marshmallow right away were “more troubled, stubborn and indecisive, mistrustful,
less self-confident” than the children who did not eat the marshmallow right away, and
“still unable to delay immediate gratification” (Beacham, 2009, ¶ 5). They also had
significantly lower SAT test scores.
Ricky will attest to our many conversations about the importance of looking more
than five minutes into the future when making decisions. Recently, the Lift offered students
involved in our token economy the opportunity to win a new iPad Mini. If they attended the
program every week or had only excused absences, they would be entered into a drawing
for the iPad at the end of one semester. Every student declared their intention to be in that
drawing. One week later, over half the students did not show up and did not call in with an
excuse for their absence. I asked one of the mom’s about this and she said, “Oh, he’s not
thinking that far into the future.”
Foley (1990) describes the tension faced by youth between traditional values such
as asceticism and delayed gratification and the new norms of hedonism and instant
gratification. He describes the White middle class youths in his study of a diverse South
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Texas town as having the ability to navigate between these two worlds. They were from
socially prominent families and “learned to live dual public and private lives and skillfully
manage their public image” (p. 62). Their upbringing, parental and societal expectations,
orientation toward higher education, and knowledge of the rules of “the game” enabled
them to navigate this complexity without being undone by it. The Mexican working class
youth, on the other hand, did not have these expectations and abilities.
Regardless of ethnicity or geography, this combination of a lack of resources, social
pressure to consume, and financial illiteracy has long-term effects on youth that go far
beyond the inability to secure basic resources in adulthood. Healthy relationships, success
in school and work, and physical health are all tied to the issue of delayed gratification,
meaning that the financial divide between the rich and poor has the potential to impact
every single area of life, creating further division.
The Predators
The cost for people in my neighborhood to consume is far greater than the cost to
consume in the suburbs. My neighbors who are poor have actually become the target of a
system that preys on both their unspoken desires and the hopelessness they live with. A
predator is “one who, for personal profit, takes advantage of another by unfair, albeit
technically legal, means” (Johnson, 2002, p. 5) and the east side has a lot of them.
There is a large rent-to-own store in the center of our neighborhood where with no
down payment, people can walk out with brand new furniture and appliances. There is a
bi-weekly or monthly rental charge, with the idea that once the item is paid off, the item
belongs to them. There are problems with this business model from the standpoint of the
consumer. First, as soon as one payment is missed, the store comes and repossesses
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whatever is being rented, regardless of how much money has been paid. Second, if a person
were to actually make all of their payments, they would have paid two to three times more
for the item than anyone with good credit would pay at a big box store. But poor people
don’t often have credit cards that would allow them to enter into negotiations at a store
where the prices need to be competitive. The rent-to-own website and store promotions
claim that everyone is pre-approved (as long as they have a source of income and two
references).
Back in the 80’s, Ernest rented a console TV (the kind where the fake-wood box
around the set is as big and heavy as a car) at a cost of almost $100 per month. He fell on
hard times, missed one payment and they showed up to take the TV away, despite the fact
that he had already paid hundreds of dollars for it. Dee had the same experience when she
was first married with a living room full of rented furniture. The business model seems to
rely on a high percentage of defaults, enabling the store to rent-to-own the same item
multiple times.
There’s more. In January of every year, Uncle Sam and the Statue of Liberty show up
on a busy corner on the east side, luring people in to have their taxes done. These costumed
characters offer immediate filing and “Refund Anticipation Loans” (RALs). RALs are shortterm loans that are made against a taxpayers expected refund. The costs for RALs equal
about 10% of a taxpayers refund. At Jackson Hewitt, “73 percent of its customers make less
than $29,000 per year . . . and 70% of its customers are sold RALs and other high-cost bank
products” (Predatory Turkeys, 2004, ¶ 3). The result is that some of my neighbors living far
below the poverty line end up paying these businesses more than I pay an actual CPA to file
my family’s tax return. The loans against their tax returns enable my neighbors to pocket
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their return a month earlier than they otherwise would have, but that extra month comes
at a high price.
Payday loans are even more troubling, as they are available all year long. These are
“extremely high-interest, short-term loans offered to cash-strapped consumers” (Johnson,
2002, p. 2). Johnson offers as an example the story of a woman who borrowed $300 and
was charged a $90 interest fee. The loan was due by her next payday. The actual annual
interest rate on this loan amounts to 780%, due to how the interest is calculated and
collected. Like most of these loans, if you can’t pay off the entire loan on the due date, the
lender will debit your bank account a late fee every two weeks. In the case of the woman
with the $300 loan, she was charged a total of $1800 in interest charges over the next ten
months, on top of her original $300 loan. After paying $1800 in interest, she still owed the
lender the original $300. Thus, consumers are caught “in a vicious cycle of indebtedness”
(p. 4). Lenders are able to charge rates that exceed state law by taking advantage of a
loophole in federal banking laws.
Check cashing businesses are another species of predator in our neighborhood.
Most of my friends do not have bank accounts, relying on these businesses to cash their
checks or to send and receive money. Fees can run as high as 10% of face value to cash a
check. I can deposit $100 in my bank account at no charge; my friends using the check
cashing business in our neighborhood walk away with only $90.
Even some of the independent neighborhood businesses are predatory. Dee saved
up enough money a few years back to buy a used car. Because she didn’t have a car, the
easiest way to buy one was to walk to the used car dealer a few blocks away. She bought a
1995 Lincoln Town Car for $2,000. The whole family could fit in the car. They loved the
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white wall tires and the radio controls on the steering wheel. On her way back from singing
at a nightclub less than a week after buying the car, she was pulled over by the Minneapolis
police. The officer said the plates on the car did not match up with the car she was driving,
and he put her in the back of the squad car. Despite her explanation and paperwork
showing she had just bought the car from a dealer (who put the plates on), the officer gave
her tickets for various offenses, including driving a non-registered vehicle, driving with a
stolen license plate, and driving without insurance (the car was not legally hers). He said he
believed her story but that she would have to fight it out in court. They had her car towed
and dropped her off at a nearby gas station. It was well after midnight by this time. She was
eventually able to get a cab and a $30 ride home.
In order to straighten out this mess, Dee had to take time off work to appear in court
twice (riding the bus an hour each way to do it). The car was in the impound lot, and she
was not allowed access to get her things from it while the tickets were pending. By the time
they were cleared, the car had been sold or salvaged. She lost birthday gifts, a camera, and
other personal items.
She was out $2,000 and still had no car. The judge allowed the car dealer to pay her
money back in payments. Over a year later, she had finally received the full amount she
paid for the car, but no compensation for the registration money she paid him when she
bought the car, her cab ride, the time she had to take off work to go to court, the full tank of
gas she lost, or the personal items that were left in the car. She spent an enormous amount
of time and money on NOT having a car. And each time she received another payment from
the dealer, there were other bills that needed to be paid. Despite the fact that he was
dealing on the shady side of things, the car dealer was not fined or ticketed. The only
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hardship he suffered was having to pay back money he had unethically taken from Dee for
a car he did not have title to. He is still in business four blocks from my house. She was
without a car for a few years afterwards.
Ricky and Wesley add to the list the higher prices charged by grocery stores and
liquor stores in the city compared to in the suburbs. Zweifel (2007) adds credit card and
insurance companies to the list of potential predators, noting that “insurance companies
charge higher premiums to those with low credit scores” (¶ 1). The unjust business
practices of these predatory companies deepen the divide between rich and poor, burying
those who are poor further into debt and with higher costs and interest rates than those
with financial resources. “Those with the least ability to pay,” says Zweifel, “almost always
end up being exploited” (¶ 7).
Judgment
One result of these completely different beliefs and experiences with money is that
the opportunities for misunderstanding and judgment are multiplied.
Anthony* and Mara* were a young couple who had a difficult start to adulthood.
Mara was only 18 and had a two-year-old and an infant. She had recently taken up with
Anthony, who had just been released after serving time in prison on drug charges. Anthony
was having a hard time finding a job due to the felony on his record. Mara was just trying to
survive every day. A few of us in the neighborhood started to get to know the young couple
and spent time with them, sometimes helping out with rides and food and other basic
needs. The house they were renting was sold, and when they had to move, we worked with
a friend who owned an apartment building in the neighborhood. She agreed to rent them a
two-bedroom apartment for $250 per month. They arrived at this amount based on the
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income Anthony and Mara had from public assistance and temporary jobs. The usual rent
for the unit was $700. We were meeting regularly with the family, trying to build the
relationship and make sure their needs were met.
A few weeks after Anthony and Mara moved into their new apartment, we went to
visit them. We found that they had contracted with the local cable company for high speed
internet and the most expensive cable television package available. The bill for these
services was over $200 per month. When I asked them how they were paying this bill and
tried to explain to them that if they had an extra $200 per month, some of that money
should rightly go to paying more rent, they were completely baffled by this idea. No matter
how long we talked about this and how many angles I tried, Anthony and Mara didn’t
understand why their cable bill was anyone’s business. They thought if they were savvy
enough to get the landlord to give them the apartment that cheap, then all the better for
them: now they could get cable.
Similarly, Lisa* moved into our neighborhood and two of her young children started
attending our programs at the Lift. She had recently left an abusive relationship and was
struggling to go to school and make ends meet. As winter approached she told us her four
kids had no coats or boots. We were able to gather some resources and get their needs met.
When Hadley and I went to deliver the winter gear, we found Lisa excited about her new
smart phone with internet access. To her, there was no conflict between asking people to
help her get coats for her kids, while she spent whatever money she had on a smart phone.
Stories like these about Anthony and Mara and Lisa are stories that I cannot tell in
most contexts. Middle class people seem to agree that you do not ask for help for basic
needs while you spend your money on luxuries like smart phones and cable television. My
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neighbors also see it in black and white: If I am smart enough to track down and take
advantage of every available resource, why can’t I put my money to use in whatever way I
want? I have found that the truth is in the gray area. Dee, who understands the urban
reality far better than I do, can tend to get irritated at neighbors who seem to be taking
advantage of the generosity of others. But for suburban people whose basic needs are more
than met, the judgment is more severe. It is as though poor people should not be allowed to
have any pleasure at all.
In our volunteer trainings at the Lift, people have expressed disgust at how all the
poor people have cell phones. It’s a legitimate question, but it’s often asked with a bad
attitude. On the subject of phones, suburban people don’t seem to realize that cell phones
are cheaper than land lines, and when a single mom is often at work or on the bus, a mobile
phone is the only way her children, or her children’s school, can reach her.
Everyone has an opinion on why poor people are poor. Rehner, et al. (1997) explain
that conservatives tend to see the problems of poverty as “mainly rooted in personal
shortcomings (p. 131), while liberals are “more likely to hold positive attitudes toward
poor people,” (p. 140) viewing the problems of poverty as emerging from systemic
inequalities. Their research on the attitudes toward poverty held by social workers in
Mississippi found that those who identified with conservativism viewed people in poverty
as “lazy, irresponsible, lacking ambition, and otherwise unworthy of assistance” (p. 140).
These are the attitudes those living in poverty bump up against on a regular basis.
“Why do poor people make, stupid, illogical decisions to buy status symbols?” asks Cottom,
who grew up on the edge of poverty. (2013, ¶ 8). There are as many answers to this
question as there are poor people. Cottom says it is for the same reason that most people
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buy status symbols: “We want to belong,” she says (¶ 8). Tirado (2013), writing about her
own experience of poverty, says that none of her poor financial decisions matter in the long
term. She expresses the hopelessness I see so often: “I will never not be poor, so why does
it matter?” (¶ 11). If you never have enough money, she says, “it ceases to have meaning” (¶
11). A welfare recipient goes on the offensive: “We don’t shame people who receive Earned
Income Tax Credits, so why shame the ones on cash benefits?” (Krasny, 2012, ¶ 4).
These differing views on the people who receive public assistance and the
judgments about how they should spend their money can be significant barriers to
developing reciprocal relationships. I come from a world in which eating out or going out
for drinks is a normal activity. About two years after moving into the city, I started a
women’s group that met in my home every week. It was a very diverse group, both
ethnically and socio economically. We got into the habit of going out to dinner for group
members’ birthdays. This turned out to be a very awkward and educational activity for us.
If a woman in the group shared that she was struggling to buy groceries and the next week
we went out for a birthday dinner, what does everyone do? No one wanted our friend to
have to come up with $20 to pay for dinner. She didn’t want to go out and drink water and
watch everyone else eat, obviously. If she pulled out $20 and paid for her food, there is the
potential for judgment as people wonder how she can afford this. People were glad to pitch
in to pay for her dinner, but this can create an imbalance in the friendships, especially if it’s
always White women covering the bills of Black women. The group worked to find better
ways to celebrate that didn’t emphasize this divide.
However, this is an ongoing issue in our community. It’s very easy for everyone to
stay in their own corner – people who can afford it go out and celebrate; people who can’t,
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stay in. But eating together is an important social bonding experience. Memories are made
as we celebrate together and share meals. It requires intentionality to create an
environment that is hospitable to this. It takes compromise and honest communication.
And it requires that people with resources are able to affirm the right of those in poverty to
have a good time without being judged.
Generosity
In the midst of a great deal of financial struggle in my neighborhood, I am surprised
to see a level of generosity here that I haven’t seen anywhere else. When I was growing up,
I had five brothers and sisters and one thing we did not share was money. This is in stark
contrast to what’s always going on with the teens in my neighborhood. It seems logical to
me that a situation of scarcity would not breed generosity. To my surprise, the students
freely share any money they have with one another, and even more surprising, they share it
with their families. If one student is broke, his friends pitch in so he can participate in
whatever they are doing. If mom is short on rent money, all the kids give what they have to
make up the difference. Unless it gets really out of hand, the kids don’t complain about this.
Cottom (2013) says she watched her elders use what little they had “to help other people
make ends meet” (¶ 3).
I can’t imagine what I would have done if my parents asked me to help pay the
mortgage when I was a teen. Our view of money was individualistic. My money is my
money and not only will I not give you some of it, I would rather not even loan you
anything. We were private about every aspect of it, and my dad modeled a frugality that
saw excessive sharing as irresponsible. Or any sharing. I know that some of the sharing in
my neighborhood comes out of a lack of knowing what the other options for money are. If
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money is to be spent and there’s nothing right in front of you to buy, you may as well give it
to your friend. Ricky explains that when he sees his mom struggling to pay the bills, it’s a no
brainer to help if he can. He also says that paying his friend’s way into a movie is a good
investment, as “you know you’ll need it the next time.” Cortez agrees: “We’re all in the same
situation.” But I also know that much of the sharing is simply evidence of a generous spirit.
I have never seen this in any middle class neighborhood I’ve lived in.
Part of the reason I have never seen it is that I come from a culture very different
than Ricky and Cortez. Although the United States is an individualist culture (which
emphasizes the independence of people from their groups), collectivism (which
emphasizes interdependence) is found in minority groups in the United States” (Triandis,
2001, p. 44). Triandis identifies a “generosity rule” (p. 42) that operates among in-group
members in collectivist cultures. According to this rule, when you are with your group,
everyone shares in whatever resources are available, regardless of who contributed what.
In the midst of the ideal of collectivism and its rule of generosity, sharing has also
led to some bad situations. Bailing a relative out of jail instead of paying the rent. Helping a
relative in another state instead of paying the rent. Helping your son with college tuition
instead of paying the rent. Buying your daughter a smart phone for her birthday instead of
paying the rent. It goes on and on and it’s usually the housing that’s compromised. It may
be years before I have that one figured out. Sometimes you just have to accept things at face
value. There is apparently a set of tribal rules around sharing and generosity that I have yet
to understand.
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Freedom
These stories reveal a marked difference in the rules by which people from different
backgrounds manage their money. But as I said at the beginning of this chapter, I want to
say more than that rich people have money and poor people don’t, and even more than that
rich and poor people view money differently. I want to tie this distinction to the allAmerican value of freedom. To do this, I will share the story of “Alexa” that I have shared in
sermons at churches as I try to help middle class people understand and feel the realties
faced by those living in economic poverty. This story is a composite of many of the painful
realities I have observed in the past decade in St. Paul. Everything in the story actually
happened (and continues to happen), just not all to the same person.
Alexa was born to a mom who was 16 years old. Her mom tried to continue going to
school, but it got to be too much and she dropped out in the middle of her junior year. Alexa’s
dad dropped out of the picture even earlier than that.
The family had a bit of luck when they qualified for a two-bedroom apartment in
public housing for only $50 per month. Other than that, all the basic parts of life were a
struggle.
Throughout the 16 years she lived with her mom, Alexa first witnessed drug deals by
her neighbors and then by her mom. She watched men come and go, leaving new babies
behind. Three more came after Alexa, all girls.
The family never owned a car, so Alexa’s world was very small. In kindergarten, she
walked four blocks to the bus stop by herself, because her mom was still sleeping.
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When things weren’t going well, Alexa took the brunt of her mom’s frustrations
through screaming and hitting and ultimate tearful and shame-filled apologies by her mom,
promising it would never happen again. Until next week when it happened again.
Alexa’s favorite thing about first grade was that she sometimes got real grapes in her
school lunch. She also liked the volunteer who came and listened to her read out loud.
By the time she was 9, Alexa was spending most of her free time taking care of her
three younger sisters. Sometimes there was food and sometimes there wasn’t. Even when
there was, it was noodles and chips and canned beans from the dollar store.
When Alexa was 10, her mom’s boyfriend moved in and things got even worse. He
stayed around a lot longer than any of the other men had. Alexa witnessed violent drunken
arguments and after a few months had to fight off the boyfriend’s advances toward her 10year old body. When she tried to talk to her mom about this, her mom became angry and
accused her of trying to steal her boyfriend.
Alexa started avoiding going home, which was just fine with her mom, who seemed to
live in utter fear that her boyfriend would leave. When Alexa was gone from home, she was
terrified that something bad would happen to her sisters. She wasn’t sure why her mom
insisted on keeping the boyfriend around, since he ate their food, made messes, didn’t work,
and bossed everyone around. But it became normal to Alexa.
The boyfriend finally did leave, but he was followed by a string of boyfriends, most of
whom showed Alexa that men are not safe.
Alexa did not know a single married couple, or have even one friend whose father lived
with them. Her only information on marriage and intact families came from watching TV. She
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especially liked re-runs of Cosby and dreamed of being part of that family and sharing a
bedroom with Rudy.
The best part of Alexa’s life was always school. She was safe there. She loved the
lunches, she loved reading, and she loved to write poems and stories. It happened quite a bit
that she missed school to watch her sisters, but she did her best to get there as much as she
could.
Sometimes, she would get up late and miss the bus, and then was stuck at home for the
day unless her mother wanted her out of the house and happened to have $5 for a cab.
Another struggle was finding a place to do homework. The house was always noisy and
every single surface was covered with papers and junk. They didn’t have a desk and so Alexa
usually moved the living room lamp into a corner and sat on the floor doing her homework.
She got stepped on, her homework got stepped on, and sometimes it would disappear while
she was sleeping and she’d have to try to do it again on the bus.
She had a hard time finding pens and pencils that worked and always had to borrow
paper from classmates. When she needed to do a project, she was too embarrassed to admit
she couldn’t afford poster board, or paint, or glue, or whatever was required. Even if she had a
dollar or two, she had to walk almost a mile to the closest Walgreens.
When Alexa got into junior high, it seemed to her the game changed. Kids got meaner
and people started talking about gangs. She tried to avoid the fights that broke out every day,
but it was hard.
What she wore also became more important than ever. You got ridiculed if you weren’t
wearing the right clothes. Sometimes she babysat, and sometimes her grandma had $10 for
her, but it was hard to piece together a wardrobe. And it was especially hard to go to school
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feeling good when there was no laundry detergent. Or soap. Or toilet paper. Or underwear.
Sometimes she just stayed home to avoid ridicule.
Her classrooms were overcrowded, and the books were years out of date. In her 8th
grade math class, there weren’t enough desks and she sometimes had to sit on the floor using
a book with no cover that was nearly 20 years old.
More and more, her assignments required computers, printers and internet access.
Alexa could try to get two miles to the library, or she could stay after school and use the
computers there, but then she had no way to get home.
By the time Alexa started high school, she had already suffered through abuses from
several of her mom’s boyfriends. These always caused the worst fights she had with her mom.
At the beginning of her junior year, her mom finally kicked her out after accusing her of trying
to steal her boyfriend. Alexa started couch hopping, spending a night or two on the couch of
friends whose moms were either okay with it or too busy to notice her.
Up to this point, Alexa had defied the odds, getting all of her credits for the first two
years of high school without even having to go to summer school. Her English teachers tended
to take special notice of her and helped her when they could. She won an award for a poem
she wrote, and it was published in a local magazine.
Her school counselor kept the idea of college in front of her. She was involved in a
program that helped kids like her get into college and she started dreaming about living in a
dorm room with friends and having three meals a day. In her senior year, she applied and was
accepted to a state school three hours from home. She received quite a bit of scholarship
money, but had to take out a $3,000 student loan for each semester.
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The college offered shuttles from her city to the campus and one day in late August, she
climbed on one with three trash bags filled with her stuff, and arrived on campus with great
expectations.
When she got to school, she was surprised to find that she saw very few non-White
people – students or teachers. Her roommate was White and had been delivered by her mom
and dad along with a car full of furniture and appliances and blankets and decorations. She
watched them arrange everything carefully and then say tearful goodbyes.
Over the next several weeks, two things became clear to Alexa. First, she was in over
her head academically. Apparently, her high school was sub-par because she was not at all
prepared to deal with the college workload. Second, she was very far out of her cultural
comfort zone. The cafeteria food was bland, all of the people she was meeting were from the
suburbs or rural areas. She was the only one who had never learned to drive (and how could
she when they didn’t own a car and her mom had never learned to drive). Everyone spoke
English but no one spoke her language. She had never even been out of her state, but she felt
like she was in a foreign country.
She went home for Christmas break and never went back. She left all of her clothes and
belongings in her dorm room for someone else to deal with. She needed to live in a familiar
place. As painful as home was, at least everything made sense. Even the chaos proceeded in a
predictable manner. And she needed some food with some flavor.
She found a retail job making minimum wage and had no option but to try living with
her mom again. Soon, she was taking responsibility for her three younger sisters in addition to
trying to keep her mom sober and get back and forth to work on time. The store she worked at
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was seven miles from where she lived, but required two buses to get there, which took nearly
an hour some days.
Six months later, she started getting notices that she needed to start paying $35 per
month toward her student loan. In the first year, she was able to make a few payments, but
she gave half of the little she brought home to her mom to help with food and rent. She had to
pay for her phone and bus fare and the basic necessities of life. There was just never enough to
go around.
After another year, she realized her life was going nowhere fast. She decided to try a
local technical school to become an LPN. In two years, she could finish the program and be
making almost $20 per hour. She felt hope for the first time in a long time.
She was accepted to the program, but ran into a snag when the school found that she
was in default on her previous student loan. With penalties and interest, she now owed even
more than the $3,000 she had originally borrowed. The technical college encouraged her to
get the loan problem taken care of so that she could enroll in the program.
She called someone about the loan. The lady was very nice and tried to explain how
Alexa could get back on track. The problem was that Alexa did not understand anything the
woman was saying. She had never had a bank account, never had a credit card, never
borrowed money, and neither had her mom. She just plain didn’t understand the words, and
$3,000 may as well have been $100,000 as far as she was concerned.
After years of trying to beat the odds, she finally gave in.
Over the next three years, she didn’t make any payments on her student loan. She did
have two kids, whose daddies didn’t stick around too long. She couldn’t hold onto her job with
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no one to take care of her kids and she couldn’t afford daycare on minimum wage. She
bounced with her two kids between her mom and her friends.
She qualified for WIC and food stamps and so they could at least usually eat. And she
was able to sell some food stamps when she needed cash. She was no longer dreaming of
school and jobs and escaping the ghetto. She no longer wrote poems. She was 21.
One day at Rainbow, she was using her food stamps to buy groceries and she could see
that the well-dressed white lady behind her did not approve. She turned to her and said,
“What is your problem?”
The lady responded, “Oh nothing, except that my tax dollars are apparently buying
your groceries today. Why don’t you get a job like everybody else? McDonalds is hiring.”
In this home of the free and the brave, Alexa certainly qualifies as brave, but is she
free?
Defining Freedom
This, of course, depends on what we mean by freedom. I grew up in a social and
religious context that thoroughly bought into the ideology of American exceptionalism,
particularly as it relates to its brand of freedom. I knew I lived in a “free country” almost
before I knew the alphabet. I believed throughout childhood that everyone in my country
was as free as I was. I had the privilege of not thinking too much about the meaning of
freedom for much of my life.
I ran into Maxine Greene in one of the first classes of my doctoral program. She
questions, “whether any person can be free when enslaved” (1988, p. 65). This was a new
one for me, and I found that the answer depends, again, on how freedom is defined. The
answer might be ‘yes’ if freedom is merely an abstract concept relating to the ability to
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reason and have opinions. But Greene does not allow for this sort of definition. A society is
not free simply because the laws protect rights and apply equally to all. Rather, Greene
argues that freedom cannot exist when these rights are supposedly offered to all people, but
in fact many of them have not had equal educational, economic, and leadership
opportunities. France (1894) refers to “the majestic quality of the law which prohibits the
wealthy as well as the poor from sleeping under the bridges, from begging in the streets,
and from stealing bread" (p. 64). In the same vein, Berlin (1970) says that to “offer political
rights . . . to men who are half-naked, illiterate, underfed, and diseased is to mock their
condition.” (p. 122) Our society continues to leave basic needs unmet, while supposedly
offering self-actualization to all. According to Dewey (1960), this is “a pure absurdity” (p.
271). It is also absurd according to Alexa.
Another thinker I met early in my doctoral program was Zygmunt Bauman. He
traces the understanding of freedom historically as moving from a communal view of “the
right to share in joint determination of the common fate” (1988, p. 98) to an individualistic
understanding of freedom as the pursuit of private happiness brought to fruition in today’s
consumer-driven society. He challenges the common assertion that “This is a free country,”
arguing, like Greene, that this statement assumes that freedom only requires a lack of
prohibition. Bauman introduces here the perspective that perfectly describes Alexa and
most of my urban neighbors – they are people who live in a country that allows them to
travel by plane, use a credit card, or sign contracts to purchase homes and cars, but who
nevertheless lack the means to do these things. It is meaningless to Alex that she is free to
buy groceries.
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These changes in my understanding of poverty, freedom, and communal
participation were enormous at the time, although I cannot now conceive of ever having
thought differently. Bauman (1988) shows that despite our inability in this social context to
even conceive of a person who is not a “free-chooser,” this is a local social creation, rarely
seen throughout human history. We have universalized a definition of freedom as
coterminous with consumption and take for granted that it always has been and always
will be so, even though it is rooted in a unique and local economic system. In his discussion
of Marcuse, Brookfield (2004) says our needs for consumer good are “created by the
dominant capitalist order and then internalized by us until they are indistinguishable from
our most basic desires” (p. 188). Thus a fulfilled life has come to be defined by the
attainment of consumer goods. The problem with this, according to Fromm (1976) is that
consumer goods do not lead to a fulfilled life.
The observable data show most clearly that our kind of “pursuit of
happiness” does not produce well-being. We are a society of notoriously
unhappy people: anxious, depressed, destructive, dependent – people who
are glad when we have killed the time we are trying so hard to save. (p. 4)
Any evidence of the shortcomings of consumption seems to be continually
squelched. Poverty’s singular definition (inability to consume) pits it only against the
power to purchase rather than the ability to have a voice in the community. This is true to
such an extreme degree that the definition of poverty has expanded to include not just
those who are objectively poor, but also to those who are subjectively poor (lacking the
capital to consume at a desired level). As a result, escaping poverty is defined singularly as
gaining purchasing power, and participation in the common good has become largely
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irrelevant. The selfishness of a system rooted in consumption “makes leaders value
personal success more highly than social responsibility” (Fromm, 1976, p. 8).
According to Baumann (1988), we have moved so far from including social
responsibility and the common good in our definition of freedom toward this
understanding of freedom as consumption that outside controls (i.e. government) are
almost unnecessary, as the market has become the determiner of freedom. And what does
Alexa know of the market? Today, those who can participate fully as consumers are free;
those who cannot are un-free. Government has actually become a threat to the “private
affair between the consumer and the market” (p. 82). As long as the value of consumption
holds up, no further controls are needed. It is in everyone’s best interest to get in step with
the demands of the market. This view of freedom is thoroughly rooted in late Western
reality. For most of history and indeed most of the world today, consumerism remains a
privilege enjoyed by the few.
Throughout his long career, Milton Friedman (1982) continued to advocate for a
market increasingly free of any and all government controls. He argued that this system
would benefit people at all levels of society. He asserted that the progress under capitalism
“has freed the masses from backbreaking toil and has made available to them products and
services that were formerly the monopoly of the upper classes” (p. 170). He advocated for
individual charity to help the poor who were not benefitting from the market, as well as for
programs that do not “distort the market or impede its functioning” (p. 191). For Friedman,
if we can stay the course of an unfettered market, everyone, including Alexa, will benefit.
Friedman’s magnum opus, Capitalism and Freedom, was first published in 1962. As of 2014,
Alexa is still not faring very well.
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Despite this easily observable and well-documented obsession with consumption,
my friends describe freedom differently. For Wesley, freedom is about being comfortable in
his own skin. He is free when he can “move around and be the man who was created in
God’s image.” Ricky says freedom is “being without worry.” When I asked each of them if
they are free, they both immediately said “No.” Ernest, who spent 20 years locked up, said
that freedom is “to be able to go where I please and do what I please.” Keshia speaks of
freedom from sickness and negative people and freedom to vote, speak her mind, and have
rights. In the midst of these laudable ideas of freedom, Wesley adds the caveat that he does
“want to be free financially.” He says that “poor people are born indentured slaves” and it’s
clear that he identifies with that designation.
I think very few people at any income level would include the idea of consumption
in their definition of freedom when explicitly asked. But when I observe what friends from
all parts of society pursue and value, it seems like most have subconsciously bought into
the construct of “freedom as consumption.” “What can we buy next?” sings the choir. When
they are not overcome by nihilism, my urban neighbors may seek a job or further
education, and they describe it to me in terms of increased earning power, as opposed to
self-actualization. When DeMarco* talks about learning a trade, he talks only about how
much money he can be making in five years. He does not express to me any excitement
about the skills he will be learning or about the experience of continuing his education.
When I was a St. Paul police chaplain, the car I was in was called to respond to a
domestic disturbance. The officer and I showed up at the apartment in a rough part of our
neighborhood and banged on the door. A man in an undershirt holding a newborn baby
answered; he said the woman who had called in the complaint was gone. The officer went
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inside to make sure she was not in the apartment. I stepped into the entry and could see
into the kitchen and living room. The furnishings were limited to a milk crate (on which the
man had sat down with the baby) and a 64-inch big-screen television. We couldn’t do
anything about the domestic complaint since the complainant was nowhere to be found, so
we left and I spent the rest of my ride-along wondering how a person could end up living in
an apartment empty other than a milk crate and a TV that cost a few thousand dollars.
The man and his milk crate illustrate Bauman’s (1988) point that “The less freedom
exists in the other spheres of social life, the stronger is the popular pressure on the further
extension of consumer freedom – whatever its costs” (p. 95). At some point, this man had to
choose whether to buy a chair or buy a TV – to meet basic needs or to consume. While I
wanted to indict him for his choice, I now see it as his exercise of today’s version of
freedom . . . his desire to participate in a world where he is able do all of the things that are
not prohibited by law. He did not appear to be thinking about carving out a space where he
can “share in joint determination of the common fate.” (p. 98) He can’t fix racism but he can
have a TV. And how can I blame him? By today’s definitions, he did indeed obtain freedom
with his purchase, even as he sits on his milk crate, chained to the television set.
In writing about market efficiency, and how it relates to issues of social justice,
Habermas (2001) says, “A functional justification is not enough to make egregious social
differences normatively acceptable in a democratically constituted civil society” (p. 93).
Habermas offers a critique of the prevailing market-driven pragmatism of our society,
pointing to the tension between private liberties and equal respect for every person. Our
country was founded on the latter, but is now driven by the former. However, these private
liberties are not universally available, any more than respect and financial security are.
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This combination of subjective pragmatism (“It works for me”) and private liberties
(“I can do whatever I want”) has resulted in a world where my neighbor Alma* is struggling
to feed her three kids, while 15 miles away, my old suburban neighborhood is filled with
oversized new homes with empty bedrooms, two new cars in each garage, and pallets of
food from a bulk store that could carry a family through the next apocalypse. This has been
accepted as normative because we still subscribe to the “pull yourself up by your
bootstraps” myth, even as we reject the value of equal respect for every person. My urban
neighbors, it is thought, have an equal chance of success as everyone else, regardless of
their particular story. If Alexa works hard enough, she can earn the income and she will be
rewarded with private liberties. In this understanding, the magical equation can be stated
as:
hard work = more money = more freedom
The conclusion required by this logic is that poor people do not work hard.
In every strata of society, there are people who work hard as well as people who do
not. If hard work is defined not by income, but by hours and effort, Salena is one example of
a hard-working poor person in my neighborhood. She is a single mom with two young
children, who runs a daycare out of her home from 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. many days. She
has up to four extra kids in her home on a given day, and she is in constant movement
keeping everyone active and safe and fed. Because our neighborhood is filled with people
trying to make ends meet, it frequently happens that the moms can’t pay Salena at the end
of the week. Because our neighbors tend to be transient, she also has children withdrawn
from her daycare with no notice, and no payment.
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Salena is also an entrepreneur and runs a small business that uses her creative
talents. It involves her working most weekends and some evenings. Salena is not poor and
unfree because she isn’t working hard. This equation is overly simplistic and does not take
into account the social structures that work against freedom for many. Many times, I
imagine the math for Salena and others in my neighborhood just doesn’t add up.
Here is how this barrier looks in real life. Some of our Lift events put Salena in the
same room with a young couple from the suburbs with two children in private school. They
live in a $500,000 home and spend the Christmas holiday in South America every year.
Mom has stayed home with the kids since they were born. What does the conversation
between Salena and this family look like? And when is there space to develop this
relationship when Salena is working seven days a week? Where are the commonalities that
make for workable dialogue? In theory, this would be a conversation among equally free
people, but the freedom of this suburban family reinforces the shackles that Salena
intuitively feels are with her all the time.
The barriers Salena and the young couple are confronting are primarily related to
class as opposed to race. It’s hard to answer the question about what dialogue would unite
these people from different worlds, because very little has been written about it. When
Vela-McConnell (2011) was researching diverse friendships, the goal for his study “was to
have equal numbers of friendships representing several of the major socially constructed
boundaries in our society,” (p. 9), one of which was the boundary of class. Early on, he
found that “identifying and recruiting friends who bridge the social boundary of class was
amazingly difficult” (p. 9). Ultimately, he had to remove class as one of the primary aspects
of his study of diverse friendships, including it instead among secondary boundaries.
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Corporate and Individual Freedom
In attempting to answer Greene’s (1988) question about whether a person can be
both free and enslaved, I have kept in mind two central aspects of freedom. The first is the
corporate aspect of whether freedom can be legislated by a society without an
infrastructure that “levels the playing field,” and possibly without a morality that makes
change possible. Without an equitable infrastructure, we end up blaming those who seem
less free than we are, or we end up mocking those in need by offering them freedoms they
have no ability to take advantage of. The second aspect of freedom is individual, and relates
to Horton’s (1990) and Greene’s insights about making decisions. I have observed that our
society seems to focus on the second question to the exclusion of the first. We assume that
we already have the right laws in place (corporate), and these will automatically lead to all
citizens having control over their destiny (individual). But freedom will be realized only
when we redefine and reinvent the structure and rules by which our society operates,
while at the same time addressing ongoing individual racism and classism.
Some time after we moved into our neighborhood, someone used a baseball
metaphor to explain this distinction. Two teams are playing and one team is far ahead as
the seventh inning begins. The team that was ahead admitted, at this point, that they had
been cheating the entire time. The umpire told them to stop cheating, and with no
disciplinary measures and no correction of the score, the game resumed. Every individual
player on the losing team could choose to play or not play, but unless there was a
mechanism to ensure fair play, that freedom didn’t amount to much. In theory, my
neighbors are invited to play every game. When they can’t play, it is assumed to be their
fault or their choice, rather than a direct result of over 200 years of cheating.
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Abstract v. Actionable Freedom
Greene (1988) and Bauman (1988) effectively deconstructed my idea of freedom,
and also helped me construct a new one. In speaking about individual freedoms, Greene
argued that central to freedom is the ability to make decisions that are fully one’s own.
Similarly, Horton (1990) included in his definition of democracy the necessity that “people
are really free and empowered to make collectively the decisions that affect their lives” (p.
169). Greene and Bauman made me realize that the freedom I grew up learning was
available to all was merely an abstract concept and an important idea, whereas freedom
needs to be actionable in order to be real. Abstract freedom vs. actionable freedom, if you
will.
My middle-class church worshipped the abstract concept of freedom, without any
recognition by the worshippers that they were also bequeathed actionable freedom by
their circumstances, and without any awareness that many people have never been offered
the latter. Among many of my middle class family and friends, this seems to still be the
operating assumption. It seems to me that White privilege allows a large portion of our
society to not think about the connection between money, power, and freedom. I say this
because other than in my class discussions of Greene (1988) and Bauman (1988), I’ve
never participated in a discussion on this topic. It’s easier to avoid and I have the privilege
of doing that.
The distinction between abstract and actionable freedom, and the fact that this is
not a topic of public discourse add to the difficulty of crossing socioeconomic boundaries to
develop meaningful relationships. According to this value system, rich people view my
urban neighbors as worthless on the basis of their lack of economic resources, and my
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neighbors view the rich as resource hogs who are (perhaps intentionally) limiting the
options and freedoms of the poor. To the rich, the world is equitable and they are where
they are because they deserve it. To the poor, the world is fundamentally inequitable.
Because money and freedom are so closely related to power, it is difficult to
conceive of reciprocity in whatever relationships do form between people who do not have
resources and people who do. A master and slave may live near one another, speak the
same language, and have a similar list of desires, but there will never be reciprocity until
the terms of the relationship are redefined.
Reciprocity
I have thought a lot about reciprocity and how to get it and keep it in my
relationships since moving to the city. One thing I’ve learned is that it takes hard work.
Today I had an email from a young middle-class White couple who recently moved into our
neighborhood. They really want to get to know their neighbors and were seeking advice
about how to go about it – how to overcome the barriers and relate across so many
differences. They recognize their position of privilege and are very concerned to avoid the
“savior” mentality that some do-gooders evidence. They are asking good questions and
starting from a good place, but the fundamental misconception, that I also held at one time,
is that their financial resources are the basis for relating to their neighbors. They met a
family that was about to be homeless and on the same day were considering inviting them
to live in their basement. Her email was filled with questions about how to help the
neighbors they are meeting – one of the neighbors has a teen in trouble; one of them is an
elderly woman taking care of her young grandchildren all by herself; one is a single mom
with three children under four.
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When you start by thinking about how you can help your neighbors, you are starting
from a position of power, which is not the starting point for a reciprocal relationship. From
my own experience, I can say that I never moved into a suburban neighborhood and
immediately started looking for those who needed my help. I assumed equality and built
relationships of reciprocity. Every family in every neighborhood has both assets and
challenges. When well-meaning resourced people assume they bring all the assets, and that
their economically disadvantaged neighbors have all the challenges and are in need of their
help, not only can there be no reciprocity, there is actually a high likelihood that damage
will be done.
Each of the neighbors described in the email did indeed face challenges. But they
also have a lot to offer, whether that’s wisdom, a listening ear, comfort, problem-solving, or
help putting challenges into perspective. I never once considered the role of power in my
relationships with my suburban friends; I think about it constantly in my relationships that
cross lines of difference. According to Foucault (1980), it’s wise that I do. Foucault sees
power operating at micro levels. It “reaches into the very grain of individuals, touches their
bodies and inserts itself into their actions and attitudes, their discourses, learning
processes and everyday lives” (p. 39). How often have I unknowingly used my own power
as an educated member of the middle class to impose my views on Dee and others? I don’t
know, and possibly she doesn’t either, but it would be naïve to pretend that I have not done
it.
Greed and Consumption
I am greedy, but it just looks like normal. I want to buy things I don’t need. I want to
consume without thought of those who can’t. I want to get the new iPhone when it comes
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out even though mine is working fine. I had lunch with Dee last week and at the end she
asked if she could borrow some money because she was short on food and payday was two
days away. I gave her the $15 I had in my wallet. The next day, I arrived early to an
appointment and wandered into a store to kill time. There was a dress on the clearance
rack for $20. I tried it on but felt some conflict about buying it. I didn’t need another dress,
no matter how cheap it was. However, my frugal upbringing makes it hard to pass up a
deal. I struck a deal (with the devil? God?) that I would buy the dress but not let Dee pay me
back the $15. I know what you’re thinking: I could have passed up the dress and given her
another $20.
But what I’m thinking is, “What difference would that really make?” Dee would have
$20 more in her pocket and I could be happy about that. But at the end of the day, Dee is
still living under the weight of an unjust system and I am still benefitting from it. My
growing recognition that the things I buy are not just individual choices that reflect my own
desires but are rather “needs that are felt as individual but in reality are socially induced”
(Brookfield and Holst, 2011, p. 27) is a step in the right direction.
In order to change the system, we would all have to recognize the ideology we have
bought into. When my children were very young, we had a ritual that I hoped would help
them become at least a little bit more aware than I was at their age of the messages that
were coming at them on a daily basis. Each time they watched a television commercial and
recognized something it was telling them to think or buy or do, they had to point at the TV
and yell, “That’s a load of crap.” We also had a ritual after watching movies. We would
identify and “critically evaluate” the messages we heard in the movie while we were
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driving home. I remember walking out of a Disney movie when Hadley was four years old,
and her rolling her eyes and saying, “Ugh, now we have to ‘cwitically’ evaluate it.”
Even as adults, we don’t recognize the messages and we do not often critically evaluate
either advertising or our choices in response to it. We consume mindlessly, and our selfdefinition appears to be tied up in our ability to consume. We are a society “centered
around things” rather than “around persons” (Fromm, 1976, p. 16). Because our very
identity is at stake, we are alienated, and “must be envious of those who have more and
afraid of those who have less” (p. 5).
Greene (1988) talks about the multitude of people whose basic needs are long met,
but who continue to pursue material gain, even when those pursuits are utterly artificial
and superfluous. Freedom, again, is defined as getting ahead or having more. How many
bedrooms do we need in order to be free? How many dresses? Apparently, an awful lot.
Fromm (1976) says that our society “requires one to consume ever more, because previous
consumption soon loses its satisfactory character. Modern consumers may identify
themselves by the formula: I am = what I have and what I consume” (p. 23). Owning one
more dress is of critical importance in this equation.
Living in close proximity with people who don’t have their basic needs met means
that I am regularly buying things I don’t need while those around me struggle. The
prevailing narrative absolves me of guilt for this. I work hard. I make money. I can spend it
on myself. But who gave license to this narrative?
It is no easy task to live in a society while simultaneously stepping outside of it,
critiquing it, living by different values, yet maintaining enough proximity to speak to its
needs. I think I live like a “comfortable radical.” I have a painting in my house by Brian
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Andreas (2001) with a caption that says, “Of course I want to change the world . . . but I was
hoping to do it from the comfort of my everyday life.” I want to live according to the
culture’s definition of “normal,” while at the same time being critical of that definition. I
want to be a person who buys dresses she doesn’t need, while calling for the world to
change.
Horton (1998) is an example of one person who had some success at finding this
perspective. He was born poor in the south in 1905. He ended up graduating from college
and seminary, but rejected the life of privilege that had now become available to him. In
1932, he founded the Highlander Folk School in Tennessee, which educated activists and
community organizers. His school played a major role in the Civil Rights Movement,
educating leaders such as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Rosa Parks, John Lewis, and Ralph
Abernathy, among others.
Horton (1998) was able to live in a society that valued power and money, and
perpetuated greed, without buying into them. He criticized society’s greed, asking “how
love can exist in a society that exploits people” (p. 27). He says the “violence of poverty” (p.
27) wreaks destruction far beyond physical hunger. According to Horton, we have accepted
a “system which assumes that people’s lives, the natural resources and everything else
exist for the purpose of making money” (p. 172). Financial gain is the highest goal.
Horton’s (1998) pedagogy at the Highlander Folk School encouraged risk-taking and
challenging the system. A major element of his practice involved bringing people together
who shared the same problems to solve those problems. He didn’t rely on outside experts
for this. He recognized that “the best teachers of poor and working people are the people
themselves” (1990, p. xx). He equipped people to analyze their problems and work for
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change. Through this approach, Horton overcame his own desire to control, and he worked
for freedom alongside his friends and neighbors, and on their terms. He recognized the
greed and the power, challenged it, and lived his life differently than most around him.

Horton (1990) quotes a professor at Union Theological Seminary, writing in 1929:
The final clash between our current economic morality and the ethic of Jesus is over
the nature of man. The capitalist economy rests on the hypothesis that man is a
creature who prefers material comforts to moral values, who would rather have an
increase in goods than in the quality of existence (p. 32).
The pull of consumption is not limited to the middle class. According to Ernest, the
common occurrence of poor people who live in run-down apartments or houses going out
in their cars wearing new clothes “is about showing that you are successful, even if you’re
not. As long as people can see you driving a big old car and you’re dressed to the tee and
you got this bling on, you look successful.” Success here defined as being tied exclusively to
cars and clothing. There may be nothing in your house, he says, but you have to look good
when you go out.
When we attended a Black church for a while after moving to the city, we were
looking forward to attending their annual Black history month concert. Choirs from many
Twin Cities churches participated, and I was told the building would be overflowing. I knew
some of the women in the choir and they told me they were going shopping for new clothes
to wear to the concert. I had known them for a while and had been in some of their homes,
and I knew there was usually a shortage of money and food. I knew they had unpaid debts,
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and that their housing was not stable. When I showed up at the concert, these women were
decked out in amazing new outfits. According to Ernest’s view of the world, they were not
about to stand up in front of the crowds looking anything but their best, regardless of what
was going on back home.
Even as he was nearing 70, Ernest shined his shoes and ironed his jeans every day.
He said this kind of care shows that “you are kept.” Wesley tried his best to avoid going to
school a few years back when it was a de facto requirement that you wear a perfectly white
tall tee and tennis shoes without a scuff. He says when he was in school dressed less than
his best he sat in the back row and tried to be invisible. He called his school a “fashion
show, a place where you don’t want to be perceived as poor.”
Dee was always taught by her grandfather that appearances matter. He told her not
to act poor. She wasn’t even allowed to leave the house if her jeans weren’t ironed. Clothes
and shoes are often the façade that my struggling neighbors hide behind. Wesley says this
attitude is “embedded into the Black community.” When I leave the house in old sweats and
a ratty tee shirt, I still hold my head up. For Ernest and Wesley, you just flat out don’t leave
the house like that.
The cupboards may be empty at home, where ten people are living in a twobedroom house with no beds, but no one will know this by looking at you. This is a
significant barrier to developing reciprocal relationships. Good friends tend to be in and
out of each other’s houses. When your house is barely hanging together, you are not going
to invite people inside (that’s why you go OUT looking good), and you are certainly not
going to invite middle class people in. And if you’re Black, you are definitely not going to
invite White people in. In the suburbs, I made friends with my neighbors and was sitting in
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their kitchen within days. In my St. Paul neighborhood, it was a very long time before I was
invited inside anyone’s house. When I get invited in, I see it as a sign that we’ve crossed
over an important barrier. When you are invited into the reality behind the ironed jeans,
trust has begun to take hold.
All of these examples show the power of the dominant narrative of consumption to
define a person’s worth. By presenting a well-dressed self to the world, you are saying,
“Look, I can consume, too.”
Hopelessness
However, you can’t fool yourself. It gets tiring to maintain the façade. When people
are told they are free, but don’t see any real live options, it breeds despair. At a Lift event a
year or two into my urban tenure, I sat down with the students one at a time and asked a
few questions to get a sense of how they were doing. I asked them to share what was going
well and what was not going so well. How was school? Family? My final question was, “If
you could change one thing about your life, what would it be?” The answer I got from
almost every student was a variation on, “Nothing.” They said they would change nothing
about their lives. No wishes that dad would come home, that the cupboards would be full,
that their brother would get out of jail, or that mom would stop drinking. No dreams of
good grades or a giant truck full of money pulling up in front of their house. Over the years,
I have asked this question of various students and sometimes their mothers. The answer is
almost always the same: “Nothing.” Today, when Cortez is facing an uncertain future as a
young adult, he tells me, “I’m really close to being free. I have no problems right now.”
What is going on here? My cultural incompetency was hard at work when I asked
the students what they would change. I didn’t understand that asking this question likely
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sounded to them like, “Please list all of the things you will never have.” What I think I was
running into were the effects of hopelessness. It’s painful to list things you are certain will
never come to pass. To say the reality out loud can make the poverty more real and more
painful than it already is. It makes sense to stay rooted in the here and now when the future
holds little promise. Cortez agrees: “You just live: moment to moment and day to day.”
Wesley adds that admitting a need “is to admit a weakness.”
When the students said they wanted to change “nothing” about their lives, I don’t
think it was a failure of imagination. All of them have shown themselves capable in less
direct circumstances of articulating what they want, whether it’s Wesley making a quiet
statement on his birthday about wishing his dad were around, or all of the kids getting
excited about seeing a Jaguar in our neighborhood. It was merely a statement of
hopelessness.
I have several adult friends who did not graduate from high school, making it
difficult for them to find a job. At various times, they have all said they are planning to take
the general equivalency diploma (GED) test. Some of them have been planning this for
decades. I’ve given out information on free GED preparation classes, and told people where
they can take the test. I recently ran into a former Lift student, now in her mid-20’s, and she
had recently taken the test and passed it. She is the only one I know of who has followed
through. She had support from her employer and went through a free program that
provided transportation. She is the exception. Nobody takes the test. It takes hope to even
bother.
Freire (2012) writes about the importance of hope for humans and describes the
hopelessness of oppression as a kind of silence, which aligns with my experience
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interviewing students who wanted to change nothing about their lives. He sees
hopelessness not so much emerging out of “limit-situations” (p. 99), but rather out of the
inability to act against the limitations. These stories are about real children and families in
my neighborhood who have never seen, and will certainly never be inside of, a mansion on
the ocean with towels as heavy as furniture. The mansion may as well not exist, but the
media combined with the day-to-day struggle for survival makes the mansion both real and
irrelevant. Of hope and despair, Freire says:
It needs to be clear that despair is not a natural human way of being
human, but a distortion of hope. I am not at first a being of despair, who
needs to be converted by hope. I am, on the contrary, a being of hope, who
for any number of reasons loses hope and becomes hopeless. This is the
source of our struggles as human beings which should be fought with the
aim of reducing the objective reasons for hopelessness which immobilize
us (in Carr & Sloan, p. 77, trans. from Freire, 1996/2000, p. 81).
Magical Thinking
It is not only hope that is needed. There is a practical side of gaining a different
future, and most of the students I have come to know are unaware of this practical side of
things. On the occasions when our students at the Lift do discuss their hopes for the future,
they often display what I call magical thinking about money. Because the hard work of
earning a living wage has not often, or ever, been modeled for them, some seem to lack an
understanding of the process of getting out of poverty. They see the ends of a continuum,
and don’t understand the various things necessary to move away from the poverty end of
things.
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With few exceptions, the plans to move toward wealth involve making it big as a
sports, music, or movie star. Cortez says that he always thought someone in his family
would win the lottery. He sometimes even hoped for a disaster. “I got to the point where I
was hoping a car accident would happen to me and I would collect insurance money and I
could make something happen . . . We would be a happy family again.” There is no realistic
plan to work hard in high school and then work hard in college and then work hard at a job.
This is obviously because it has not been modeled within their purview. How could you
know the steps of a process if you’ve never seen anyone take them?
We took Larissa and a couple of her siblings to our friends’ very nice lake home in
northern Minnesota one spring. We all took the motorboat for a ride, and then the kids
paddled the paddleboat across the lake. They played in the water with every conceivable
beach toy and sat in the hot tub. After a day of this, Larissa excitedly pronounced that the
owners “must have won Fear Factor.” Her list of possible ways a person might acquire a
lake home was limited. This also explains why the guys thought Dave was a hit man. When
people have a lot of stuff, they believe that something secretive, magical, or lucky befell the
person. The boring story that people work hard for decades to get their stuff is not a story
anyone is telling.
I have tried to capture here the size of the cultural divide related to money. I don’t
know that I did it justice. Of all the stories and surprises and aha moments I have
experienced over my decade in this context, the majority are in some way related to money.
I am still learning. A quick cultural competency seminar or diversity training, or having a
co-worker who is different than you will not bridge this divide. Even though I now
understand or can usually figure out why the people around me are making the financial
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choices they are making, it’s still not the way I do it. And because money is attached to
power and freedom, this is much larger than a conversation about why a higher percentage
of Black people are poor than White people.
In case the point of this chapter has been unclear, I will state it succinctly here.
Regardless of differences of race or class or education, a quick study of our culture shows
that “ability to consume” is the de facto definition of freedom. People who have more
financial resources are able to consume more; therefore they are more free. People who
have less financial resources cannot consume at the same level and thus are less free. But
who decided freedom equals consumption? Fromm (1976) says, “[u]nrestricted
satisfaction of all desires is not conducive to well-being, nor is it the way to happiness or
even to maximum pleasure” (p. 2).
I can sometimes talk myself into believing there’s a conspiracy at work here.
Bauman (1988) explains it: “The ambitions and hopes of the oppressed were now safely
channeled away from the power structure and towards the improvement of their material
standards” (p. 72). If a large percentage of struggling Black people can be convinced that
the goal of life is to consume, it may cause some to channel their efforts away from things
like making sure the voting process is fair, advocating for government programs that help
poor families, and running for the school board.
And in fact, this is what Marcuse (1965) says is happening. Minorities and those in
poverty have been duped by an unjust system. Minimal concessions that do little or nothing
to challenge unjust social structures, such as making Martin Luther King’s birthday a
holiday or designating February as Black History Month, create the illusion that things are
changing. Marcuse calls this “repressive tolerance” (p. 95). “By allowing a limited amount of
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protest that is carefully managed, a society pressure valve is created to release into thin air
the stream of energy that would otherwise cause the system to make real change”
(Brookfield & Holst, 2011, p. 28). It seems that a large percentage of the population has
been silenced by seeing a Black news anchor or by the slim possibility of obtaining a big
screen TV.
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You can't stay in your corner of the Forest waiting for others to come to you. You
have to go to them sometimes.
- A.A. Milne, Pooh’s Little Instruction Book, 1995
CHAPTER FIVE
HOW WE CAN KNOW EACH OTHER
Joseph called me a few years back and wanted me to find him someone he could
help. He was a White person from the suburbs who wanted to work for social justice, but he
didn’t know how. I asked him some clarifying questions. “I have a lot of resources,” he said,
“and I have some time in my life to help other people, so I thought of you and figured you
could hook me up with someone. It would be good if it were a young man who has finished
high school and who likes to play sports. Maybe someone who doesn’t have a dad around.”
Along the same lines, a group from a suburban church heard me speak about what’s
going on in my neighborhood and got in touch with me, wanting to know if I knew of a
single mom who they could come and babysit for, and maybe clean her house.
At times like these, I feel like I am running a dating service. These people really are
well-meaning. They know that people are poor; they want the world to be different; they
see themselves as fortunate and they want to give something back. These approaches,
however, actually treat poor people as the commodity in the business of doing good. It
appears they are interchangeable: any poor person will do.
I believe the missing piece in these good intentions is an understanding and
acknowledgement of the humanity of poor people and the centrality of relationships in all
aspects of life, including attempts to do good. My neighbors don’t want a stranger
babysitting their kids or cleaning their house any more than I do. Most don’t see
themselves as needy, and do not appreciate the designation or the attendant assumptions.
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Given the barriers that I have outlined thus far, developing deeply personal
relationships that cross lines of race and class is not going to be easy. For starters, I think
it’s safe to say that asking to be assigned a poor person is not the way to do it.
Deeply Reciprocal Relationships
Before discussing how to build “deeply reciprocal relationships,” I want to be clear
about what they are. They involve more than just being neighbors or co-workers or casual
acquaintances. Thomas (1993) lists three features of friendship. First, he says, it is “a
manifestation of choice on the part of the parties involved.” Second, “neither party to the
relationship is under the authority of the other” (p. 49). Third, friends share an enormous
bond of trust. The bond, says Thomas, is “cemented by equal self-disclosure and, for that
very reason, is a sign of the very special regard that each has for the other” (p. 49).
Friends trust one another, love one another, and show mutual respect. They
basically “enjoy spending time together” (Badhwar, 1993, p.3). Ernest made a distinction
between friends and acquaintances. An acquaintance, he said, “is just somebody you hang
around with . . . it’s not really nothing serious.” A friend, on the other hand, he defined as
somebody who’s got your back, who’s there for you.
For my purposes here, one of the most important attributes of friendship is
reciprocity. Vela-McConnell (2011) captured this in his definition of close friendship as “an
active and freely chosen platonic relationship between two equals demonstrating a high
degree of commitment toward each other and relating to one another in a variety of ways”
(p. 18, emphasis mine). His research was on diverse friendships and he saw equality as
essential.
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Friends also look out for the good of one another (Blum, 1993). Ernest said his
relationships with me and people at the Lift were his first relationships with White people
that have felt like equal friendships. When I asked him if he ever felt that anyone in our
community looked down on him because of his past, he answered decisively: “No! No one
looks down on me! No. No one. No one. No one,” and he laughed while he said it. Dee’s story
is one of growing into reciprocity. She said that when we first met, her thought was, “I
know they must be judging me.” Over those first few years, she grew to a place where she
trusted that our relationship was genuine – that it was what it seemed to be. She grew out
of her tendency to doubt the legitimacy of the friendship.
Reciprocity
When we talk about our relationships at the Lift, we emphasize the importance of
reciprocity. It is our basic understanding as a community that both parties in a relationship
have something to offer, as well as various needs or struggles. In my own experience, a
relationship is reciprocal only when the person who society would view as the “receiver” in
the relationship says it is. In other words, I can say all I want that Dee and I have a
reciprocal relationship, but if she sees it otherwise, she’s right. Happily, she does see our
relationship as reciprocal.
In Radical Reconciliation (2012), Boesak and DeYoung assert that “reconciliation
occurs between equals” (p. 20). Boesak worked with South African’s anti-apartheid
movement to overthrow the unjust regime. DeYoung has written and spoken extensively
on reconciliation. They argue that those in society with power must trust and follow the
lead of those who have been oppressed. This is part of the journey to reciprocity.
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Thomas (1993) touches on this theme of reciprocity when he talks about friends not
being under the authority of one another. This is essential in the formation of the kind of
relationships I am describing. When there is a lack of equality, says Thomas, “the one with
the higher station is inclined to think that his utterances have more authority than those of
the other” (p. 54). He warns against the tendency in these cases of the one with the higher
station to strive to help the other out of pity for their position.
Dee and I talk about this aspect of our relationship. Are we thrown off balance if she
needs groceries one week and I help her out? If we are, what are the things that might put
us back in balance? How do we weigh the relative value of me buying her groceries versus
her being on the board or volunteering at the Lift?
The answer is that you cannot weigh these things. A relationship stays in balance
when there is trust and mutual respect. When resources are shared with no sense of pity or
power involved. Dee and I, and Ernest and I, are friends partially based on our shared
commitment to making the world a more just and equitable place. We all strive to see
things like helping out with groceries or rent as a step in the direction of justice and equity,
rather than the entrenchment of status quo power in our relationships.
Shared Commitments
The common commitment to justice is another essential component of these types
of relationships. Friendship cannot be relegated to a specific activity or time frame each
week. If I am someone’s friend, I care that they are experiencing oppression, injustice, and
racism. There’s a cost to this; being sad about it is not enough. We commit resources and
time and passion to the things each of us cares about. Dee and I are allies in seeking justice.
Freire (2012) addresses this issue:
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. . . true solidarity with the oppressed means fighting at their side to
transform the objective reality which has made them these “beings for
another.” The oppressor is solidary with the oppressed only when he stops
regarding the oppressed as an abstract category and sees them as persons
who have been unjustly dealt with, deprived of their voice, cheated in the
sale of their labor – when he stops making pious, sentimental, and
individualistic gestures and risks an act of love. True solidarity is found only
in the plenitude of this act of love, in its existentiality, in its praxis. To affirm
that men and women are persons and as persons should be free, and yet to
do nothing tangible to make this affirmation a reality, is a farce (pp. 49-50)
Shortly after I met Dee and her family, she received an eviction notice from her
landlord. She had health problems and hadn’t been able to keep up with her rent. She
moved to a house about five miles away and continued to be involved at the Lift. Within a
year, she received another eviction notice. Dave and I decided, against many of our friends’
and family members’ better judgment, to buy a house that Dee would rent from us (and
rent-to-own if she wanted) in our neighborhood. Dave, Dee, and I found a house that would
fit all seven of them and Dave and I bought it. The day of the closing, she received notice
that she would be receiving Section 8 housing assistance after being on the waiting list for
over five years. I think this was divine justice. Section 8 covered about half of her rent, and
we agreed that she would cover as much of the other half as she could.
We had a mortgage on the property and that first year was tough. Dee was working
at a drugstore and tore her meniscus from all the stock work she was doing. She had to take
time off. Sometimes we received rent and sometimes we didn’t. It was not fun, but during
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the times when I was stressed and nervous about our decision, I had to keep coming back
to the point that Freire makes, even though I didn’t know who Freire was at the time. There
is nothing in my life that makes me more deserving of my middle class benefits than Dee. It
is purely the result of generations of injustice. Yes, we need to change the structures, but in
the meantime, if I care about Dee and her kids and their housing stability and have the
power to make a difference, it seems like I should. Dee lived in the house for almost three
years, and then moved out of state for a short time. She moved back to St. Paul a year later
and is in a more stable place now. In the meantime, her cousin and family have moved into
the house.
I didn’t know this until recently, but this situation of working together to stabilize
her housing was when she started to feel that what was going on between us was genuine.
That was the time, she says, “when I felt genuinely loved.” She says at that moment, “I
started to believe what I was scared to believe.” Dave and I were looking at this as a
financial risk, while Dee was looking at a much deeper kind of risk. She felt loved, she says,
“but I was afraid to love back. It was scary. I might get hurt.” We were so opposite from one
another that until the house, she kept asking herself, “Can this be real?”
I’m not going to be pretend to be Mother Theresa in this tale. I was not always
patient or happy about the ups and downs of this arrangement, and when our kids started
college and the bills started coming, I found myself longing for a “do over.” I wanted to
revert to the individualism from my past. My world is better if I keep my money. But the
world is better if I make sure Dee’s family has stable housing. Preskill and Brookfield
(2009) say that the long-time commitment to individualism is an obstacle to building
community. Community building, they say, “does require individuals to give up something
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of themselves to promote the community’s goals” (p. 198). And deeply reciprocal
relationships that cross lines of race and class also require sacrifice.C.S. Lewis (1952) said,
“[i]f our charities do not pinch or hamper us, I should say they are too small. There ought to
be things we should like to do and cannot do because our charitable expenditure excludes
them” (p. 82). If I substitute the word love for charity, I completely agree.
Brookfield and Holst (2011) refer to the maxim that “we cannot seek any individual
advantage unless that same benefit is sought for all” (p. 26). There is a critical intersection
here between the communal and individual. Me buying a house for Dee to live in does not
solve broad social problems. But me not buying a house for Dee to live in also does not
solve problems. Brookfield and Holst call for a “qualitative change in the way people think,
not just a change in external political and economic arrangements” (p. 26) although they
are clearly in favor of a change in external political and economic arrangements.
This communal/individual tension cannot be overstated. I bought a house as an act
of love that many people thought was stupid (which it was, according to the dictates of
individualism and capitalism). My act cannot change the world since we are in need of
radical political and economic overhaul. But this kind of overhaul, preached by many, can
only be realized if many people learn to define their individual interests at least partially in
view of the interests of the whole. I even see tension in Freire’s (2012) quote above. He
calls for an end to individualist gestures and speaks of the need for an “act of love” (p. 50),
but the choice to love seems to me to be an individual one. The oppressors as a category
cannot risk an act of love; only individual oppressors can do that.
We meant for the purchase of the house to be an act of love toward Dee and her
family. We also wanted it to be part of a larger move toward the overhaul of the social and
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economic realities that surround us. From the right, we hear that we made a stupid
economic decision that jeopardized the financial health of our family. From the left we hear
that we think we are the Messiah and our action was just a further entrenchment of our
power and privilege. It seems like those on the right don’t care what we think or feel about
it and those on the left don’t care what Dee thinks or feels about it. Freire says, “love is an
act of courage, not of fear” (p. 89). I agree.
This minefield that any person has to walk through to try to build trust relationships
with those who are different from them reveals the difficulty of the “how.” This minefield is
further defined by Briggs’ (2007) categories of bonding and bridging.
Bonding and Bridging
Briggs (2007) explains the difference between bonding (forming relationships with
people similar to yourself) and bridging (forming relationships of diversity). Bridging
relationships provide perspectives that restrain; without them, homogeneous groups often
work against the common good, combining for “sinister ends” (Putnam & Goss, 2002, p.
11). Homophily (having only homogeneous friendships), says Briggs, “limits people’s social
worlds in a way that has powerful implications for the information they receive, the
attitudes they form, and the interactions they experience” (p. 265). These two concepts,
bonding and bridging, go together.
In the 1990s, the Serbs, Croats, and Bosniaks were the three tightly-knit people
groups that made up the newly independent nation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. They each
formed their own ethnically based political party, and violently fought each other for
power. Although they shared a relatively small geographic area, they did not mix. Towns
and villages were populated by one of the three groups. Ultimately, the Serbs conducted an
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ethnic cleansing against the Croats and Bosniaks (Boznia and Herzegovina). Say Putnam
and Goss (2002), “bonding without bridging equals Bosnia” (p. 12).
Bonding and homophily are far easier than bridging. Seriously. I went to lunch with
Keshia recently and she was struggling because her electric service had been turned off and
the house she was renting was going to be torn down to widen the road in a few months.
These very serious problems were heavy on her mind. They were overwhelming to me. The
Lift does not have financial resources to assist people with this level of need. I was pastoral
and I listened and agreed to come to a meeting she was having with a relocation specialist
the city had assigned to her. On the day of the lunch, I was pissed because I had just bought
a new washing machine and after about killing myself helping my husband and son drag it
up the stairs, it was not working properly. What I wanted to do at lunch that day was bitch
about how irritating this situation was. If I had been at lunch with friends from a
background similar to mine, I would have had free reign to do that. Since Keshia had no
power and was close to being homeless, I didn’t bring it up. And this is not a bad thing. Who
of us middle class types can’t benefit from being reminded of our privilege? I needed to put
my washing machine problem in perspective and Keshia helped me do that. But if I’m
looking for easy, these kinds of bridging lunches are not it.
Whether it’s learning the meaning of the word “swag,” learning to view time
differently, learning to love someone who’s different than you, or learning why you would
even want to, it is indeed a process of learning. Most people can’t jump across cultures and
fit in immediately. So how do we learn?
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Making New Maps
My long journey has involved learning to think differently. Like most people, my
views on race and class were formed in my early years without any formal teaching. As
children, we begin to create our own map of the world that includes our values and beliefs.
This map is influenced by lessons from our parents, our education, our religious beliefs,
and as we get older, our peers and work experience. We consult these maps to solve
problems, make decisions, and to evaluate the things going on around us. The content of
our maps reflects the tribe(s) we belong to.
The downside of these maps is that they do not always accurately reflect reality.
Fromm (1976) speaks of how we can be deceived by our perceptions, not realizing that our
view of reality does not always correspond to what is “really real.” People are “half-awake,
half-dreaming, and are unaware that most of what they hold to be true and self-evident is
illusion produced by the suggestive influence of the social world in which they live” (p. 33).
This is not how people see their maps. In order to step back and give our maps a
more honest assessment, I created a training exercise that I have used in graduate and
seminary classes, with church groups, in my neighborhood, and in training suburban
volunteers who want to volunteer in my community. It’s called “Your Map is Not the
Territory.” I give participants a piece of paper and markers and tell them to draw the Twin
Cities. The only additional instruction I give is, “Draw on the map whatever is important to
you.” When they are done, we compare our maps. I ask them who included things like
schools, stores, churches, rivers, and highways. Then I ask them whose map is “right.” I use
this mapping exercise as a metaphor for the mental maps we all draw that include the
things that are important to us. Things like our view of right and wrong, what we believe
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about marriage and families, how decisions are best made, which political party is best,
whether there is a God, the origin of the universe and life, and so on. We all have a map in
our brains that reflects our view of the world.
When we are young, I tell the participants, we think that everyone’s map is very
similar to our own – that everyone’s map accurately represents the territory in the same
way that a globe accurately represents the physical world. In Chapter One, I described how
my church experience was one in which we believed we were the only ones with the right
map. The more we get out of our comfort zone and interact with people who are different
from us, the more our maps get challenged. We begin to realize that our map is not the
territory. It is just our own map of the territory.
After giving this lecture to a mostly White, mostly middle-class college class, a
student responded,
Okay, so to be completely honest, this concept blew my mind. It’s not that I
haven’t thought about how each individual views the world differently
before, but I have never seen it put so “neatly” into an analogy . . . I guess you
could say that it sort of turned my map upside down. Maybe not quite all the
way upside down, but it definitely tilted things . . . So, I guess you could say
that mapping forced me to take off my glasses for a little bit in order to see
everyone else’s – more specifically, so that I could see that everyone else’s
glasses are different from my own. This was an enormously enlightening step
for me. What I found most interesting is that the language of mental mapping
created a universally even playing field for discussion. We could start
admitting our own faults and frustrations through mapping
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because everybody has a map. (personal email, April 8, 2013)
This student, in her early 20’s, is far ahead of where I was at that age. I didn’t even
realize then that everyone had a map. Or even that I had a map. When I decided to step out
from the comfort of my own tribe, I began to realize how completely different people’s
maps could be. Living in this context has afforded me the opportunity to expand my map, to
realize the benefits of learning from others’ maps, rather than wasting time arguing that
mine is right. In discussing the “tunnel effect,” in which people’s assumptions about what
they are going to see impact what they actually report seeing, Berreby (2008) says that
“experimenters have found that people cling to their perceptual map” (p. 73) even when it
is wrong. It seems that people have a hard time recognizing that their mental maps of the
world are only maps, and not the actual territory.
During my ten years in this context, my map has changed in the areas of time,
money, child-rearing, welfare, religion, and right and wrong. An example of the latter was
when I had a call on a Saturday night after our church service. The caller told me that
Tabitha, the mother of one of our students, who had attended the service that evening, was
out front afterwards trying (unsuccessfully) to sell weed to our students. I hung up feeling
red hot. I was too mad to call her that night so I decided to wait until the next day. In the
morning, Tabitha’s son called and said, “My mom didn’t want me to call, but we don’t have
any food at home and I was wondering if you could help.” In an instant, a major part of my
map was blown away – the part that says what’s right and wrong, what’s good and bad. The
part that had been very black and white about these things. I wondered to what lengths I
would go to feed my children if they were hungry. I wondered if I would choose to proudly
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sell weed in order to care for my family instead of groveling for food in humiliation. I could
see myself hustling dime bags.
As often happens to me when someone messes with my map, I became obsessed. I
wrote an essay called Sinning on the Sidewalk After Church, about how often in my own
history I had seen or participated in things like talking negatively about the sermon or
someone’s clothing after the church service. Or going out after church for a lunch that cost
far too much. Or shopping on Sunday afternoon and buying things I didn’t need while
others were hungry. I argued both sides of whether selling weed or gossiping and gorging
cause more damage to the human race. On the maps of my past, this would not even have
been a question. The road that led to hell on that map was paved in weed. My map was
challenged and revised because I lived up close to a person whose map was different than
mine. The people from my fundamentalist past would not see this as a good thing. They
would say I was becoming liberal or that I had begun the slide down the slippery slope of
relativism. It may show how far I’ve slid that I see this as a good thing, and believe I have a
better map than I had before, thanks to Tabitha.
Adult Learning Theory
Once we’ve created maps, it can take quite a bit to change them, especially in critical
areas. I can say definitively that our maps do not change merely because someone tells us
stuff. Our maps are made up of more than information. I can tell my own story, give
alarming statistics related to race and class, and appeal to people’s religious and moral
views, but often still find myself hitting a wall in terms of getting people to take a step
outside of their comfort zone. When the women on my tennis team find out about the Lift
and where I live and what I do, they are very interested. They’ve given donations of money
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or clothing, but they don’t actually visit or volunteer. The information I share is not quite
compelling enough. Something more is needed.
Citing Jerome Bruner of New York University, Brown and Duguid (2000) explain the
difference between “learning about” and “learning to be” (p. 128). Classroom learning or
even conversations about diversity or poverty or engaging the other are not on par with
the learning that can happen by spending time in a communal or relational context with
people who are racially or socioeconomically different than you. Learning is about more
than information, and without contact, information is all that is left. Learning is social and
when we engage with the other in authentic ways, we arrive at a new level of
understanding that enables us to overcome stereotypes and prejudices. Horton (1996)
founded the Highlander Folk School on these principles, and through his experiences
learned that “learning which came from a group effort was superior to learning achieved
through individual efforts” (p. 47)
Lave and Wenger (1991) assert that “learning and a sense of identity are
inseparable: They are aspects of the same phenomenon” (p. 115). This means that a
decision to engage in this form of social learning has the potential to cut to the very core of
people’s sense of who they are. Brookfield and Holst (2011) talk of people learning “a
whole new way of being – a way of thinking, acting, feeling and creating – that moves from
acquisition to creative fulfillment in association with others” (p. 34). This is in sharp
contrast to learning that is “narrowly defined as efforts to add compatible ideas to
elaborate our fixed frame of reference” (Mezirow, 2000, p. 18).
Because people don’t learn primarily by receiving information, diversity training in
corporate America has been shown to be largely ineffective (Dobbin, Kelev & Kelly, 2007;
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Stevens, Plaut & Sanchez-Banks, 2010). New history books have been written that reveal
our nation’s hidden past, but these “revisionist” histories tend to be embraced by people
who do not need convincing. All in all, Feagin, et al. (2001) seem accurate in their
assessment that White people tend to live in a “spatial and psychological ‘bubble,’
separated for the most part from the world of African Americans.” (p. 35). And they seem
comfortable staying in the bubble. And they are privileged to be able to do so.
Transformative Adult Learning
The field of adult learning theory can help us understand why some approaches do
not work and why patterns of separation and disunity remain entrenched. Transformative
adult learning is defined in the International Encyclopedia of Adult Learning (English, 2005)
as “a process by which previously uncritically assimilated assumptions, beliefs, values, and
perspectives are questioned and thereby become more open, permeable, and better
validated” (p. 630). This learning approach is associated with Mezirow (1991, 2000),
whose Transformation Theory identifies the principles of how adults successfully change
their fundamental frames of reference.
It is important to define what we mean by transformation. Brookfield (2000) is
careful to state that transformation “is a transformation in perspective, in a frame of
reference, in a personal paradigm, and in a habit of mind together with its resulting point of
view” as opposed to “any instance in which reflection leads to a deeper more nuanced
understanding of assumptions” (p. 139). Transformation is not a small thing, and one sign
of it to me is changed behavior to go along with the new frame of reference.
Our frames of reference, according to Mezirow (1991), are frames “through which
meaning is construed and all learning takes place” (p. 4), not unlike the maps I described
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above. We use our frames of reference to explain and understand our experiences. In
transformative learning, new frames are established that enable us to “reinterpret an old
experience (or a new one) from a new set of expectations, thus giving a new meaning and
perspective to the old experience” (p. 11).
Experiencing transformative learning causes us to critically reflect on our frames of
reference, making them more open and flexible, and ultimately transforming them. It
enables us to develop beliefs that are more reliable as guides to action. Mezirow (2000)
describes learning as “using a prior interpretation to construe a new or revised
interpretation of the meaning of one’s experience as a guide to future action” (p. 5).
My journey started with a new understanding of my own assumptions, which
according to Brookfield (2000) does not yet qualify as transformation. I agree with him, but
believe new understandings to be an essential part of the journey toward transformation.
When I landed in this unfamiliar neighborhood, I became more aware of my inner dialogue,
which provides constant commentary on everything that is happening. I noticed that I
thought everyone needed something from me and a lot of my inner processing was trying
to determine what it was. When I met Dee at her mailbox, I wanted to connect and be
friends, but I also “knew” she needed my help. Through the many steps of the journey
articulated throughout these chapters, I have arrived at a place where that assumption is
gone. I am able now to enter into conversations with people who are very different from
me and see them as people rather than people in need.
Community is an important element in adult learning. For Mezirow (2000), learning
is embedded in relationship. Human beings, he asserts,
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are essentially relational. Our identity is formed in webs of affiliation within a
shared life world. Human reality is intersubjective; our life histories and
language are bound up with those of others. It is within the context of these
relationships, governed by existing and changing cultural paradigms, that we
become the persons we are. Transformative learning involves liberating
ourselves from reified forms of thought that are no longer dependable (p.
27).
Brookfield (2000) agrees, asserting that “[a]ny critically reflective effort we
undertake can only be accomplished with the help of critical friends” (p. 146). And
according to Courtenay, Merriam, and Reeves (1998), the “catalytic events” that transform
us “emanate from a support system of family and friends, support groups, and/or
spirituality” (p. 78).
In line with Courtenay, et al.’s catalytic events, Mezirow (2000) posits that the
process of liberating ourselves from entrenched forms of thought often begins with what
he calls a “disorienting dilemma” (p. 22). This kind of learning is often precipitated by an
“intensely threatening emotional experience,” (p. 6) and so it is quite possible that adults
intentionally or unintentionally avoid circumstances that may bring about disorienting
dilemmas. Without the dilemma, we miss out on the series of steps that have the potential
to bring us to the place of real transformation, where we integrate our new learning and
embrace our new perspectives.
My first year in my urban neighborhood was basically a string of disorienting
dilemmas. The first one I remember was when I met Dee and found out she did not have a
car. A co-worker picked her up for work each day, but other than that, she relied on the bus.
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I had never met a family that did not own a car. At the time, Dee had five kids in school and
one pre-schooler. All of her kids went to schools that were at least five miles from her
house. I couldn’t make sense of how this could work. What if they missed the bus? What if
they got sick at school and she was at work with no car? What about parent teacher
conferences and sporting events?
Learning that my friends don’t have food at home is an ongoing disorienting
dilemma. I was about to preach at a church one weekend when Jaleesa casually mentioned
that the only food she had left at home was cabbage. I never cease to be challenged by the
thought that someone I see regularly and consider a friend has empty cupboards. I have
never experienced it and until I moved here, I had never had friends who experienced it.
Having regular contact with people who do not have transportation or enough food
or stable housing and who are victims of society’s unjust structures forces me to
continually revisit my assumptions. Brief contact may have caused me to see them as
victims, but prolonged contact helped me to see them as human beings. I began to care
about them and enter into their hopelessness. It mattered to me that Dee did not have a car.
It started me on a new journey. Brookfield (2000) says that “[t]he overall purpose of adult
development is to realize one’s agency through increasingly expanding awareness and
critical reflection” (p. 142). This trio of agency, awareness, and reflection captures my own
journey as an adult learner over this past decade.
Legitimate Peripheral Participation
Lave and Wenger’s (1991) theory of legitimate peripheral participation also
addresses how people learn and describes how we accidentally created a learning
community in our neighborhood and at the Lift. Their theory “concerns the process by
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which newcomers become part of a community of practice” (p. 29). Lave and Wenger are in
agreement with Mezirow (2000), arguing that learning is always situated, and that
knowledge and learning are inherently relational. They even refer to the “dilemma-driven”
(p. 33) nature of learning, bringing to mind Mezirow’s (2000) disorienting dilemma. They
emphasize that they are not putting forth an educational or pedagogical strategy, but are
rather describing “an analytical viewpoint on learning” (p. 40). In other words, they are
being descriptive of how people learn, not prescriptive about how they should be taught.
Situated learning, they assert, takes place regardless of whether any education is
intended. Their description of organic relationship formation describes what happens in
my community on a regular basis. We have various weekly meetings and events in our
community that provide a place on the periphery for people to “accidentally” learn enough
to take the next step toward relationships that cross the boundaries of race and class.
People may visit our informal Saturday church service several times before they are
even ready to stay after for the dinner. They observe the dynamics in the room to see if
they can see themselves taking part. Eventually, they stay for dinner and join in the
conversation. A while later, they might start volunteering at the Lift’s programs or
mentoring a student.
Lave and Wenger (1991) explain that a newcomer’s legitimate peripherality to a
learning environment
provides them with more than an ‘observational’ lookout post: It crucially
involves participation as a way of learning – of both absorbing and being
absorbed in – the ‘culture of practice.’ An extended period of legitimate
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peripherality provides learners with opportunities to make the culture of
practice theirs (p. 95).
In other words, if adults are to learn, it requires looking beyond didactic methods or
mere observation. It requires that they enter into a community of practice that will
challenge their assumptions and show them new ways of seeing the world. This is in
contrast with “learning as internalization;” the focus is on the “whole person acting in the
world” (Lave and Wenger, 1991, p. 49).
I had spent several years serving the poor and engaging in social justice projects
before I actually had relationships with people who could potentially be the beneficiaries of
my activities (as I would have phrased it then). It was not until I moved into this
neighborhood and started participating, tentatively at first, in a community different than
my own, that I experienced a profound change in myself. I would say that I used to do
things for purposes of justice, but moving here started me on the road of being a just
person.
Dee’s experience was similar to mine. “Being a part of the Lift,” she says, “is really
what changed my thoughts.” She said she had never developed intimate friendships with
people that went beyond the surface. At the Lift, she really got to know people, and many
people were from a background different than hers. She got to know people’s children and
learned when everyone’s birthday is, learned about their hurts and their childhoods. She
found enough similarities to begin to build relationships across lines of difference.
Dee’s and my experiences are examples of Lave and Wenger’s (1991) thesis in
action. Dee says it took a few years for her to work her way into her place in this diverse
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community. She says “there was never a time when I was like, ‘I get it.’ I didn't get it; there
was just little ‘get its’ at a time. Little bits. Just a little bit of this and a little bit of that.”
While we may exemplify Lave and Wenger’s (1991) model, we also stretch it. We
were really forming a new community of diversity in those early years, and everyone was
on the periphery. I think my family and Dee and Ernest navigated how to become friends,
and as we made progress, our periphery grew. A few of Dee’s friends and family members
came to see what was going on, some of my suburban friends showed up, some of Dee’s and
my mutual neighbors came because they wanted their kids involved in something good. We
grew into Lave and Wegner’s model as a core of relationships formed that was outside of
the norms in our neighborhood.
The challenges in applying this more broadly to contexts for cross-race and crossclass sharing and relationship formation are many. To name just two: First, Mezirow’s
(2000) disorienting dilemma that may lead to new ways of seeing the ‘other’ are unlikely to
happen in our segregated and stratified context. Lave and Wegner (1991) point out that
access to communities of practice, while essential, is also problematic in multiple ways. In
other words, where does one go stand on the periphery of a community where Black and
White, rich and poor, are friends?
Second, it does not appear that most adults of any class are very interested in going
through an “intensely threatening emotional experience” (Mezirow, p. 6) that would
require them to radically reorient their lives and values and learn a new way of seeing the
world. In my own context this has been exemplified by what seems to me to be fear on the
part of conservative people to engage the ‘other,’ especially the poor ‘other.’ Some have
seemed suspicious that what we are doing is an inherently liberal activity and they have to
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protect their ideology by staying away. This ties in with Brookfield and Holst’s (2011)
understanding of transformative learning. They see “adult education for democracy” as
coterminous with “adult education for socialism” (p. 5). Their point as it relates to my story
is that my political journey from the world of conservative Baptists to a liberal perspective
on social justice is not meaningful unless it includes a new understanding of economics.
These few sentences would strike fear into many of the conservative people I know. They
are not looking for a disorienting dilemma. They do not want to be emotionally threatened.
They do not want to become socialists. They do not want anyone to say the word
“socialism.” In Chapter Six, I’ll talk about the positive side of starting on this journey and
why the disorienting dilemmas and intensely threatening emotional experiences are worth
it.
My story of moving into a diverse community and forming new friendships and
starting the Lift is very much about creating a context where disorienting dilemmas are
likely to happen, and where there are knowledgeable people from various races and classes
who have been through it who can serve as guides for those who are brave enough to stick
around. But we are small. We have space for a limited number of legitimate peripheral
participants. I sometimes feel hopeless about this reality and I have to remind myself that
it’s better to do something small than nothing at all.
I don’t want to beat a dead horse, but this type of social learning requires a
willingness to be uncomfortable: to be confronted head on with the realities of White
privilege and racism, to engage in conversations where you feel the outsider, to run into
rituals that are unfamiliar and can sometimes feel threatening. Building relationships is a
process and it is time consuming, and time may be the hardest commitment of all. Daloz
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(2000) studied social commitment and found “no instance of transformation as a result of
an isolated, epochal event” (p. 106). Brookfield and Preskill (2009) agree, stating, “It takes
a great deal of time and energy to bring people together regularly enough for long-term
relationships to form” (p. 198).
Building relationships of the type we are discussing is fluid and chaotic in addition
to being time-consuming. However, there are stages that can be identified. Before this
process can begin, there needs to be a willingness to welcome chaos and conflict as friends.
Forming Relationships of Difference
A White woman from Minneapolis called me recently. She had heard that we lived in
St. Paul and had created a non-profit with community support and input. She and her
husband had moved into the city with the hope they could do something similar, but she
felt like they were not making any progress. I asked her to tell me about their experience,
and she described having other White friends over and walking around the neighborhood
trying to meet people. She described going up to groups of Black people and trying to start
conversations. She said they all just looked at them like they were aliens.
And in a way they were. I advised her to just meet her next-door neighbors (as she
likely had done when living in the suburbs) and to ask questions about their kids and
family. To view her task as making friends rather than helping people.
If Mezirow (2000) is correct that learning is embedded in relationship, the first step
is that relationships start to form – relationships that go beyond mere proximity. Daloz, et
al (1996) argue that this kind of engagement is “not achieved simply by mere proximity to
the other nor by sharing an enjoyment of the other’s folklore, cuisine, or art” (p. 70).
Rather, a real connection consists of recognizing that we all share the essential human
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feelings of fear, joy, yearning, delight, suffering, hope, and love. The woman in Minneapolis
was looking for something to share, but was not culturally competent or patient enough to
see it happen. This kind of connection takes a long time to form across the divisions of race
and class.
An important step, highlighted by Daloz, et al. (1996), is having an openness to
difference. People from backgrounds different than our own can be threatening when we
see our own culture and preference as “right” and all others as suspect. This requires what
one of the authors’ subjects calls “connected knowing,” in which people very deliberately
“imagine themselves” (p. 113) into the world of the other, attempting to truly experience
living in that world, especially the feelings it entails. Mezirow (1991) concurs with the
importance of imagination, saying that it is “indispensable to understanding the unknown.
We imagine alternative ways of seeing and interpreting” (p. 83).
Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1997) call this a woman’s way of knowing.
They say that women “have faith that if they listen carefully enough, they will be able to do
the “right thing” and will get along with others” (p. 45). In contrast to men’s “emphasis on
separation and autonomy,” she says, women share a “rootedness in a sense of connection”
(pp. 44-45). Whether it’s based in gender or just learning things the hard way, this kind of
knowing is critical to building relationships across lines of difference.
When Dee does something I don’t understand like not showing up for something she
said she was coming to, I try to imagine myself into her reality. Just imagining it is
overwhelming. If I were dealing with six kids, no husband, and not enough money, I don’t
know that I would be functional. So when she doesn’t show up, I ask what the reasons
might be? Does she have gas in her car (when she has one)? Does she maybe have a sick
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child? Is she exhausted from working two jobs and juggling the schedules and needs of all
her kids?
Recently, a group from the Lift was giving a baby shower, and Dee didn’t show up. In
the past, I would have been irritated. But I checked in with her the next day and found out
that she had taken her son to the emergency room the night before the shower and that she
had ended up at the doctor’s office herself that afternoon with a major health problem. Her
phone service had been suspended so she had no way of contacting us about the shower.
The real problem was not that Dee didn’t show up for the shower; it was that Dee was in
crisis. Those in my community who are willing and able to imagine themselves into the life
of the ‘other’ take a step toward reciprocal relationships. Those who do not don’t make
much progress.
The Hudsons are a wealthy suburban family that was involved at the Lift for over
two years. They came and immediately voiced their commitment to social justice and their
willingness to be learners. They even talked of the possibility of selling their suburban
home at some point in the future and moving to our neighborhood. They were gung ho.
After a while, though, another side emerged. They started to regularly express frustration
to me about the “dumb decisions” people in our neighborhood made – about money, time,
parenting, etc. I did my best to help them understand the cultural and social differences
that could lead them to see the world so differently than my neighbors.
In one case, they were irritated that a woman at the Lift was not keeping up with her
gas and electric bill and seemed to constantly be in crisis. I asked them how they thought
that this single mom with three kids at home who had a monthly income that was
approximately the same as their car payment could better manage her finances to meet her
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obligations. Our conversations centered on the Lift’s core commitment to social justice.
Working for social justice often involves engaging with people in dire financial straits.
Rather than judging them or being frustrated by choices that we don’t understand, we try
to see the situation through the broader lens of a society with a history of social injustice.
This history has led my neighbors to this place of financial need and when we don’t
recognize that, we may unfairly judge individual behaviors. It seemed that the Hudsons
expected to drive in from their wealthy suburb and find people just like them. They were
perhaps lacking in imagination.
According to Daloz, et al. (1996), deeper encounters with those who differ from us
are essential, as superficial encounters often lead to stereotyping and exacerbating
misunderstandings, rather than helping to resolve them. In the case of the Hudsons,
however, even a long-term encounter was not enough. As Briggs (2007) points out,
encounters of this kind are rare, and research on people who have these deeper encounters
has been limited, leaving a lack of understanding about how they are formed. And also, why
they sometimes don’t form. Why did the Hudsons leave frustrated and with their
stereotypes further entrenched after two years, while others end up transformed?
Studies have shown that in contemporary society, many people have a hard time
forming any kind of close relationships, let alone ones that cross lines of race and class
(Putnam, 2001). Peck (1987) provides a broad description of the steps by which people
form communities. His model is equally applicable to the building of individual friendships
and it helps explain the difficulty of building them across cultural and other differences.
Peck’s stages of community building are pseudocommunity, chaos, emptiness, and true
community.
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Pseudocommunity
In pseudocommunity, people are extremely pleasant with one another. Conflict is
avoided and individual differences are ignored or even denied. Peck (1987) asks if there
might be many people who don’t even realize there is anything beyond pseudocommunity,
commenting on the human tendency to conform. If people in homogeneous contexts have
not learned to go beyond pseudocommunity, it is unlikely that they will arrive at a place of
friendship, as defined above by de Souza, with those from different races and classes. I can
reflect on my own arrival in my neighborhood in 2003 and see my naïve assumption that
merely meeting my neighbors of diverse backgrounds would lead easily to transformative
relationships. I met Dee across the alley and thought, “I gave your kids cookies; let’s be best
friends.”
It seems that Black and White people might be particularly susceptible to keeping
their relationships with one another in the pseudocommunity stage. Cooper (2011) says
that adult interracial friendships “require a level of risk and vulnerability that many of us
would rather simply not deal with” (¶ 19). Given the racist past and present in the United
States, getting past pseudocommunity to the next stage, chaos, has the potential to be
particularly challenging.
Chaos
Peck (2007) calls chaos an essential part of the process of forming relationships. In
this stage, individual differences are out in the open, and those involved may try to fix or
heal one another, and bring them around to their own perspective or belief system. Many
people despair at this stage, feeling hopeless about the relationship. According to Peck,
chaos is preferable to pseudocommunity, as issues are now being confronted openly. There
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is no pretense. No matter how important this stage may be, people flee from chaos, and
perhaps more so when differences of opinion are exacerbated by differences of race and
class.
One area of chaos for me when I moved here was when I realized I needed
boundaries. I had become the taxi driver, the document printer, the check casher, and, God
forbid, the babysitter. It’s not that I didn’t want to be available to help at times. It’s that I
didn’t want these roles to subsume my reason for being in the neighborhood. As I set up
boundaries and told people no sometimes, some of them got frustrated with me. I had to
explicitly tell people that I wanted to be their friend but that didn’t mean I wanted to drive
their kids to school at 7:00 am every time they missed the bus. Many suburban people who
have tried to get involved in our neighborhood leave when the chaos comes, missing out on
the good that can come from staying in the mess.
Ernest and our whole community experienced a situation of chaos that had nothing
to do with race or class. He had come to our Lift service one weekend and asked prayer for
his disabled daughter who lived in another state. She was going to be having surgery on the
following Tuesday. The next day, my husband passed out and we found out that he had a
tumor in his abdomen. A few hours after that, I drove over my cell phone in the hospital
parking lot. We were in a place of crisis and we completely forgot about Ernest’s daughter’s
surgery. Tuesday came and went and no one called Ernest to find out how the surgery
went. He called one of our staff and told her that he was done with us. “You all are a bunch
of fakes,” he said and hung up. I called him and he was willing to give me a pass due to what
was going on with Dave, but everyone else who didn’t call was indicted. I asked Ernest if he
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would do me one last favor and show up at our Saturday meeting and tell everyone what
happened and how he felt about it.
And boy did he.
He read everyone the riot act and said this isn’t how friends do for each other. We
apologized individually and as a community and asked if he would give us another chance.
He agreed. It was a turning point for all of us. We ran head on into chaos and we didn’t blow
apart. Communities are fragile things but ironically, I’ve found that avoiding chaos makes
them weaker rather than stronger.
Disappointments and misunderstandings, says Blum (1993) “can constitute tests of
the relationship, which ultimately strengthen the ties and deepen the meaning of the
friendship” (p. 199). Cortez said he realized we were going to have an actual relationship
when “we had an argument and you didn’t kick me out.” As a result, our trust grew as well
as Cortez’s willingness to be honest. As part of this strengthening process, there is the need
for Peck’s third stage, which he calls emptiness.
Emptiness
Peck says emptiness is the hardest part of community formation. In emptiness,
participants must let go of the idea that their way is the right way or the only way. People
must give up control and embrace the uncertainty inherent in authentic human
relationships. Peck says this is painful and compares it to a death that is necessary for
rebirth. It is a “fearsome adventure into the unknown” (p. 100). Often during this phase,
there is a flight back into pseudocommunity. Emptiness in the Ernest story above was
about all of us realizing we had wronged Ernest and apologizing for the hurt we had
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caused. For Ernest, emptiness was agreeing to give us another chance; he had to put
himself in a place where he could be hurt again.
I have had a ten-year battle with emptiness. When the original group of teens I met
in my neighborhood neared adulthood, they started to pull away. They wanted to be
independent and I was getting in their way. Most of the guys went through a struggle that
started in their late teens that involved some run-ins with the law, stints of homelessness,
and unemployment, among other things. Every six months or so, one or two of them would
come back into the picture and we would talk about how things were going. They would
admit that even though they thought they could do it all on their own, they could not. This
was generally followed by them again disappearing for several months. I would be
disappointed and swear that I would not get my hopes up next time. Then it would happen
again. But as these guys approach their mid-20’s, things are changing for the good. They
had to go through some rough spots and they certainly did. I had to hold out hope and not
get angry at their seeming indifference to me as a person who had grown to love and care
for them. It has really felt like emptiness.
It seems like seeds that we planted a decade ago are starting to bloom. Cortez has
been around again and he recently said, “You are the best friend I could have because you
can make me think differently about things.” He said he has tried over the years to do
things that would make me reject him – “to see if it was real,” he says. “Nobody loves
somebody like that. I seen that it was possible to actually love somebody outside your
family.“ These words make all the chaos and emptiness worth it, but it is still not easy.
Emptiness does not feel good.
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Emptiness doesn’t always happen in ways that are as profound as what I’ve been
through with Cortez, but it still results in meaningful change. For example, I struggled for a
long time with my beliefs about time. As I mentioned previously, I had always viewed time
to be an absolutely black and white reality. It was instilled in me that the handbook for the
universe included the rules of the 24-hour day and the correct starting time for activities,
as well as the need to arrive 10 minutes early to everything. Part of my emptiness was
realizing that the way we use time is merely a social construct and in the world I came
from, and the way it was used was often destructive. If I held on to my view of time, it
would have been a major obstacle to building relationships here.
At our Lift church service, which in theory starts at 5:00 p.m. every Saturday, you
can see the contrasting views of time in action. Everyone arrives at a different time. White
suburban people, in general, tend to show up before 5:00. My Black urban neighbors tend
to show up after 5:00. When we have White visitors, I can often see them getting nervous as
5:00 comes and goes and we still haven’t started. We try to start by 5:15, but my growth in
this area causes me to say, “Who really cares?” Last week, a woman who had stopped by to
ask about our programs earlier in the week showed up with her five kids at 7:00, after the
last piece of pizza had been eaten and we were ready to lock up. We ended up staying
around for another half hour, getting to know her story, meeting her kids, and making
plans to see if there was space in our programs for her older kids. The 2014 version of me
says, “Who cares that she came at 7?” She had to get five kids ready all by herself and who
knows what other obstacles stood in her way? But she showed up, she met some people,
and her kids got chocolate cake. It was all good. The 2003 version of me would have been
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irritated that my time was taken up (even though I had nowhere to go) and would not have
given any grace.
True Community
According to Peck, if people stay engaged in this process of community formation,
they finally arrive at the stage of true community. It is at this stage that a relationship has
been formed wherein the participants are “committed to hanging in there through both the
agony and joy of community.” (p. 106) I experience this as a moment of realization that
feels like, “We did it.” We disagreed, argued, fought, and came through it and still love each
other. That’s how I felt in the situation of Ernest and his daughter. It was the biggest
conflict we’d faced to date, and it proved to be a foundational one for our community.
This doesn’t mean we’ve arrived and no further effort is needed. Relationships are
cyclical, falling back into earlier stages and having to do the hard work of emptying all over
again. This is why I feel like it’s been a decade of emptiness. Peck dissuades his readers
from viewing life in community as being easy and comfortable in comparison to life
without it. According to him, both the agony and joy of life are greater with community.
When applied to cross-race and cross-class relationships, this hearkens back to Daloz, et al.
(1996) who describe both the difficulty in doing the work of bridging across differences
and also the benefits of sharing common bonds with the other. My hard-fought arrival at a
place of true community with people who are different from me has proven that it is a
worthwhile journey. The difficulty is getting people to take the first step.
My Own How-To
I have woven pieces of my story throughout this chapter, along with theory and
quotes from wise people from other times and places. Without many of them as guides, I
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would not have made the progress I have. I want to join my voice to theirs and hopefully
serve as a guide to others on the way by sharing some things I have learned over the past
decade about how to build deeply reciprocal relationships across lines of class and race,
and what leadership looks like in this context.
My Formula
I certainly did not have a formula when I started on this journey. As I look back over
the past decade, I can identify the basic things I have done that have opened up this new
world of relationships to me. None of them are particularly profound, but together they
created space for reciprocal relationships across lines of race and class.
The first thing I did that was obvious but still needs to be stated is that I went where
there were people who were different than me. This is a necessary but not sufficient step on
this journey. I didn’t just physically move to a diverse place. I met my neighbors, attended
community meetings, joined a Black church, and generally put myself in unfamiliar
situations. I made mistakes too. I remember meeting some neighbors down the street, who
asked about the stuff that was being hauled out of our house. I told them that we were
redoing our kitchen. “It was just awful,” I told them, “with a ripped up countertop and
plywood cabinets.” So of course, when I went into their house awhile later, I found a
kitchen with those same features.
Which leads me to another action that was essential for beginning to form
friendships and that was that I had to shut up. By this, I do not mean that I had to become
unwilling to talk about difficult subjects. I mean that I had to be quiet at times and let my
new friends lead the way in the formation of our relationship. Will it move slowly or
quickly? How much disclosure are we ready for?
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I tend to talk a lot, and I realized at the beginning that people weren’t listening and
so I tried to stop talking. White people always get the microphone and I learned that my
neighbors here were not especially interested in my opinions on things when they had just
met me. I always know we’ve reached a milestone when a friend asks for my opinion! For
me, it means they’ve decided that we are moving to a new level.
I wouldn’t say I’m one to take the safe road, but this whole process of moving to the
city required me to have more courage than I had previously needed, or maybe it was just a
different kind. I was in a place for the first time in my life where I was the minority. I was
the ‘other.’ I was part of conversations in which I did not always understand the
vocabulary. I didn’t share similar life experiences with many of the people around me. I had
to find a certain fearlessness to walk into these environments. I was nearing 40 and had
never experienced anything like this. I realize that many non-White people likely start
feeling this way as small children, especially in Minnesota where they are likely surrounded
by people who don’t look like them. For me, the learning came late. For anyone like me who
wants to get out of their comfort zone, there is a bit of courage needed.
In the midst of trying to be courageous, I also found that I needed to be open.
Brookfield (2009) defines openness as “the willingness to entertain a variety of alternative
perspectives, be receptive to contributions from everyone regardless of previous
attainment or current status, and create . . . multiple opportunities for diverse voices and
opinions to be heard” (p. 21). This is what I needed, but I didn’t know it right away. I came
in to lead something and found I needed to learn something – a lot of things, actually.
Brookfield says leaders who are open “have learned to stop talking and start listening to
what others have to say” (p. 21).
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I learned early on that the Black people in my neighborhood were mostly not
looking to be friends with White people. While Black and White people shared space in the
neighborhood, they didn’t much share in each other’s lives. This meant that if I wanted to
make friends in my new context, I was going to have to do the pursuing. I made an effort to
meet my neighbors here in the same way I made an effort in my suburban neighborhoods. I
learned names, yelled greetings across the alley and, at least at first, unwittingly created
some suspicion.
When I asked Cortez about when we first met, he said, “I did not think I would know
you.” There would be “no actual relationship,” he says. Wesley tells me today that he was
surprised that we weren’t more afraid or hesitant to engage with him and his family.
Within a few months of moving in, I had met most of Dee’s kids, but I had not met her. I saw
her going out to get the mail one day, and made a beeline. We had a polite conversation that
lasted just a minute or two. If I had not continued to pursue Dee, she admits that
conversation would probably have been the end of it.
One challenge in trying to make friends here was the simple fact that my life was so
different from the lives of Dee and other neighbors. It was and still is sometimes hard to
find the common ground that is so essential for friendship or even for conversation. Many of
what would have been “normal” topics for me upon meeting someone didn’t work well in
this context. Most of the women I met were single moms struggling to get their basic needs
met. Many had had difficult childhoods, had been homeless, and were unemployed or
underemployed. None had graduated from college, and some did not have their high school
diploma. My normal topics in the suburbs would have included things like my career,
school, vacation plans, tennis successes and failures, or even a new website where I had
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found great deals on shoes. While Dee and I can talk about these things today, they are not
topics that work at the inception of a cross-class relationship. The common ground I found
was about our kids. Almost all of the adults I met were moms, and everyone likes to talk
(and sometimes complain) about their children.
I also learned that I needed to suspend judgment about activities that seemed to cross
ethical or moral lines. I know moms who smoke weed with their teenagers. I know people
who collect benefits they don’t deserve, or whose entire income is under the table and thus
untaxed. But I learned that I can’t be the morality police. “Will you be my friend, but hang
on a minute while I report the dime bag I just saw on your coffee table” does not work as an
invitation to go deeper. Who knows what I would do if I couldn’t feed my kids or if my
housing were threatened? As I’ve grown closer to some of my neighbors, they’ve asked my
opinion about some of these activities and I’ve had the chance to truthfully engage. It’s not
that I have felt the need to throw my morals out the window; I have just learned not to
impose them on others. I wait to be asked.
Finally, I have learned that working alongside people, no matter how different they
are from me, is a better way to build a relationship than sitting across the table trying to
find topics of conversation. Dee and I used to walk to a neighborhood church together and
work in the nursery. She’s invited me to various marches for political or social justice
issues. We’ve attended a couple of conferences on urban ministry together, and have
volunteered at various neighborhood organizations. She was instrumental in getting the
Lift started. In all of these cases, the common ground that draws us together is our shared
commitment to making the world a more just and equitable and peaceful place. I may never
be able to discuss vacation plans or new shoes with my neighbors, but how much more
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valuable it is to have friends who share my worldview and commitment to the common
good.
My unwieldy formula for building deeply reciprocal relationships across lines of
race and class can thus be summarized as:
Go where people are different than you +
shut up +
be courageous +
be open +
pursue +
find common ground +
suspend judgment +
work for common good together = cross-race and cross-class friendship.
The addend that is commonly left out is that we do not tend to go where people are
different than us. Other than that, these are the same actions most people would take to
build a friendship in any context. The other addends are necessary but not sufficient
without this critical first step. C.S. Lewis (1993) describes the awakening of a friendship
simply as meeting someone and saying, “What? You too? I thought I was the only one” (p.
42). I found this common ground with people who are radically different from myself and it
has been transformational.
Lest I overwhelm people with a task that seems impossible given the reality of their
day-to-day lives, I want to clarify that there are small steps everyone can take to begin to
open doors to relationships of difference. Many of our adult volunteers at the Lift come
from the suburbs, and we obviously don’t start our engagement with them by
recommending they move to the city and rearrange their entire life around new priorities!
We first ask them to attend a day-long training we developed called Lose Your Comfort
Zone. This training begins with the mapping exercise outlined above, helping people begin
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to recognize their own maps. This exercise also creates a shared language to use when
problems arise.
In the training, we review and discuss the cultural differences our volunteers may
encounter working across differences of class and race. We’ve also created a list of dos and
don’ts along the lines of my “formula” above, which we illustrate with many of the stories
included here. The most critical aspect of this training is that it is taught by Dee, Ricky, and
me, and we each bring our unique background and experiences to the training. We only
engage in training or conversations about these important topics when we have a diversity
of perspectives in the room. In other words, we don’t train a room that includes only White
people on how to build relationships that cross lines of race and class.
It is important that anyone wanting to embark on this journey recognizes that it is
indeed a journey. My path from living a suburban life of homogeneity to a life enriched by
diverse friendships had many steps. Depending on a person’s life experience, it may be
essential to read books or attend a class before jumping into a situation of limited
peripheral participation. The journey is too important to rush.
My Leadership Vision
In this doctoral program and in seminary, I have read books and articles on
transformational leadership, leading change, strategic leadership, church leadership, the
challenges of leadership, the dark side of leadership, leading teams, empowering
leadership, the laws of leadership, the levels of leadership, and the importance of leverage
for leaders. While I learned important principles from many of these readings, there was
little there to prepare me for the kind of leadership that I have needed to exercise in my
current context. When I think about leadership, I think about leading people. Most
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leadership books, while they talk about leading people, are focused on leading
organizations.
On the topic of creating a diverse workforce, Stevens, Plaut, and Sanchez-Burks say
that this task requires an approach that “maximizes inclusion and minimizes resistance” (p.
411). Their goal in helping employers create this kind of environment is for them to “gain
competitive advantage” in the marketplace (p. 412). This is an example of a common view
on developing and leading diversity, wherein the employees (in this case diverse ones) are
seen as instruments toward a greater end, such as competitive advantage, rather than as
the essence of what I believe should be the focus of an organization.
The kind of leadership that I believe is essential in a context of diversity of race and
class is not easily-described, and nearly impossible to quantify. The best description I can
come up with is that it is leadership that requires the same skills that are necessary to be a
very good friend. When I think about my own leadership, I don’t think about the
organization, I think about the people. And I don’t think about leading the people, I think
about loving the people. We don’t use titles at the Lift (although we have them for practical
purposes), and we don’t refer to people as leaders or followers. We have learned that when
people feel loved and included, they will get on board with whatever is going on. Nel
Noddings (1988) says, “children will work harder and do things – even odd things like
adding fractions – for people they love and trust” (¶ 21). This is not just true of children; it
is true of everyone.
I will include here three principles of leadership that our community is implicitly
built around. I may be accused of being naïve, but I will refer my detractors to my ten-year
track record of leading, in collaboration with others, a community of people that includes
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men and women; teens and elders; the financially rich and poor; Black, White, and Hmong;
married, single, and divorced; conservative and liberal; urban and suburban residents; and
the usual diversity of thought and opinion that exists in any community.
First, leadership is not about power. You cannot effectively lead a community that
includes disempowered people by relying on power that is rooted in title, position, or social
status. In our context, hierarchy is one of the things we are trying to work against, and it
cannot be perpetuated in how our community is structured. In Servant Leadership,
Greenleaf (1977) comes closest to outlining the type of leadership I am describing when he
makes servanthood central to the task. He says, “to the worldly, servant-leaders may seem
naïve; and they may not adapt readily to prevailing institutional structures” (p. 341).
Second, this means we only lead as people are willing to follow. I’ve heard it said
that the way you know if you are a leader is to look behind you. While this may seem to
refer to a positional sort of arrangement, there is something very true about it. Greenleaf
(1977) writes of the difference between formal authority and moral authority. Formal
authority exists due to a position within an organization. Moral authority is earned as
leaders prove themselves to be sacrificial, committed, focused on means and not only ends,
and interdependent with those in their community (pp. 5-9, 12). I don’t want anyone
following me because of a formal position. I am someone’s pastor because they see me as
such, and not because I call myself their pastor. I am surprised every time Keshia proudly
introduces me to someone as her pastor. It’s not a title I have ever claimed, but for her, it’s
an important aspect of our relationship.
Third, the primary role of a leader is to love people. It has been my experience in all
of the various places I have lived and led that people are looking for love and belonging, not
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for someone to follow. Greenleaf (1977) says, “showing deep respect and love to others” (p.
6) is part of the essence of moral authority. Once a group has been formed in which people
feel loved and included, there is tremendous potential. Near the end of Ernest’s life, when
he was dragging a heavy oxygen tank around with him, he refused to miss a board meeting
or a church service. Six days before he died, he was late for a meeting. When I called to see
if he was coming, he said he was already in his pajamas. Nevertheless, 15 minutes later, he
was there. Ernest gave every last piece of himself to our community to the very last minute
and it was because he belonged.
I believe the reason this kind of leadership works in this context is that forming a
diverse group should not be seen as a means to an end, it should be seen as the primary
reason for the endeavor. The existence of a healthy community is a legitimate end in and of
itself. However, I would argue that once that kind of community exists, there are many
possibilities for maximizing the community to accomplish more measureable goals. It
seems backwards to start with measurable goals as the priority and then try to create a
diverse community to accomplish them. Senge (2012) defines leadership as “the capacity of
a human community to shape its future.” It seems that this definition requires first, the
formation of a community that will second, together work to shape its future.
The topic of leadership could obviously be the subject of an entire dissertation. It is
of critical importance in the work for social justice, and in modeling the kind of
relationships I am writing about. And I believe it requires a type of leadership that has not
been fully explored in the literature. Even Greenleaf (1977) in his excellent description of
servant leadership, defines the task of leadership in terms of “institution building” (p. 35).
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Leadership, to me, is about “people building” regardless of whether there is any institution
involved at all.
After exploring the barriers to reciprocal cross-race and cross-class relationships,
and setting forth some educational, relational, and leadership principles for how to
establish them, in Chapter Six, I will make my best case for why building these relationships
is a worthwhile endeavor, both for the individual and for society.
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From the earliest traceable cosmical changes down to the latest results of civilization, we
shall find that the transformation of the homogeneous into the heterogeneous is that in
which Progress essentially consists . . .
- Herbert Spencer, Progress: Its Law and Causes, 1857
CHAPTER SIX
WHY WE SHOULD KNOW EACH OTHER
After examining the significant barriers to engaging in deeply reciprocal friendships
that cross lines of race and class, and looking at the hard work required to overcome these
barriers, it is not unfair to ask, “Why even bother?” It is commonplace to ask of almost any
endeavor, “What’s in it for me?”
In this final chapter, I will attempt to provide answers. The answers are both
communal and individual. What are the benefits for the world we live in and what are the
benefits for me as an individual? Although these are two very different questions, the
answers intersect in important ways. Vela-McConnell (2011) says, “patterns of
homogeneity in our personal relationships actually determine the amount of social
stratification existing in a society” (p. 21). Briggs (2007) agrees, stating that, “connections
among socially dissimilar persons have been shown to have a broad impact on society,
expanding social identities, working against insular thinking, containing conflicts and
reducing inequalities.” They can provide lower-status groups with “keys to economic
access and attainment” (p. 266).
Briggs (2007) is exactly describing my experience in my neighborhood with friends
of diverse backgrounds in terms of the benefits to “lower status” groups. However, he
doesn’t get around to describing the benefits to the “higher status” groups, which is the
larger point of my research. Reciprocal relationships, by definition, include benefits for
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both parties. The power and benefits are shared equally, making a positive impact on
society as a whole. If lower status groups benefit and society benefits, it seems logical that
higher status groups would as well. While my ultimate focus will be on these personal
benefits, I will start by briefly discussing the communal benefits.
Communal Benefits
Korgen (2002) says that, “in our increasingly racially and ethnically diverse society,
the ability to form cross-racial and cross-cultural relationships is vital for the well-being
and stability of the nation” (p. xi). Although most people might nod in agreement with this
statement, I am not sure many would be able to answer how these relationships are vital to
national stability. It is politically correct to agree, but it is difficult to define.
Although not fully realized, I see three primary ways that reciprocal relationships of
the kind I have been discussing can potentially benefit society: 1 – they improve the
commons, 2 – they contribute to an increase in the generosity of those with financial assets,
and 3 – they help heal the brokenness that is part and parcel of how our country was
founded and how it currently operates. I will discuss each of these benefits.
Improving the Commons
According to Daloz, et al. (1996), in an earlier time, the “commons” referred to “a
shared public space of the sort that anchored the American vision of democracy” (p. 2).
This was often a town hall or square, a county courthouse, a park, or Main Street.
Regardless of the form it took, “it marked the center of a shared world” (p. 2). Today, we
have to work harder to develop a commons, and even to educate people about what it is
and why it is needed. Habermas (1989) says that public opinion that formerly emerged
from the commons, “has partly decomposed into the informal opinions of private citizens
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without a public” (p. 247). This is a great loss as “only in the light of the public sphere did
that which existed become revealed, did everything become visible to all” (Daloz, 1996, p.
4).
The center of our shared world has been obscured. Globalism has increased the
complexity of the world, seemingly expanding the commons to include seven billion people.
In discussing Habermas, Brookfield (2004), says that “society has become too vast and
complicated for everyone to sit round the table and talk about how they wish to arrange
things” (p. 230). At the same time, rampant individualism has caused people to prioritize
their own needs, with the good of the whole coming only as an afterthought.
Today, it may be more helpful to think of the “common good” as opposed to the
commons. There are still many people willing to work for the common good, but there are
unfortunately few spaces where “the diverse parts of a community could come together
and hold a conversation within a shared sense of participation and responsibility” (Daloz,
et al, 1996, p. 2). In today’s world, the town square is often more ornamental than
functional. Public spaces are places of anonymity: coffee shops, restaurants, malls, high
rises, and increasingly, cyber space.
Embracing the common good is about making a commitment to the good of all of the
diverse parts of a community. Daloz et al. (1996) conducted a qualitative study on the
subject of the common good that spanned several years, and make the case that middleand upper-class people are realizing their well-being “depends not only upon their talent,
initiative, and ability to work hard, but also upon the quality of our common life” (p. 10).
Our individual realities are bound up with the whole. The erosion of the commons impacts
everyone.
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How do deeply reciprocal relationships that cross lines of race and class contribute
to the common good? How might my friendship with Dee or Ernest create shared benefits?
I will turn to three recent researchers for answers: Briggs (2007) says that relationships
that bridge social boundaries can “reduce inequality directly” (p. 266). Vela-McConnell
(2011) adds that diverse friendships have the ability to “strengthen social affinity” (p. 36).
Page (2007) says that diversity trumps both homogeneity and ability in problem solving
and predictive tasks.
Reducing inequality. Briggs (2007) lists several ways that relationships that cross
social boundaries can reduce inequality in our society. Among them is “improving access by
lower-status out-groups to information vouching (recommendations and other social
endorsements), preparation, mentoring, and other keys to economic success and
attainment” (p. 266). I could list examples of how individuals in my community have
experienced each of these benefits, but Briggs is asking us to look beyond the individual
and see how social networks that build in these opportunities do more than help this
individual get a job or that individual be accepted into a training program.
Right now, I am working with Ricky to get into an apprenticeship in the trades. If we
are successful, Ricky will go from poverty to middle class almost overnight. This will have
benefits for his mom and five siblings, as well as providing a potential gateway to his peers
who may also have opportunities to apprentice. And the impact is multi-generational. As
Ricky and his friends succeed at getting out of poverty, it is likely their children will have
more opportunities and role models from an early age. One apprenticeship does not change
society overnight. One hundred apprenticeships in my community will change it radically
over the next generation.
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Strengthening social affinity. In their study of the formation and sustenance of the
common good, Daloz, et al. (1996) “learned that a constructive encounter with others who
are significantly different from oneself is key to the development of a capacity for
trustworthy belonging and confident agency in a diverse and complex world, a capacity
that transcends the traps of individualism and tribalism and enables people to become at
home in the new commons” (p. 54). This captures the essence of the type of community we
are trying to nurture at the Lift.
Recently, Salena, who is a single mom living below the poverty line, told her story of
getting a flat tire on Christmas day in sub-zero temperatures. She left her car at the gas
station and a stranger gave her a ride home. Facing the reality of not being able to get to
any family Christmas events, she hesitantly called Aaron, who is White and middle class
and who recently moved into our neighborhood with his family. Aaron and his father-inlaw fixed her flat tire and returned her car to her with a full tank of gas. The following week
at the Lift, Salena was sharing this story with tears in her eyes. The story was not about her
embarrassment at not being able to solve her own problem, nor about a wonderful
stranger who helped her out, but rather about how meaningful it was to have a friend close
by who was willing and able to offer assistance.
Later that same week, with temperatures now 25 below zero, Dee’s 15-year old car
refused to start because she had so little gas in the tank that condensation built up and
caused her fuel line to freeze. Neighborhood friends from the Lift went to add some gas and
try to get it started. Inspired by Salena’s story of Aaron, they went beyond the two gallons
they needed to add and filled it up. These stories strengthened our community, met needs,
built trust and added to our shared story of going deeper despite our differences. As these
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types of friendships catch on and stories are told, the growth of good will is exponential
and not just additive.
Creating better solutions. In 2005, Hurricane Katrina decimated the Gulf coast,
leaving thousands of people stranded and homeless. In an attempt to quickly meet basic
needs, the Federal Emergency Management Agency of the federal government (FEMA)
handed out $2,000 debit cards to those who were in the most dire need: those living in
shelters, those without insurance, and those without transportation. A few days after the
cards were issued, stories began circulating, which were later confirmed by the
Government Accountabilty Office (GAO), that cards had been used to purchase $800 purses,
visits to strip clubs, tattoos, an engagement ring, a Carribean Cruise, NFL football tickets,
and casino and massage parlor visits. The GAO estimates that $600 million to $1.4 billion of
the handouts were used for purchases that were not in line with the intended uses for the
cards (Weissmann, 2012).
When news started to break about these abuses, many of my east side neighbors
laughed out loud and expressed neither surprise nor judgment. They seemed baffled that
anyone would be surprised. To them, getting handed a no-strings-attached $2000 gift card
would be seen as license to have fun in the midst of a lot of personal hardship. My thought
was that if any one of my neighbors (or millions of others who regularly survive severe
hardships) had been invited in on the decision making process, this never would have
happened. Dee said, “They needed to just give them vouchers for their specific needs.” She
anticipated that people who were already poor and who were then hit with a hurricane
would not necessarily be in a position to make their best decisions. Using vouchers to make
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sure the assistance went for housing or food or transportation is just common sense to my
neighbors.
This is Page’s (2007) point. His research shows that diversity trumps homogeneity
in problem solving: “collections of people with diverse perspectives and heuristics
outperform collections of people who rely on homogeneous perspectives and heuristics.”
He also makes a conditional claim that “diversity trumps ability: random collections of
intelligent problem solvers can outperform collections of the best individual problem
solvers” (p. 10).
Page’s (2007) point is simple, but he takes nearly 400 pages to make it. He relies on
computer models of problem-solving and predictive tasks. He explores historical events in
which diversity was a factor. He also defines the conditions under which his claims hold
true, explaining obstacles and making recommendations for optimizing diversity.
For my purposes, Page (2007) has two relevant findings. First, diversity in a group
“does not magically translate into benefits . . . For diverse groups to function in practice, the
people in them must get along” (p. xxiii). Throwing diverse people into a work team at the
office will not necessarily provide the benefits Page is describing.
Page’s (2007) second relevant point is that identity diversity (i.e. cultural, ethnic,
gender, and sexual orientation) produces improved outcomes indirectly. (Page explored
many types of diversity beyond identity diversity: cognitive, perspective, preference,
heuristic, etc.). The connection between identity diversity and benefits requires two links,
says Page: The first link connects identity diversity to cognitive diversity. The second link
connects these diverse talents to relevant problems” (p. 13). The first link means that
identity diversity is not enough to produce benefits all by itself. “Identity diverse people
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can think alike,” says Page (p. 14). What is needed are identity diverse people who think
differently from one another. The second link means that better outcomes will only be
realized if the problems to be solved are appropriate to the type of diversity represented.
In the case of Hurricane Katrina, both of these links were present. A group that included
educated, connected people with power, as well as people who had experienced hardship
and had been the recipient of public benefits would have come to a much better solution
than either one of those groups acting alone.
Page’s (2007) final point is that diverse groups of the type we are talking about must
be well managed. Due to the very real possibility of competing values, these types of groups
should expect conflict. As with any conflict-laden context, good leadership is essential for
anything to get done.
Our shared commons would certainly be improved by reduced inequality, stronger
social ties, and better solutions. By bringing diverse perspectives and varied resources
together, relationships that cross lines of race and class contribute to all of these realities.
Increasing Generosity
Stern (2013) quotes research that shows that “exposure to need drives generous
behavior” and also that “insulation from people in need may dampen the charitable
impulse” (¶ 4). He also notes that the wealthiest Americans (those in the top 20 percent)
contribute on average 1.3 percent of their income to charitable causes, compared with the
bottom 20 percent, who donate 3.2 percent of their income. However, when wealthy people
were shown a video on child poverty, their willingness to help others increased to almost
equal those in the bottom 20 percent of earners. This raises the possibility that “greater
exposure to and identification with the challenges of meeting basic needs has created “high
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empathy” among lower-income donors” (¶ 4). Low-income donors give proportionately
more because they closely identify with the struggles to meet basic needs.
Exposure may also influence where their charitable donations go. While lower
income people tend to give to serving organizations, the wealthy give to universities (that
cater to the wealthy), medical facilities, conservancies and museums. Not one of the 50
largest charitable donations in 2012 went to a charity that serves the poor. It is estimated
by the Congressional Budget Office that $33 billion of last year’s $39 billion in total
charitable deductions went to the richest 20% of Americans, of whom the richest 1 percent
reaped the lion’s share” (Reich, 2013, ¶ 2). Again, this is because the elite universities,
museums, operas, symphonies and prep schools that are the beneficiaries of their charity
are primarily organizations that also cater to the wealthy.
Reich (2013) says these are not charities “as most people understand the term.” He
reinforces my point about segregation, saying that, “Increasingly, being rich in America
means not having to come across anyone who’s not” (¶ 8). But Stern (2013) offers hope,
showing that exposure can move dollars in another direction. Even the minimal contact
created by the wealthy living in socioeconomically diverse surroundings makes a
measurable difference in how much is given and to whom. Actual relationships between
those from different socioeconomic backgrounds would be an even more powerful
incentive to give more and to give to organizations that meet the needs of the poor rather
than the rich.
Healing the Brokenness
As I wrote in Chapter Three, my experience over the past decade has made it clear to
me that the work of the Civil Rights Movement is not done. Racism, hatred, antagonism, and
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ignorance persist. There is a lot to be done to put our diverse country right. I believe that
the development of relationships across the borders of Black and White, rich and poor, is
an important part of healing. Vela-McConnell (2011) says that
. . . friendships that cross social boundaries have the potential to decrease the
misunderstandings between diverse groups of people and significantly move
us along the path toward healing the corresponding divisions within society
that shape our attitudes and behavior with regard to those who are different
from ourselves (p. 38).
Raybon (1996) has personally lived the experience of healing and writes about it in
her memoir, My First White Friend. She spent most of her life silently hating White people:
“White people” as a category embodied in my view a clear and certain evil –
an arrogant malevolence – that had done unspeakable things that I couldn’t
ignore because I knew the facts of these things. Names and dates and
numbers. And the facts haunted me and the numbers justified my hate for all
the evil that I believed white people had done (p. 3).
She could not let these things go, although she politely walked through a White world as
“the most agreeable hater” (p. 11).
She writes of learning a love that transcends self: “It must certainly transcend race.
It doesn’t trivialize race; it rewrites its context. And the effect of that shift, of course, is to
liberate the most compelling emotional force – human love” (p. 12). Boesak and DeYoung
(2012) describe reconciliation as “exchanging places with ‘the other,’ overcoming
alienation through identification, solidarity, restoring relationships, positive change, new
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frameworks, and a rich togetherness that is both spiritual and political.” (p. 12) There is
healing power in love and forgiveness.
But it takes a lot of work on both sides. Colby (2013) says that “[i]nterracial
friendships . . . across the color line are a key factor in putting the sins of America’s past
behind us. But it’s not something that’s accomplished by white people knowing a lot of
black people. It helps if white people know how to be better white people” (¶ 16). The
ECCW (2010) challenges White people to strive “on a daily basis to take actions that
challenge racism and White hegemony” while also remembering that “even as we challenge
White privilege, we are still immersed in it” (European–American Collaborative
Challenging Whiteness, p. 155). Healing requires a level of maturity from all of the parties
involved, in which they are willing to examine themselves, be honest about history, forgive,
and make a conscious decision to work for a new reality.
Dee has spoken of her family members with ties to the Black Panthers and the way
that perspective shaped her beliefs about race. Over this decade of building relationships
with people very different from herself, healing has taken place, which has had a ripple
effect on her kids and extended family members. Healing is specific and concrete. It has to
start somewhere and when it does, like social affinity, its growth is exponential.
Individual Benefits
In a series of conversations, I was seeking to understand how my friends and family
viewed the benefits of their relationships with people at the Lift, specifically with those
who are different from them whom they viewed as close friends. I asked, “How would you
describe the impact these relationships have had on your life?” and “What, if anything, have
you learned from these relationships?”
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My Black Friends
I realize the subheading above may be jarring. In trying to capture the differences
between how individuals on both sides of the Black/White, rich/poor divide see
themselves benefiting from these relationships, it made the most sense to group them by
tribe of origin. But what to call them? Calling people “poor” or “lower class” or “underresourced” seems disrespectful. Calling people Black seems like a normal designation,
though even that comes with baggage (“I have a lot of Black friends”). I asked Dee for ideas
about subheadings. We talked again about how it sometimes feels unsafe for White people
to even say the word “Black.” She approved of my headings, despite the baggage, and
helped me write this paragraph.
Typically, those in the first group are presumed to be the people with the most to
gain from relationships with those with financial resources or those with higher social
standing. Although I entered these conversations knowing that was not the case, I was still
surprised by what they did not say.
Ernest led the way in the formation of many of the cross-race and cross-class
relationships at the Lift. When I asked him how he benefited, two of his answers stood out.
First, he said that he had pretty much been alone all his life, and he had learned in the past
decade “what it meant to be really loved.” He said he now had people who cared about him.
Second, he said that if he hadn’t met us, he was sure he’d “still be selling drugs of some
sort.” When I asked him if he was saying that his friends were deterrents to criminal
behavior, he did not hesitate: “Yeah,” he said, “very much so.”
When Ernest died in May of 2013, over 200 people gathered to mourn him. Some
family members came from down south, most of whom had not seen him in decades.
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Associates from his previous life of crime and incarceration showed up. All of these people
from Ernest’s past life seemed genuinely shocked, both at the number and the diversity of
people at his funeral. They arrived to find a weeping throng of Black and White people from
varied backgrounds, and an obituary that listed his Lift board membership and volunteer
service in our community. Ernest’s last ten years were radically different than his first 60.
I’m almost positive he would list having a large group of diverse friends attend his funeral
as a benefit.
Wesley spoke of himself and his family as experiencing a true sense of community
for the first time, and his surprise that it was with White people. His previous experience
had convinced him that White people were judgmental and saw themselves as superior,
assuming it was their job to try to bring others up to their level. He didn’t want to be looked
down on and had a hard time believing that what he was experiencing could be trusted, but
ultimately he learned that it could.
Dee also led the way in forming these relationships and found that one benefit of
having relationships with people different from her was realizing that the differences are
actually helpful; they aren’t something bad. She believes now that “differences make us
better people.” One of the major areas she sees this betterment is in conflict resolution.
When dealing with difference, “conflict cannot be avoided.” She believes having friends
across difference also makes us more patient and understanding, as we learn to deal with
different perspectives. She sees people who don’t have these experiences as missing out.
Like Wesley, she speaks of her experience at the Lift as being her first experience of true
community. Her relationships had existed mostly on the surface of things, and now she
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looks around her and seems surprised at both the depths of her relationships and the
diversity of them.
When I asked Keshia about the impact of these relationships, she spoke specifically
of her relationship with me. “There’s not too many people that I can sit down and talk to
that don’t judge me.” Our relationship, she says, has helped her have boundaries and “not
let people run over me.” She feels that she is a better person as a result, especially in the
area of patience.
Cortez, who moved in with our family as a teenager, says we showed him a way of
life that was entirely foreign to him. Living with our family, he says, modeled for him things
like having a stable job and having basic needs met. He noticed that we think about the
future quite a bit. He says our relationship taught him to “think in a different direction . . . to
think as an adult.” He also said we taught him what a family is, and that it should be “a place
to engage and have an opinion.” He was initially surprised at the egalitarian nature of our
communication with our kids. We debated and discussed and disagreed with them. In his
world, what the parent says goes and is never questioned or debated. He learned that he
had a voice in our relationship.
Ricky says our relationship was “refreshing, awkward, and weird” at the beginning,
but that he could see that we were genuine and he was in a place where he felt like not
many people cared about him. Through our relationship, Ricky learned a new way of
thinking. When the guys were rapping behind me in the grocery store and the manager
asked if I needed help, he said my response (“These are my friends!”) caused him to reflect
on the racist responses he regularly experiences and views as “normal.” “Maybe we
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shouldn’t be questioned everywhere we go,” he said after that experience. He felt
empowered realizing, “We don’t have to take this.”
After these conversations, I was trying to identify the themes that emerged. On this
question of the impacts and/or benefits of cross-race and cross-class friendships, I realized
one thing that was not mentioned was money. No one talked about the benefits of getting
help with rent or transportation or food. No one spoke of backpacks and school supplies or
Christmas presents. I don’t know why I thought they would, but I was surprised that they
did not. In fact, they listed the same kinds of things most people list when talking about the
benefits of their close relationships: they feel loved, they make better choices, they learn,
they gain a different perspective, they are accepted as they are.
Why did I think they would list financial benefits? Likely because I had bought into
the message of our times, which is that money is what matters. Although relationships do
in fact open the doors to opportunity (Colby, 2013), this appears to be an effect of crossrace friendships rather than a motivation for them.
My White Friends
The typical script has my White resourced friends providing the benefits in these
relationships and receiving something in return along the lines of “feeling good because I
helped others.” Thankfully, my interviewees see themselves benefitting far beyond that.
Aaron is our youth director at the Lift and has lived in our neighborhood for most of
the past seven years. He and his wife recently bought a house a couple of blocks away from
us. When I questioned him about the benefits of the cross-race and cross-class friendships
he has developed, he says they have enabled him “to have a much more accurate picture of
the world.” He has been challenged to see things differently. His experiences in our
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neighborhood have opened his eyes to the “systemic racism present today.” He says it has
made him aware of “biases and stereotypes” that he didn’t even know he had. Like me, he
has also realized that a lack of financial resources is not the root problem in impoverished
communities; it is often a symptom of deeper issues.
Aaron met his wife Hannah when he was living in a run-down apartment building in
our neighborhood. It was not her favorite place to visit and we all wondered if Aaron would
soon be moving with Hannah to a better and safer community. In the past five years,
however, they have not only bought a house in our neighborhood, but Hannah has
developed meaningful relationships with people very different from her which she says
have helped her “become a more well rounded and grounded individual.” She says putting
real faces to the stories of poverty that circulate means you can no longer live in denial or
ignorance. She has been awakened to a new “reality of life” and it has moved her from an
inward focus to an outward focus.
Julie has lived in our neighborhood for almost 16 years. She says the relationships
she has formed at the Lift have saved her “from an arrogant and judgmental point of view.”
She can no longer stay silent to avoid confrontation when people make disparaging
remarks about ex cons or single mothers or young men walking down the middle of the
street blocking traffic. These categories of people have been transformed into individuals
that she loves. On a lighter note, she says that relationships of diversity “make life more
interesting and exciting.”
Rob and his family have been involved at the Lift for almost five years. They are one
of the few long-term committed families who drive in from the suburbs on a regular basis
to be involved. “I am a child of the self-reliant, earn your own way, hard work leads to
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success culture of America today,” he says. “I never had difficulty getting a job or being
successful and I always thought it was because I earned everything I was given through my
own individual hard work and talent.” Once he started making friends from different social,
racial and ethnic backgrounds, he says, “I started to realize that worldly success really has
very little to do with hard work or talent. This was true of my friends from higher up the
ladder and lower down the ladder equally. I knew lazy, untalented rich people as well as
hard working and talented poor people.” This has helped him to reject self-reliance and
judgment, and prioritize “unconditional love, community and mutual reliance.”
Jeremy and Shannon helped us start the Lift as a young couple, and now have two
young children. They bought a house in our neighborhood two years ago. Jeremy says his
experiences with friends from different backgrounds have made the world both bigger and
smaller for him: “The diversity experienced at the Lift is a constant reminder that the world
is bigger and more complex than I allow; while simultaneously reminding me of its
smallness, specifically seen in the common connections, dreams, hopes, loves, and fears
that we all share.” Of his friends from different backgrounds, he says, “They help me see
Jesus.” Jesus spent time with “the widow, the orphan, the lowly, and the other,” and through
my participation at the Lift, I have been able to “discover the ones God loves.”
In looking through the answers my friends gave, the two themes that emerge are
love and learning. The answers of my Black friends tend more toward love and the answers
of my White friends tend more toward learning. Although I know my friends well enough to
know that they would all say they feel loved in our community and that they have all
learned something, this difference stood out to me. Raybon (1996) may offer a partial
answer. She tells of generations of poverty and racism and struggle in her family. Her
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grandmother, who grew up in the south in the early part of the 20th century, had the
parenting philosophy that, “[c]hildren could die here. You just trained them and whipped
them and prayed” (p. 28). Raybon says there was an “austere harshness” (p. 28) to the
environment she emerged from: “We can blame lynching and white citizens councils and
KKK night riders for killing us by the thousands, but nobody knows how many more of us
have died in our hearts instead from homes without unconditional warmth and love” (p.
28, 29).
Raybon is not, of course, saying that Black people do not know how to love. She is
describing her own reality in a culture that experienced every sort of hardship in the
struggle to survive. The cultural enemies on the outside profoundly impacted what was
going on on the inside. She summarizes: “Try granting acceptance when an entire nation is
conspiring against the idea of that. There’s no time for such foolishness” (p. 29).
Dee believes there is truth in Raybon’s point as she has seen this reality play out in
families over the years. Her own childhood was not idyllic, in that her family lacked
financial resources, moved a great deal, and her dad was not around, but she feels fortunate
that she always felt loved by her mother.
It seems from my limited research that part of creating reciprocal relationships of
this kind may involve White people learning about the things that have brought us to this
broken place and replacing their ignorance with love that is healing for everyone.
My Family
My husband Dave spent the first 12 years of his life in an urban context, and the next
30 in the suburbs. During our ten years in this urban setting, he has come to realize that
without having a diversity of friends, you will never be as well rounded as you can be –
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“socially, ethically, spiritually, economically, sexually. Every type of diversity you can add to
your friendship circle makes you that much more well rounded.” He speaks of having his
thoughts challenged by people different from himself. When we had a discussion at the Lift
about the history of slavery, Larissa became very upset because the reality of it had just
sunk in. Dave realized that it is very different for a Black child to come to the realization of
our history than for a White person: “It sucks to us, but it’s not personal.”
Dave also sees service differently as a result of his friendships. “You need to serve a
person, he says, not a demographic.” If you don’t actually know the people you are serving,
“you are only placating your own self,” he says.
He also talks about the benefits to our own children. He believes that the diversity
they lived in the midst of forced them to see themselves and understand who they are in a
broader context. It “made them better people because they understood the world at a
deeper level at a younger age.” They also learned they can handle stuff outside the safe
suburban bubble they began life in.
My son Connor is now 24 years old. He had just turned 14 when we moved to the
city. With some distance from his teen years, Connor is able to articulate how the
relationships here have changed him. “I feel like I have a better understanding of the
world,” he says. “I feel like it helped me understand the importance of taking into account
other people’s feelings and emotions.” Like me, he has also learned there is no they: “Those
people” over there became “these people” right here.
This has been a long process for him as his main interests in high school were acting
and writing; he was not into rap music and sports, which dominated the lives of Ricky,
Wesley, Cortez, and other teen boys we got to know. As they have all grown older, however,
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Connor has had some breakthroughs. His years of at least living up close to people different
from himself, even if not becoming best friends right away, gave him a foundation to build
off of. Ricky and Cortez have been around again lately, and have sometimes stayed in
Connor’s apartment. He has found that their shared history makes conversation easier, and
despite their many differences, they have things in common as young men trying to figure
out where their lives are heading. He found that talking to them, or the teens in the Lift’s
job skills programs, has become as natural as talking to any of his friends who come from a
background more similar to his own.
Hadley had just turned 11 when we made the move from the suburbs to the city.
Today at 21, she says that living among diversity and building relationships with those
different from herself made her a much more compassionate person. She and Ernest built a
close relationship. She says he helped her put things into perspective: “He told me not to
sweat the small stuff and brought me down to earth.” Given all the difficult things he had
overcome in his life, when he told her to calm down, stop worrying about tests, and quit
biting her nails, she took it seriously. He made her feel special and invested in her in a
fatherly way. He showed his love for her and pride in her in ways that were different than
anything she had experienced: he was featured in her college essay and after she was
accepted, he mailed copies of it to relatives all over the United States. He hand wrote her
letters while she was in college and called to let her know she needed to write back.
Like many others I interviewed, Hadley spoke of her relationships in our urban
neighborhood as helping her see other people’s perspectives. We had two teenagers living
with us while Hadley was in high school. One of them was her age, and today Hadley still
describes the experience as “surreal.” Here was a girl her age with no support system other
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than an older sister with a baby. This reality helped her learn not to take things for granted.
“It sounds like a cliché,” she says, “but it was for real.”
Me
Before I started formulating my own answer to the question of how these
relationships have benefitted me, I asked several of my urban friends what they think the
middle class people involved at the Lift get out of these relationships and more specifically,
how they think I have benefitted from these relationships. Both Ernest and Dee expressed
their hope that White middle class people had learned to see people like them as valuable
and good. Ernest hoped that people would realize from knowing him that his past “doesn’t
make me a bad person,” and that by extension, others with a criminal record should not be
judged.
Ernest said he believes I have benefitted by learning to put my phone down and be
fully present. He believes that those who have decided to move from the suburbs to our
neighborhood have benefitted because they substantially reduced their living expenses and
put themselves in positions to meet people who are different from themselves. “Once you
and that other person have a better understanding of each other,” says Ernest, “life is
smooth.”
Keshia specifically spoke about me and shared her opinion that I have learned from
these relationships to not immediately see people as being from a different race than me; I
have learned to just live here and have friends no matter who they are or what they look
like.
When I asked Cortez how he thought I had been impacted by my relationship with
him and others, he was at a loss. He thought about it for a while and started talking several
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times but in the end could not come up with anything. Similarly, Ricky’s first answer to the
question of how I have benefitted from knowing him was, “I don’t know.” Upon further
thought, he decided that I have benefitted by learning about a culture other than my own.
“Every culture has strengths,” he said, so we all grow when we learn about others.
But now it’s time for me to say how I think I have been impacted by this decade of
living in my urban neighborhood. I approach this task with fear and trembling for two
reasons. One, it’s hard to remember what I didn’t know. Life here in this neighborhood with
these friends has become normal. What did I think before? How would I have responded
ten years ago? I can’t always remember. Second, I believe to the core of my being that I
have changed nearly as much as it’s possible for a human to change in a decade, and I am
unsure about how I feel trying to put it to words on a paper that others will read. I use
strong words to describe what has happened to me in a spirit of thankfulness and humility.
Brookfield (2009) says that ideologies are “sets of values, beliefs, myths,
explanations, and justifications that appear self-evidently true and morally desirable” (p.
129). The process of critical reflection causes us to see how these ideologies are embedded
in our “inclinations, biases, hunches, and apparently intuitive ways of experiencing reality
that we think are unique to us” (p. 129). My decade in this neighborhood has unearthed my
ideologies, sometimes in painful ways, and changed my thinking on almost everything. This
has been a valuable, if difficult, classroom. Previous classrooms have taught me to “know.”
This one has taught me to “be.”
Daloz, et al. (1996) and Briggs (2007) address the reciprocal nature of cross-race
and cross-class relationships. They describe a reality that focuses on non-material benefits
such as new perspectives, better decision-making, diverse experiences, and an increased
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capacity for belonging. I have experienced all these benefits, but there is a level beyond
practicalities that I want to communicate. It is not an overstatement to say that my
experience in cross-race and cross-class friendships has caused a fundamental change in
who I am as a person. Brookfield and Holst (2011) say that transformative adult learning
causes us to “alter how we see ourselves, our purpose in the world, and the way that
purpose can be realized” (p. 32). My east side neighborhood has been my classroom.
Everything I have learned, I am still learning. The overused metaphor of life being a
journey can be inserted here. It is sometimes less true that I have learned these things, and
more true that I have learned that I need to learn these things. And the benefits go far
beyond mere learning. Three of the gifts that my friendships on the east side have given me
are love, emptiness, and presence.
Love. Like Dee and Ernest have said about their experience in this community, I
have been loved. Throughout my life, I have always been loved. I have been fortunate to
have had loving friends and family. I was not, like Ernest, going through life with mere
acquaintances before I moved here. But this love is something else. This is love that is
forged with so much hard work from everyone involved. The hard work is about trying
hard to understand the things that are foreign to each of us, to look past the history of
Blacks and Whites in this country and make an effort beyond what is expected or even
reasonable.
It’s a love that grows as each party realizes over time that they are a different
person because of this other person. It is a love borne of chaos and emptiness on the part of
both parties. It has been paradoxical for me: I met Ernest and saw that he needed to be
loved. I chose to love him and was loved in return, which was transformative for me. It
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can’t be measured or quantified but its effects can be seen. The power of this love has given
me hope, helped me become less self-absorbed, taught me to listen better, taught me to
grieve for injustices that impact my friends, and given me patience with people who move
at a different pace than I had been accustomed to.
This is a conversation I had with Ernest several times each week when I called him
on the phone:
Ernest: Hello.
Sandra: It’s me.
Ernest: Yay!
It’s a small thing, but where do you go to find a friend who is that glad to hear from you?
Ernest is the only person who has ever cheered just because he heard my voice. I took it as
an expression of love.
Emptiness. I have also learned from my friends here the critical importance of
emptiness. It is a human tendency to try to control people and things, and I was raised in a
context in which controlling what other people believed and how they behaved was central.
When eternity is hanging in the balance, it’s important to force your views on all of your
hell-bound neighbors. When all of your friends share your views, it becomes a
homogeneous army of arrogant and socially-awkward people who think everything they do
is what God told them to do. This was my world.
Worrying about (and correcting) the beliefs and behavior of others causes an
enormous amount of stress because both the worry and the correction are unproductive
and destructive. Being surrounded by so many kinds of diversity forced me first to make
major revisions to my map, as referenced in Chapter Three, and eventually to throw much
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of it away and start over. For some, this means letting go of the faith of their childhood
altogether. For me, it meant reshaping it into something I could live by and embrace, rather
than just describe. Once I got a new map that was not about controlling others, the way was
opened for the relationships I had been forming to go to a deeper place.
It’s hard to measure this kind of thing, but every once in a while, a story from my
past life comes to mind and I realize that I have changed. I recall sitting with a church group
in 1998, about five years before moving into the city. The discussion turned to meditation
and a group member told us all he was practicing a form of eastern meditation. He had a
chronically ill family member and he said the meditation was helping him deal with the
stress. In the evangelical context we were all a part of, anything associated with eastern
religions was considered pagan and off limits to true Christians. I recall speaking up during
our group meeting and telling him that this kind of meditation was not a good thing to be
involved in.
From where I sit now, I am embarrassed by my opinions and behavior. They seem to
me to be rooted in the fear of the ‘other’ or the unknown that was a huge part of my
upbringing. It was a judgment on both this friend and on eastern religions. It is deeply
rooted in arrogance about ownership of the truth and is endemic in the conservative
evangelical subculture I was raised in. My move to the city in 2003 removed me from a
world of cultural, social, and religious homogeneity and landed me in a world of diversity. It
was impossible to control, and it became necessary to become empty. It’s freeing to realize
you are not in charge of the universe.
Presence. The final area of impact these relationships have had on me is in the area
of presence. In Chapter One, I shared a quote from Henri Nouwen that summed up the kind
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of life I want to lead. I want to be present. This is an ongoing struggle, and many of Ernest’s
and my arguments started with him confronting me about looking at my phone too much
or needing to rush off to something else. Ernest lived life at a pace that made time for long
drives, responding to anyone in need, and watching NCIS faithfully every week. He did not
have a computer, cell phone, or the internet. When he was with you, he was all the way
there. When you needed him, he showed up.
I remember helping a teen who was trying to move out of his mom’s friend’s house,
where she had abandoned him several months earlier. The friend was not letting him
remove some of his possessions from the house. I was trying to intervene and help resolve
the conflict, but she wouldn’t talk to me. There were about ten Black adults in the house
and they were all looking at my White co-worker and me with the same look we were
getting from the pit bull. It was 8:00 at night and getting dark. I called Ernest from the curb
and simply said, “We need a Black man over here.” I gave him the address and he squealed
up minutes later. He worked his magic and we all left in one piece with the teen’s
possessions. Whenever I needed Ernest, he was present, both physically and emotionally.
Simply watching Ernest live made me realize the tornado I was living in the midst of.
I don’t have any problem saying “no” to things I don’t want to do. There are just too many
things I want to do. Ernest was a consistent voice in my ear about this. Even though he
passed away recently, I can still hear him, and he is right. I still have work to do on this one,
but as I look back, I can recognize my progress.
I shared earlier that I have become more relaxed about time. I have also become
better about dealing with interruptions. In the midst of a very busy week recently that
involved writing a grant, starting a new program, and trying to get a chapter of this
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dissertation finished, I had a call from a neighbor whose partner was in a hospice care
facility. He was agitated and finally agreed to have me come and pray with him. A decade
ago, this unplanned interruption would have caused me stress. I would have gone, but I
would have entered his space and brought anxiety with me. In 2013, I saw this as a sacred
trust that was more important than absolutely anything on my calendar or to-do list. I was
honored to be invited to sit with a person nearing death and be fully present.
Sometimes these occasions feel like out of body experiences because I don’t feel
quite like myself. I float above and watch and wonder why I am not anxious or grouchy or
rushing or yelling. I am still those things at times, but less. Hopefully, all adults find
themselves growing and maturing in some of these ways. I’ve set goals in my life to be more
patient or less grouchy, and then proceeded to try hard to get there. The difference for me
over this past decade is that I didn’t set these goals or try hard to change. I lived a life that
presented different challenges and perspectives than I had ever faced, and in the process of
facing them, I changed. This is the organic beauty of the kind of relationships I am talking
about. I began to see the world a different way and in the process I became a different
person.
The politically correct thing to say about my relationships is that I have gained more
than I have given; that I have been changed as much or more than anyone else. In this case,
the politically correct thing is also the true thing. I am certain that Dee, Ernest, and Keshia
were telling the truth about the benefits they have experienced, but when I met them, all
three were already so much more able than I was to be empty and present. They were
patient with me as I learned these important things from them. We grew to love one
another and impacted each other in ways big and small.
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One underlying difference between Blacks and Whites when thinking about the
benefits each experience in cross-race friendships is the fact that Black people are already
required to understand White culture in order to survive. Korgen (2002) says Whites “do
not generally feel pressure to understand the cultures of people of color or recognize white
privilege. They have no need to learn a culture or perspective other than their own to
advance in U.S. society” (p. 67). Thus the benefit these friendships provide of learning
another culture inures primarily to White people.
Several of my friends did speak of these relationships helping them see the world
more accurately. Korgen (2002) explains that “[t]hose around us provide our immediate
outlook on the world . . . if the majority of people with whom we socialize are prosperous
and content, we will tend to believe that our society is just” (pp. 15-16). While it may be
easier to maintain this perspective, it would be hard to argue that remaining ignorant is a
suitable life goal.
Opportunities for Future Research
For every story included in these pages, I did not include three others that I wanted
to. There are no shortage of themes to be pursued in research on friendships between
those of different races and classes. I have two specific recommendations for future
researchers in this area of study.
First, the “how” question about these relationships is still wide open. VelaMcConnell (2011) says that research that answers the question of how people from diverse
backgrounds come to be close friends is “slim” (p. 3). Korgen (2002) says that in our
“increasingly racially and ethnically diverse society, the ability to form cross-racial and
cross-cultural relationships is vital for the well-being and stability of the nation. If we are to
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work together effectively, we must understand one another” (p. 1). If it is that important
and there is only slim research on how to do it, this seems like it requires some bright
minds thinking hard about it.
Second, there is little research on relationships that cross lines of class. In Unlikely
Friends, Vela-McConnell (2011) had to eliminate cross-class friendships as one of the
primary categories of his research as he could not come up with an adequate sample size.
These relationships do exist, and it is important to learn from them. It would also be
worthwhile to study people who work alongside people of different classes to learn more
about the obstacles they face in developing deeper relationships with one another.
Conclusion
In order to accept my argument that these sometimes challenging relationships are
worth whatever investments need to be made, it requires that we agree that things like
improved perspectives, understanding a new culture, gaining a more accurate picture of
reality, being present, and letting go of control are things that are worth pursuing. It is
possible that many people would prefer to isolate themselves from difference and remain
ignorant about the ongoing struggles faced by those from different races and classes than
themselves. It’s possible that these same people would prefer to maintain control and avoid
ever being empty. In the process, I would argue that these are people who are limiting their
ability to give and receive love.
Certainly the barriers to experiencing this love are many. In these chapters, I have
talked about the barrier of tribalism that reveals itself in segregation, classism, and racism.
I have explained how conflicting views of money and the absence of true freedom create
almost impenetrable barriers. I have shown the difficulties of finding a place to experience
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relationships of diversity and being willing to deal with the chaos and submit to the
emptiness required. This is no easy love. But beyond the benefits to the common good,
which are significant, there is this potentiality of a transforming love with the ability to heal
an evil brokenness. I like to think that when this love takes hold, it is strong enough to heal.
At least, that’s what is happening in my neighborhood.
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